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aboard anyway? I did
learn

however,

that

Dana's first TV

?

/'/,

think she's

London's Little

i

Juicy'
IUiC!j

low, Angie, even If !tie
in aid of the theatre's

sl
sat

ABBIA'S ANNA.
horn sifting
ma A trig pales
ritorieg..

Just

restoration fund.
My old friend Keith
Moon has been at it

again (when Isn't

"I're

he?) 01' Bandy Legs
upset the patrons of
Sergio's Le Club in
Hollywood the other
night, by walking in,
bold as brass, without
any trousers and

here

(of

be on the Basil Brush

Show-

/

Theatre she's present log a lunchtime strip
show all this week
called 'Krlsls Kabaret'. Appearing with
her is Sts Gladys
Shock. Together the
couple strip. I never
thought you'd stoop so

L

What next

sporting only the

. Knebworth?
More news reaches me
of the Floral Hall,
Covent Garden, scene
of the recent Led
Zeppelin bash.
More than a week after
the festivities, the
clearing -up remains

undone, much to the
delight of the local rat
population. The rascally rodents have
moved in In vast

briefest pair of pants.
I
understand little

Keith

arrived

in

Jeans, which are
barred -by the club.
When told of the

regulation,

Connolly, Doeald
Sutherland, Roger
Taylor and Brian

..,

trying to upstage? At

censor for using
unnecessary language. As we

PHOTOGRAPHER
Steve Emberton

much .
- and Peter
who? Sorry, never
heard of him."
r have to admit that
young Linda Ronetadt

rapidly-decay-

Ingllggers.

naturellement, the

CARTOONIST
J Edward Oliver

admire Clapton very

Who on earth does Angle

style open sandwiches
were served and,

CONTRIBUTORS
Greg Edwards
James Hamilton
Robin Katz

Peter Frampton?"
Johnny OW: "I

aboard at 3. 2) pm.

non-stop, Swedish-

EDITORIAL
Barry Cain
Jim Evans
Sheila Prophet
Robin Smith
David Wright

Radio Landon Pother
day, Charlie Gillett to
Johnny 'Guitar' Watson: "What do you
think of guitarists like
Eric Clapton and

Abba's late arrival

courtesy of CBS
Records. It was called

imagine old falso
astride an ass at a

beefcake, Demis

numbers and are

Rousso? On a recent
trip to Syria, he

feasting on the rapid-

ly -decaying scraps
the llggers left behind. (Or should that

played

a

special

concert in the Amphi-

can

which make people
Jump out of windows.
I have contemplated It

myself." Hmmmm.

a thought.
.
"Despite all
their success the Bay
CI y Rollers (a pop
group) have gained no
respect musically and

There's
And

must
- wish

they made it.
I'd been there

understand the

sort of pressures

everyone's surprise,

Talking of men (and
who isn't?) how about
the latest exploits of
that hunk of Greek

36) to an tranquillisers,
"1
I offer you

And one of the helplcas
beasts was singled out
to lug 17 -stone Demis
to the summit. To
not least the donkey's,

garb.

who, poor young thing
(actually he nays he's

theatre In the ruins of
Alep. The theatre was
too high up a hUl for
the van to carry the
musical equipment to
the top. The problem
was soon solved,
however, by hiring a
number of donkeys.

re-

he

moved his offending

Page3

I

this depresses them.
They have become
prisoners and can't
even go for a walk
without being mobbed." I can tell you,
Tam, I'd run a mile if

Syrian mountain. 1
wonder if he rode sidesaddle? I expect he'll
claim he was follow-

any of

Mg aster.

From the selected

quotes of Tam Paten,

1

your lads

walked up to me.
heard a little gem on

ADVERTISEMENT
PRODUCTION
Michael Hitch
TELEPHONE
SALES MANAGER
Eddie Fitzgerald

"Zt.t'-

o

1

a

,d

{.%t,..

_

'

A

May.
sweet old genUeman
rang me at the end of
lust week. It wan Jahn
McVle's dad wanting
a

copy

of -the

Fleetwood

Mac picture used In RM that
week, Apparently, It
was the first Ume he's
seen a picture of the
band that actually
showed John smiling.
Another good man down
Mike Rutherford
of Genesis married

last Saturday.

I

wasn't Invited, but
good luck lo the lad

who

rather

became

overtired and emo

Uonal at his stag night
the previous Thurs.
day.
No marks to Gerry
Gard, boss of RCA
Records. At a pleas.
ant IIWe early eve
ning party in honour
of handsome country

singer Charley Pride,
Gerry made a presentation to the singer

"Charley,

please

accept

silver.

.

.

er

these

no.

.

er cut glass decanters

" Charley:

"Thanks, I'll fill them
with water "

,

t

,,jr

',t
o

.

_
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BOWIE' Anything my old lady can

do.

I ran do betrrr,

G' :EN

rá

MICHAEL LEE Smith of 'Star:* and Earl Slick at Ruby Star's Hollywood party
"I know the food asn': up to much, bat I've already told you to lay off the
gladioli."

as you've never heard him before

K

ME

4,

CRYING"

"Horny horns, curdling chorus, vibrant vocals," SOUNDS

"Al just flies away." NME
"Blimey

o

.. it's Al Green with a stomper."

BLACK ECHOES

"Is his best single for some time and is jazzier than usual."
NEEDLETIME

Marketed by

DECCA

Page
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Quo

ABRA
TOUR

TOP
THE

t

LOT
STATUS
headline

QUO
a

are

lo

/pedal rock

concert at Stafford

ABBA have confirmed
their short ~cart tour.
nee t February. The dales
are: Birmingham Odeon,
February 10; Manchester
Free Trade Ran Febru.
ary II; Olaagow Apollo,
February 12 and two
shows at London's Royal

Albert Kali on February
14.

Tickets for the London
shows will be available by
post only from 'Abbe
Concerts, PO Box WIA
4TL, London'. Applicants
Mould enclose camped

-

addressed envelopes.
Prices of tickets are:

17.50, W. 50, 1e ID, 13.00

and

12.00.

They

are

,BE -BOP
q. TOUR

limited to tour per

applicant.
The promotes my they
do not want the
applications to arrive

/,

been/ December I.

The Swedish group
arrived in London last
Monday for four days
promotion. They will be
Interviewed on Top Of

The Pops on Thunday,
but will not be performing
live on the show.
At a London reception
on Monday they were

presented with a total of
32 gold, silver and
platinum discs for sales of
their various LPs and
singles.

Triple Rod

ROD STEWART has added three more coneert, to his
IJK tour.
Two more dates are added at London Olympia on
12 by postal
January 14 and le, tickets LS, (4, L1 and Belle
Vue on
application only, and one at Manchester
November 26.
A few tickets are still available for the Glasgow,
Leicester and Dundee dates. Tickets for the Dublin
concerts are on sale from November M.
Re-relewsed singles out this week Include Rod
Stewart's 'Maggie May', and George Harrlson's 'My
Sweet Lard.'

Paul's maxi

single Is released by Paul
.A FOUR track maxi
hit
Nicholas on November 26, his follow up to the are
'Dancing With The Captain'. The tracks
'Mr
Sax
And
Floyd',
Foot
'Grandma's Party', 'Flat
The Gil' and 'Shufflin' Shore', Priced 89p, it will be
available in a special sleeve,

touting Japan, Australia

BE-BOP DELUXE. charting with their 'Hot Valves'
EP. have announced an extensive UK tour for January
and Febnmry next year.
The tour opens on January 20 at Sheffield City Hall
and continues: Manchester Free Trade Hall 21,
Lancaster University 22. Liverpool Empire 23.
Wolverhampton Civic Hall 24, Birmingham Odeon
25, Exeter University Great hall 26. Cardiff Capitol
27. Malvern Winer Gardens 28. Bracknell Sports
Centre, 29. Oxford New Theatre 30. Stoke Victoria

Hall 31.

and New Zealand.

February dates are' Bradford St George's Hall 1.
Edinburgh Usher Hall 3, Glasgow A polio 4,.4herdeen
Capitol S, Dundee Caird Hall ó, Newcastle City Hall 7.
Portsmouth Guildhall 10. Ipswich Gaumont 11, Leeds
Grand Theatre 13, Bristol Colston Hall 15,
Bournemouth Winter Gardens 16, Brighton Darse 17,
London Hammersmith Odeon /8 and 19.

Genesis
sell out

Tickets at Hammersmith are 12.50, 12 and £1.50,
and elsewhere range from 12.50 to £1, and are
available from box offices from this week

night» at London's Rainbow Theatre.
There were more than
three times an many

7;P'

SILVER
CH NGE
LINDA G. THOMPSON
has quit top German soul
band Silver Convention,
and a new American
singer has Joined their
Ilne-up.
The groups' management In Munich say she
left the band "for a more

private Ufe. "
Their producers Micheal Kurile and Sylvester
Kevay went to New York
to find a replacement

singer

for Silver Cat-

working on Broadway.

She has now Deft the US to

live In Munich and

rehearse with the other
members of the group.
It is thought that Sliver
Convention will be the
German representatives
of the Eurovlsb n Song
Contest, which is held In
Britain next year.
u,'el

sa a -t

l

Wilson back
BRIAN WILSON is to
rejoin the Beach Boys for
their three New York
concerts at Madison

Another Elvis

venUon and signed 22 year - old black singer
Rhonda Heath who was

'7&

Presley oldie 'The Girl Of
My Best Friend', RCA are
releasing 'Sunpldon' as n
single on Friday. The cut
was previously only
available on his 1982 LP
'Pot Luck W Ith ElvI,'.

the 5th.

FOLLOWING THE

IkeL-Q

Foster,
please write to
Debbie Bennett
Capitol Records
20 Manchester Sq.
London Wl.

r

`7

Square Garden on
vember 24, 25 and 28

sue.

THE ORIGINAL line op of Llndlslerne

dates

empton Gaumont December

December e.
MOON: Wrexham

EART11 BAND:

17.

Cardiff Ceded l8, tendon
Victoria 10. 'Roaring

New

Silence' LP has gone sliver.
IAN GUTAN BANK Have
cancelled their Winter lour
and put it bark to the New
Year to coincide with the
new LP currently being re mixed.
DARYL RAIL AND JOHN
OATES: Birmingham Odeon
12, Cardiff Capitol 13, Bristol
Colston Hall 14, Brighton
Dome 1S, Oxford New
Theatre. 16, Sheffield City
18,

le to

reform

-

-

Alan Kull, Rod Clemens, Ray
Lindisfarne
split In
Jackson
L ekdlaw, Simon Case and Ray
their nest reappearance at
make
April 1979. They
Newcastle Qty Hall on December 22 and 23 for two

-

special Christmas ton oerta.
Ticket, are Welted to four per application and are
available by postal application only from
"Llnd lslarne '76, M. B.M. Aasorla tea Ltd., P.O. Box
Newcastle Upon Tyne NEe LLT" and enclose a
envelope. Prices are 13, 12.75,
address
stamped, addressed
0.50 and L2. 2S.

opening

ter Palace

South-

Maneltester-Arwmk

ABC 19, Ipswich Gaumont zo,

butonlyfortwotoncerta

JONI MITCHELL'S new
album 'HejIra' 1s rel.-end
on December 3.
Musicians guesting on
the album lndude Nell
Young. Tam Scott and
Jaco Pastorals. The nine
penned songs
self
include 'Amelia', 'Furry
Sings The Blues.' 'Blue
Motel Room', Refuge Of
the Roads and 'Coyote
A British and European
tour for Joni Is being

negotiated for next
summer.

e

MANFRED MANN'S

at handles
Theatre on

Tivoli
Ballroom November 30,

Hampstead Westfield College December It.. Their
London Dingwall date
December 22 has now been
cancel led and will be no. on
either December 30 or 31.
GAR West Renton Pavilion
December 2, M anehester
University 3 London New
Victoria 4. Their new single,
released on Friday, la their
treatment of Silent Night.'
HEART. (Top Canadian
band) Oxford Polytechnic
December 3, SaLford Valveraiey 4,

Eerier University 6,

Lancaster Uolverslty 7,

hampton Civic Hall 25,
Newc aslle City Hail 26,

Chelmsford Essex University 8, London New Victoria

Edinburgh

BERT

Glasgow

Lindisfarne reform

No-

Joni album

TOURS. .TOURS...TOURS1

Ball

e

theatre, which reopens
with the Genesis appearances, had sold out within
48 hours Of the concede'
announcement.

reas of a re-released Elvis

THE REAL Thing have
delayed release of their
next single until the New
Year, and they will come
off the road to record a
second album at the same
time.
Two dates have been
added to their tour:
Southend Zero B Club on
December 1 and Maidenhead Leisure Centre on

II

ticket».

an

about 28,000 applicants
for 8,000 seats, and the

Thing
delay single

Bournemouth winter Gardens 21, London Rs ne
me:smith Odeon 23, Wolver-

colour poster of

GENESIS HAVE corn.
pletely sold out their three

applicants

,

If you would like a HOT-LINE to the
Sylvers, information about the group
including a full

are currently

bend

y

Lizzy single
A THIN Lduy single le released on November 28
'Don't Believe A Word' from their 'Johnny The Fox'
album, backed with 'Old Flame'.
Their 'Jailbreak' LP has gone gold and the 'Johnny
The Fox' album has gone sliver.
Ltzzy's Hammersmith concerts this week were
recorded fcr a possible live album for 1977 release.
The band had to cancel one date on their tour,
November 10 at Bradford St George's Hall when their
van broke down and were fogbound. But they
appeared there the next night, which was to have
been their one night off during the tour.

Bingley Hall in January.
The concert on January
9 Is in conjunction with a
national newspaper pop
awards, In which Quo
were nominated,
Tickets for the show are
13.50, and It will be
compered by John Peel
It will be recorded for
screening by ATV and
will be Quo's first major
TV appearance. The

&polio 27,

City H 11 28,
Stoke Trentham Gardens 30,
JOANARMATRADING: Additions to tour Blackpool
Opera House December 9
and London New Victoria on
the 12th an additional
matinee at 5.30 pm.
CITY ROY: Norwich Uslver-

sity of East

Anglia

November 27, Sheffield Top
Rank 78, Cambridge Lady
Kitchell Hall 29. Cardiff 'Ibp
Rank 30, Scarborough

Penthouse December
Loughborough University

3,
4,

Slough College 8 Birkenhead
Mr Dlgby's a. London Kings
College 10. Carmarthen
Trinity College 11. Birmingham Bar barell a's 14.
VON has been
W aR REIN
named as the support act for
Jackson Brower s European

8

9.

JANSCH: London
Marquee December 7,14 end
28, backed by Rod Clements
and Pick Withers.
CARAVAN: (Support set

Oscar) Preston Guildhall
November 16, Edinburgh
University 19, Glasgow
Uafverslty 20, Dundee
University 21, Liverpool
Empire 23, Keel* University

24, Coventry Warwick
'University 25, Malvern
Winter Gardens 26. Lilt!".

ter Polytechnic

27,

Exeter

University 29, Plymouth
Fiesta 30, Southampton

University December 1,
Derby Kings Hall 2.
Guildford University of
Surrey 3, Manchester
UMIST

a

and

special

Cbristmaa shoe London New
Victoria on December 22

when they will be joined by
former band member-.
CURVED AIR. Cambridge

Corn Ezehonge

November

Ritchie College of
Eder Aloe 20, Bath Unbarsay 27, lekester University
December 4, Uabrldse
Brunel College 8, Recker
Loath am Bowls Nottingham
19

Trent Polytechnic 10,

St

Albans City Hall II.
STE YE GIBBONS RAND;
Oxford College of Eduralbe
November 19, maidenhead
Skindles 20 Preston Gouda
Club 24, Derby Bishops
Lansdale College 27, Keck pool Imperial

College

Die

/ember 3, Birmingham
University 4, Deptford

Rachel McMillen College 9,
London Marquee 10, Reiford

Porterhouse

11,

Uncoil

Technical College 17, Dudley
JBs 18, Burton On Trent 71
Club

20

CHARLIE Burton On Trem
76 Club November 28,

Cambridge Technical College 27, London Marquee ea,
Leeds Poly December 1.
Cardiff Top Rank 7, Newport
8, Sean Stowaway

thorn Prior CyClub

Hce.JERCamberley

Lakeside Club November 27,

Luton

Cse/an

November
and

28

Palace

December

4

Batley Variety Club

December 5-11.
SPOT ENZ have cancelled
their Birmingham concert at
Aston University set for
November 21. They also
three adrift/one
announce

datee

for

their

tour,

Doncaster Outlook December 6 Brockeohurat College
g, Dudley n..10.
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Limited
Jethro
A

LIMITED edition

Jethro Tull EP la released
on November 29 Including
three previously unre
leased tracks.
It is released to coincide
with the pagan festival of
the Winter Solstice,
December D, and tracks
are 'Ring Out, SolsUoe
Bells', 'March The Mad
Scientist', 'Pan Dance'
and 'Christmas Smg'.

Year.
Linda plays a two
week sensor at Laidon's
Ronnie Scotts Club from
November 29. and she will

appear at

Christmas charity
concert

a

gala

Haley tours Britain
BILL HALEY And The
Comets are to tour Britain
later this year, their first

visit for four years.

Concerts confirmed so far
are London New Victoria
on December 3 and
Southport Theatre on the
5th. To tie in with the tour
MCA release a maxi single consisting of
'Shake Rattle And Roll',
'Hauls Dazzle' and 'Rock
- A
Beatin' Boogie' on
November 19.

NO'S

Linda solo album

LINDA MoCARTNEY b
to.record a solo album

next year. The projected
LP will be her first album
on her own and la one of
I solo plans by
Wings members since the
completion of their world
tour.
Singles have already
been released by Denny
Lalne an Jimmy
McCulloch and White
Line (See Interview page

r-

0°)

Y

.

at present.
The one known project
far 1977 is their collabora
tion with Gene Rodden
berry, the creator of the
'Star Trek' TV aeries, on a
film.

Kew ley.

thy Sawyer of Dr

JONATHAN KING, under his alias of One
Hundred Ton And A

Feather releases a
Christmas single 'When A
Child Is Born' on

19. It Is a soul
of the single
recorded by Johnny

November

version
Mathis.

'Waddy album
SHOWADDYWADDY'S
'Greatest Hlts' album is
released on December

10.

Additional dates to
their current tour are:
Nottingham Commodore
Watford Bailey's

22-

Hook

releases a solo single
'Daddy's Little Girl' on
Friday.
Ringo Starr's new single le
'Ifey Baby', released on
28th,

a

1982

hit for

Bruce Channel.

Lynyrd Skynyrd-banned at
Hamilton, Ontario, Ca-

LINDA McCARTN£Y album next year

Southport Theatre

Shearston signs

-

King child

new single out

a

on November 26: 'Don't
Take Your Love Away'.
Kenny's keyboards player
Chris lacklison has left
the band replaced by Ian

the

The group are currently
finishing off production of
their triple live album
and have no touring plans

21,
77.

BRIEF
SUK have

12).

Linda in musical
LINDA LEWIS is to make
her theatrical debut next
month 1n a London
musical 'I Gotta Shoe'.
She has a Christmas
single Issued an Novem
ber 26, a version of
' W'Inter Wonderland', and
her new album will be
Completed In the New

also

Page 5

GARY SHEARSTON
who had a hit two years
ago with 'I Get A Kick Out
Of You'
has signed to
Transatlantic Records. A
new single, another
reworking of an old
classic, Is released soon.

-

Radio City gigs
MERSEYSIDE'S commercial radio station

Radio City has announced
another series of concerts
organised in conjunction
with the station.
On Saturday November
27 they present Klki Dee
at Liverpool Empire,
Andy Fairweather Low,
Liverpool Empire 30, two
performances by Bill
Haley and the Comets at

on

December 5. Gallagher &
Lyle are al the Empire
Theatre on January 29,
Gene Pitney at Southport
Theatre an February 18,
and Twiggy at the
Empire on March 21.

Gilbert's
matrimony
A

TRACK from Gilbert

O'Sullivan's first LP
'Nothing Rhymed'
'Matrimony' is being
released

on

MANI

an

Friday. The song also

appears on his 'Greatest
Hits' album released on
November 27.
Gilbert has a TV special

titled 'Gilbert

O'Sullivan's Greatest
Fills' screened
ber 28.

on

Decern-

Soul single
A DAVID SOUL single is
being rush - released on
November 28 by Private
Stock.
Tony Macaulay flew to
Los Angeles on Wednesday to record two of his
songs with David, Hutch
out of TV's 'Starsky And
Hutch', but it is not
certain which the 'A' side

will be.

Ronstadt tour
LINDA RONSTADT, who
tours Britain later this
month, has a 'Greatest
Hits' collection LP released on December 10.
The Asylum LP includes
tracks from her Capitol
albums up to her current
'Hasten Down The Wind'
set.

nada, when City Council
refused permission for
their November 1e concert
on account of what they
had read about the group
Wishbone Aah single 'Outward Bound'.
Clifford T. Ward may tour in
the New Year.
Scorpions, German heavy
rock band, have cancelled
UK tour but Marquee gig
on November 21 stands
Julie Covington tingle 'Don't
Cry For Me Argentina'
issued from
album.

'Evita double

-

A4ple acks EP including
Tell Me When'
their
sixties let and 'Three Little

"DANCE,.
LITT LADY"

Featuring
"Dánce Little Lady, Dance"& "Doctor Love"

al'ke.

eé

m,
Ta
I

CBS 81617

Birmingham's Boris

April.

Mae are

to

disband

after

current UK tour. Last date
together Is Slough os

December 18
Meal 'ticket have signed to
HanoWgton and Wyper,
first LP recorded December for 1977 release.
Flintlock new single 'Rua
Ilan Roulette' out on

Friday.

Gentle Giant live

LP
released on Chrysalis In
mid -January.
Jlgaaw off to Japan to
compete la Yamaha song
fest.

Stripy
on

support Hawbobtd

December dates,

currently recording second LP for Harvest.
Catharine Howe to support
Andy Falrwedher low on
tour, also resident on sew
serles of TV's That's
Life'.
Al Stewart additional date at
Birmingham Town Hall on
November 24.
RCA to handle Seismal label
In UK
esdtle make Ont US tour
this month.
Billy Connolly In film
documentary Big Banana
Feet' shown at London
Film Festival on November 20.

Luxury album

o

Records & Tapes

by

label.
Demla Rouasos recording
new album to London at
the end of the month.
Chl-tiles asked back to
Batley Variety Club In

THE NEW album by Emsuyiou Harria 'Luxury User'
Is to be reieas,d on January 7. including tracks by
Chuck Berry's 'You Never Can Tell' and Oruro
Parsons"She'.
Emmylou and the Hot Hand have been confirmed
n bill toppers et next year's Wembley Cos ntry Mtaalo
Festival on April I1.

NEW ALBUM

on

members Bob Moore and
Megan Davies, releued

Emmylou Harris

o

T,

Wore', featuring original
s.
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Eve y Nite's a

Saturday "fight
with The Drifters
'Every Nite's A Saturday Night'.
It's the title track from the amazing new smash hit album from those
remarkable hit makers 'THE DRIFTERS'.

Party time is approaching fast and there's nothing like THE DRIFTERS
to get it going.... G,et it.

Be sure to see
'THE DRIFTERS' in your area.
November 17-20 Blighty's Club, Farnworth
November 21-27 Caesar's Palace, Luton
November 28 London Palladium
November 29 Top of the World, Stafford
November 30 Grafton Rooms, Liverpool
December 1 Kings Country Club, Eastboume
December 2 Tiffany's, Coventry
December 3 The Village, Boumemouth
December 4 Pavillion, West Runton, Norfolk
December 5 Top Rank, Reading
December 6 Parkhall Club, Chamock Richard
December 7 Tiffany's Locarno, Bradford
December 9 Playhouse, Edinburgh
December 10 Top Hat Club, Spennymoor

Album produced by Roger Greenaway for
Cookaway Productions Ltd.
Sole management for THE DRIFTERS Faye Treadwell
UK Henry Sellers.

ARTY 140

ARISTA

Record Mirra, November 20, 1976
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Z.

'We were terrible punks
then. It's nice to

seer'

that someone has
started copying us

l

again with the hew
wave of bands. It's
á shame, their
music is good
but the image
is pretty awful'

t

A,,i;
tile_

i

'

:
t-

Interview

_.

-

,

ier

by

Barry
Cain

!

YOU thought dilemma. There wits
one thing for it. I
John Entwistle was only,netoe
window
SO

the
in
the most uninte- oped
the I a nd íested my
resting member of had ont the ledge I
The Who. Well, pin figured that way when I
out I would
back yer ears and passed
uprigoht andreeling
not
get load of this as remainsulfocale.S
we proudly present slightly acre comfort ,

for your delight

ed.l polished off the rest

the band to drop acid,"
says John. "And' the
main reason for that

passed out. And when I
woke'tup in the morning
my bloody head was
covered in pigeon shill"
The LSD trip seems to
have had a lasting effect

GIVE A LITTLE
ENTW LSTLE!
"I was the first on'e in

of the bottle and duly

was because I had
heard of parties where
drink was laced with the
stuff and I wanted to
prepare myself In case

was
op John,
frightened of It mainly
'because! don't like to be

"I

Incorivenlenced, and

that's what acid did to

that situation ever

me. You had to sit it out.
wait until the trip had

amse
and it
"So I took it
was terrible. The worst

-

experience

taken its course.
"But it did 'each me
how to control my mind.
When you sit there hour

I've ever

had. So 1 swore I would
never touch It again
Anyway. a few -seeks
later I was at this party
.
drink Mg scotch
and 1 realised that
someone had spiked It
with LSD.
"1 didn't want to go
through with it. It as
just too much to face. So
I took a whole new bottle
of whisky into the toilet
and locked myself in. I
decided to drink the lot,
pass out and so avoid
the trip. But alter I got
halfway through the
bottle 1 panicked. 'What
if when 1 pass out I'm
sick, and then inhale my
own vomit like Hendrix

after hour trying to stop
the experience you learn
something about your
mind that VIII, never
dreamed existed. I kept

..

did?' Ithought

"What could I do'.
You can understand my

repeating, 'I'm not
going to die' and 'I'm

not going to throw

myself out

of

the

window' and I didn't."

'

Does he ever take
drugs these days° "None of us take
drugs except perhaps
sleeping pills. It's just
not worth It, But we all
indulge In the" most
dangerous drug of alt.
alcohol. I never drink
more than me or two
brandies before going

stage. But afterwards I don't mind
on

getting completely
blotto.

"It's funny. I've got
two bicycle flasks on my
mike when we do a
concert. People think
they're special gadgets
to tunable me to do the
deep. voiced bit on

'Summertime Blues'.

"But one's full of
Southern Comfort and
the other white wine.
They have straws

poking out of them and
when I fancy a quick
suck 1 make It look as
though I'm singing!"
The new alimltne
John, 32, opens another
packet of cigarettes. We
are sitting in a etde room
of his house in Ealtng.
Nothing fancy, just a
luxurious bar stocked
with every drink you
can think of. Oh, and an
box
enormous juke
with lots of old rock 'n'

roll hits and

Who

singles

He has Just bought a
house In Gloucester

shire. Twenty bedrooms
and 45 acres.
"Well this place was
getting loo limiting. I
mean. I've got to have
somewhere to put my
101 guitars. This gives
me the perfect opportunity to gel away from the
music business now and
then. Besides, there's a
lot more social life In the
village where the house
is than in London
"The other week I
ended up walking down
the village main street
dressed as Wyatt Earp

in- a fancy dress
parade,"

How does he feel about
the success of 'Substi-

tute' currently bounding

up the charts on a maw
single of old Who hit*?

"I

can't understand
why it's en huge. The
maxi is great value for
money and that obviously helps I guess a lot of
kids are hearing us now
for the find time. At the
(Tarlton concert one
young girl carne up to
me and asked me who

the curly headed guy
was who sang with us!"
He looks aghast at the
old picture for Use Who
that appeared in the last

week's REGORD MIRROR.

up. I've lost count of the
number of stage man
agers we tied up at gigs.
'I remember one
night when we were
appearing on the same
bill as The Tremeloes,
As they sang their big
hit 'Silence Is Golden'
we marched across the
stage hanging drums
and cymbals.
"I even tied Pewter
Frampton up once. It
wan toa radiator by his

long college anti. I
guess we made a lot of
enemies amongst stage
managers and journal-

The Who were
a nasty lot.
I've lost count
of the number
of stage
managers we
lied up at gigs'

ists

"Oh my God. Is 'that
really me" That pink
suede jacket I'm wear-

things I would have
changed We should
have seen a lot more of
each other socially. We
all thought that seeing
too much of each other
would Interfere with the
music, with the whole
set up
"The only time we
really get together is at

ing in it took ages to pay

for.

We

were

only

t20 a week
week in
those days.
"We were terrible
punks then. It's nice to
see that someone has

started copying

us

again with the new wave
of bands. It's a shame,
their" music Is good but
the image Is pretty
awful
"The Who were a
nasty tot s and I really
mean that- We repelled
against the whole set

but

never

amongst musicians
and still
"We didn't
don't like other people
who weren't musicians
looking down on us.. We
told them where to go
. mainly for our own
self respect "
Why have they stayed
together for so long?

-

-

"Mainly hecaupe we
simply enjoy playing
together so much Although there are

business meetings.
There's not much

chance on tours, unless
you creep into cash
other's rooms and get
drunk. It's now lime to
,look upon each other as
friends and not Jun

business associates.

But there have been
really worrying

some

times when the hand felt
It was getting stale.
Especially after 'Tommy' when It seemed so
long since The Who
played together."
John has always been
regarded as the quiet,

reserved member of The
Who. While the others
wreak havoc on stage he
seems content to stand
in the background.
"That's lust not true
anymore Since playing
with Ox where I had to
do all the singing and
Introductions I've come
out a lot more. So. I
don't jump up and down
on stage, But.1 know
how much I contribute

ad Ink. I get a
lot of respect as a, bass
player
and that to me
is the most important
to the

-

thing.

"I would rather have
that respect from ether
musicians than be
regarded as a big pop
.. although In a
Idol
way It would be kinds
nice to he thought of as
both "
Has he never felt like
cutting out?
"Never. I may be
furious with this stupid
country. but I'm very
patriotic. If this govern.
ment had been my
manager I'd have
broken the contract
years ago Besides. I
couldn't afford to jack It
aU in. All the money to
tied up In various
companies."
John's solo career
seemed to grind to an

abrupt hall a while
back. What happened'
just biding my
time. I'm writing songs

at the moment and III
get iometlung out within
the next year qr two,
Pete wants me to write
more material for the
hand. I only used to
write to suit my voice
before, but now I bear
Roger in mind when I

write

I'm more well
known in the Stales as a
composer, People over
here don't seem to worry
about who writes songs.
"I want to get to the
stage where we each
play on Our own solo
album. We have
thought about that for a
long time. I want to ruin
Roger'a albums with my
bass parts!
"I feel more relaxed
now I've finally found
the way I should write

after losing direction
with my last two rock "n
roll albums, And that's
a healthy beginning to
my next 12 yeah with
the Who. Sure, we're
gonna go un that long
People make me sick
when they say only
young people get angry
Cant 20 and 30 year
old's get angry too? So
Can't we play W their
anger?

"I

dont worry about

getting old

The main

worry is people callilg
you old when you don't
led It. We seem to be the
first band to have

suffered from that
[elusion

"Anyway,

mind buying

1

a

won't

wig."

THE OLD GREYACID TEST
The Who's John Entwistle relates his nasty ordeal with LSD
and how he's prepared to buy a wig for Who tours in 12 years time
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+++++ Unbesubi.
++++ Ray It
+++ Giselta spin
++ Glvells

mla.
Unbearable

+

reviewed by Jim Evans, P.A.

Showaddywaddy's Trevor Oakes (left)
and Rod' Deas listen to some 45's
,1011N UNMAN: 'Rudolph The Red
Nosed Reindeer' (1MM DJS 10728). is
this the 'A' side? It must have been the
113' side they played on the radio this
morning. 'Nellie The Elephant'. This
isn't dirty enough, it should have been a
lot funnier. The only ones it'll appeal to
are the five - year - olds
the mums
and dads might buy It for them Look,
the record's bent. 10 out of 10 for TV
programme, but nothing for this.

-

PETUI.A CLARK: 'Downtown' (Pye
46650). This one's aimed at the
discos, Could be a hit
yes we vote it
hit. We like Petula. A few plays on
Crossroads and in the discos should
make it a hit and It's as good u
production as you'll gel
7N

.41

-

JIMMY McCULLOCH AND WHITE
LINE:: 'Call My Nana' (EMI 25(0).
This could be anybody. Can't

i

understand the words anyway. It won't
gel the plays, but he's a great guitarist
bring back 'thunderclap Newman

-

Why didn't he cut a Buddy Holly
number like Denny Lalne? Because
Paul McCartney's got the catalogue?

VIBE ATOMS! 'vie Vlbrate MAR 246).
Last one like this was Chris Spedding.
Stickle
This isn't commercial enough
Most must be having an experiment.
No chart potential. but should do well as
a DFC
Disco Floor Clearer

-

CUFF RICHARD: 'Hey Mr Dream
Maker' (EMI 2560). (Readers. please
dole' Trevor and Rod were agreed in
their verdicts on must of the singles
played to them, but with regard to
Master Cliff, they begged to differ, )
Rod: "This young man is full o1
surprises It's easy to say this is just
like Dr Hook, but It's just Cliff I lust
hope he doesn't overtake us. H t."
Trevor: "No, miss It's Dr Hook all
over again, just like 'Sylvia's Mother'.
Not as good as 'Devil Woman'."
I1

AN K

MIIZELL: 'Itaakin And Serapin"
CS 1019). We heard this one

((burly

this afternoon driving down the MI at
110 miles an hour to get here on time.
This'll be a miss, 'cos it's not a good
example Of rock 'n' roll. 'Jungle Rock'
wan great. but this isn't He's got to be
601f he's a day, We did a TV show with
him In Germany. He was very nervous.
What was he, a petrol pump attendant
or something'

ENGI.AND DAN & .[011N FORD
COLEY: 'Nights Are Forever Without
You' (Hg Tree K miles). Like his voice,
Not as strong as their Mat hit. 'I'd
Really Love To See You Tonight', but
on the strength of that. it might ben hit.
No, It doesn 7 grab us,

-A

MANFRF,D MANN'S EARTH BAND:
't)uations' (ltronze ltlt0 34A). That
American what Is name. Springsteen
Heavy' (Warner Bras K 16944). Hasn't
wrote their lust one. No, this one started'
got the drive of 'let Your Love Flow',
off OK, but what happened to the
OK for background music.
chorus? It just didn't happen, did it?
'Who Are You' (Motown
they are women's chit
TV programme of the
TMO 1067). The definitive
same name, Repetitive,
dren and we mother-them
Townie sound A big disco
but could be a minor hit.
again'. Heavy. + + +
hit. Excellent harmonies
+ 4 +
CARL SIMMONS: 'Never
Sang A Sadder Song' KEITH MANIFOLD: and backing. You know
(Elektra K 12210). Slow '1 ddelling Granny' (1MM thereat. ++++
Lit)UID PLEASURE:
DJS 1072e). Geriatric
weepie sung with feeling
until he starts talking a la lyrics and yodelling. Take s Little' (Midland
International MID 3).
Ghostly 4xonbinaUcet
J J Barrie. 'Orrlble corn.
MAE MeKENNA: 'I Solid funky soul. 4 + +
+
JULIE COVINGTON: Want To Believe In You' ALKATRAZ, 'Nlto Rend
Ito' (United Artist. UP
'Don't Cry For Me (Transatlantic 1110 553),
3e1s8), A Welsh group
Shades of Lynsey de Paul
Argentina' (MCA MO.
and Carol King, Mono- who apparently have a
From the opera 'Evita'.
strong following in the
Very Andrew Lloyd tonous + +
PAUL ANKA: 'Happier' valleys. Almost a disco
Webber, very Tim Rice.
very Julie Covington, (United Artists UP hit. 1 look forward to
36i113). Tight backing,
hearing their album.
very nice. + + +
driving beat, minor hit
+ 4 +
LES HUMPIIRIES SING+++
FOUR SEASONS: 'We
ERS: 'Indian W'ar' (Antic
TOMMY HUNT: 'One Can Work ItOud' (Warner
K 11627). A big group on
Fine Morning' (Spark Bros. K 19441» Frankie
the continent, nice gold
SRL 1148). Intro reminds Valli and the lads with
LPs In Germany, they've
me of Telstar'. Singer
their version of the
yet to impress the charts
to have difficulty
appears
think
Beatles number taken
Don't
over here.
from the soundtrack
In hitting some notes.
this one will either. ++
PRATT & MeCLEAN: Voice has shades of Tom album of the picture 'All
Thin And World War Ir.
Jones and Engelbert. +
'Happy Days' (Reprise K
THE TEMPTATIONS: Not bad at all, but, not at
14436). Theme tune from

THE BELLA MY BROTHERS: 'Nothin'

1
ABBA: 'Money, Money,
Money' (Epic EPC 4713).
Appropriate title
Abba

more than

a
must have
feu green ones stashed
away by now. This should
boost their coffers even
more. Usual Abba for
mula, but not as strong as

their last two hits.
+ + + +

THE WURZELS:

'Morning Glory' (EMI
2594). An agricultural
aria from the country
bumpkins who brought
you 'Combine Harvester' and 'Cider Drin
her'. Not a parody this

time, but a Jolly
singalong number

which should help the
cider flow In west
country hostelries and
elsewhere. + + +
ANDREW GOLD: 'Do
N'ah Duddy Duddy' (Asy.

Wm K 13099. Originally
recorded by the Exciters
in the States Taken to

Number One here in '64
by Manfred Mann. Apart
from the funky intro, this
is just like Mantred's
version. Hardly original.

++

BROTHER LEES:

'Along Came John' (D.IM
DJS 10729). TV comedy
team ride into town with
an unfunny record, One
star awarded for the

Jew's harp player.
CHARLEY PRIDE: 'A
Whole Letts Things To
Sing About' (RCA 2744).
Actualry he hasn't got
much to sing about at all,

Just another gentle

uninspired country numheard it all before,
ber
Charley. Flip Is 'The
Hardest Part Of Ldvin's
If he sings
Loving Me'
songs like this all day and
all night I'm not
surprised. +
COMMODORES: 'Just
To Be Close To You'
(Motown TMG 1061).

-

-

Disco slowle, could make
it big. The Four Tops
crossed with John Baldry
to produce strained voice

effect

+ + +

,.4<,
: ,` ``

.

Acker BUk's
instrumental hit. Boring.

re. +4+
LOVE ON LOVE: 'Ma.
kin' Love On The Phone'
(Power F.sehange PX
215). Soft, saucy slowle.

We're spared the heavy
breathing, Donna Sum
mere watch out. ++
VINCE HILL: 'When I
Fail In Love' (CBS S(715
4161). And I thought he
was happily married.
D

suppose some people

must buy his records
his wife perhaps. No
stars awarded, this has
been done already by

(A&M AWN 7285).

pop from a young
threesome. No propa-

ganda, no social comment, no politics. Quite

refreshing

NOLAN SISTERS:

'Thanks For Calling'
(Target TOT Ile). Roger

Ill),

++

l'_,;

.

-_-

r

In-

strumental that reminds
me of 'Amazing Grace' by
the Great Awakening.
Like it.
JOE BENJAMIN+ 'teal
Get My Mind Orb You'
(E Ml :560). Can't get th

-")

*
.

.`

-y-

\J

single. + + + +

sensual sense)

\.

QUEEN: 'Somebody To Lov- e' (EMI 256.5).
The one you've all been waiting for. At
first, I thought the arrangements were over
- Intricate, the band having peaked with
'Bohemian Rhapsody', a lot of which has

'Halm

Greenaway produces for
the seventies' answer to
the Beverley Sister ++
FOREST FIRE: 'I *Ill
Return' (Target TOT
It's been done
before, but I can't recall
who by. A moving (10 the

Jain

fl

:..

+ + +

BOIL SEOF:Rt

reel' (Capita CL 13289),
Taken from the excellent
album, 'Night Moves'. If
you aren't familiar with
Mr Seger, you are hereby
ordered to Invest In NU

affair

T' re

A

funky love ballad. + +
JALN BAND: 'Life Is A
Fight' (Magnet MAO ti).
I've just thought what
JALN might Bland far,
but mustn't print It More
funk. Like the ser'aaming
tenor sax. + + +
HOOKER, 'Music (Living In Your Hearty
(Pinnacle P14431). Solid

--151-1'

++

.

too

er you

1

added to

it

.

into It. Happy
Christmas darns', whoev
much

LTD: 'Lose Ballad'

swi
rf

DAVID MARTIN: 'Aria'
(DJM DJS 10711). Lyrics

As the
tide .meU to
snow flakes flutter gently
on to my typewriter and
the sleigh bells ring, I
have no hesitation in
awarding this a festive

gonna make the moot of

that mistletoe
Really. Dart reed

everyone under the sun.

7r

don't know who she Is.
and I. don't rare for this
attempt at a Chrlstrnas
record. Come back Greg
Lake, please. +

JUDY COLLINS: 'Bread
And Rosen' (Elektra K
12231). Haunting start
with Ms Collins' clear
voice unaccompanied fQ
the first two verses. Liked
the accordion when it
comes in. but this ain't got
that something 'Amazing
Grace' had. Might go
down well with the
Salvation Army with lines
'As we go
such as. .
marching, marching, we
battle too fir men, For

Enjoy This Christmas'
(UJM DJ8 10730). A' tale
of intention
'I'm

IrW

Murray could find better
than this hackneyed
hardy annual Think I
even preferred 'Snow.
bird', +
SERAPHIM: 'The Match
Girl' (I}JM DJS 107M). I

ART GARFUNKEL: 'We
Are Going (Woyaya)'
(CBS S (B8 471/4). Taken
from his first solo album
'Angel Clare', this could
be very big. Sweet choral
backlog, pleasant soft
harmonies. Ha. a Yule.

the charts, but should
Cruise gently In. + +
AMANDA: 'I'm Oonna

Queen's complex love

ANNE MURRAY:
'Things' (Capitol CL
15884). I'm sure Ms

l

their best. Won't sthrrn up

C
rubbed off on this offering. But having
heard it several times now, it's getting
better all the time. Classy band, should go
tar.

orf quick

enoughis

SPARKS: 'I Like Girt.'
(Island W1P 4367).
Reminds m of Reg
Island Girl'e. Get. the
price for the moist
repetitive lyrfn of the
week, None the less, a big
hit. + + +
THE PE:PPIES" 'San M
Lov (t44amy gtUP1 4).
An old standard that
could nudge the lower
echelons of the chars.
Spoiled by over -loud

guitar. ++

SUNDOWN: 'Lard of ear
Dance' (EMI 2543)- A

traditional song given a
pleasant soft arrange.
menu. Very aver*_
attempt at folk - rock
adaptatIoa. +

+
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"Cheri Babe"
"Disco Queen"
"A Child's Prayer"
"You Sexy Thing"
"Don't Stop It Now"
"Van To Man"

"Love Is Life"
"You Could've Been
A Lady"
Believe (In Love)"
"You'll Always Be A Friend"
"Brother Louie"
"Rumours"
"Emma"
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EMI

524

"Heaven Is In The Back Seat Of
My Cadillac"
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NI
Brand new album
featuring their smash hit single 'Dancing Queen'
and 'Money, Money, Money'

Plus many more great tracks
ABBA/ARRIVAL
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ME and the boys went fora weekend to
France.
SO,

The railways were offering a cheap trip to Paris, so
Charlie down the boozer s ays "'Ere, it would make a
change from Southend. And all those French chicks

Bags were hastily pack ed and we were orft sur le
continent as it were.
Saturday afternoon
we did a spot of
sightseeing, since there
were no football matches and none of the bars
served brown ale, The
Eiffel tower, Arc de warm the cockles of our
Triomphe, we did the lot
'earls.
.. the whole works.
On stage was The
George Hatcher Band,
The question was
the Yank lead singer
what to do at night?
with the dynamite
Turning a corner we
British
was suddenly enlight- could boogie outfit. It
only mean one
ened. From a huge shed
thing
Dr Feeigood
a familiar sound of a
in town.
wailing blues guitar was
Since Introducing the
could be heard.
Hatcher Band to us on
Inside was
sight

by David Lebrun

-

-

a

to

their 'Stupidity' tour

earlier this year, they
never go anywhere
without them, so good is
the working relationship.
With

rumours about
what happened to the
last support hand to
take the stage al the
Pavilion De Paris, It
was a surprise the
Hatcher, went on at all.
But go on they did and
didn't they do well.
Georee Hatcher and

to

play

a

lively mixture

of country

blues

and

rock, southern style,
and while the audience
didn't exacUy go wild,
they did let them finish
their net and even
clapped when they left
the stage.

"Well, we got away
with out lives," grinned
George backstage.
There was a distinct
smell of pigs around the
huge shed that is the

Pavilion

Apparently It
be a slaughter-

used to
house before

A ',

someone

got the Idea to turn It
Into a much
needed
rock Centre for the city
Behind the scenes Is a
comfortable area for the
bandd and roadies to

red shirt and black suit
with red lining. His

guitar

- the
roadie commented.

is In matching
black and red
what
style this lad h as.
Also in a suit Is bass
player Sparko, who
wanders to and fro In
front of his amp like an
out of work member of

The Feelgoods are
Just as popular In
France as In the UK,
and the Paris gig was
one of several for their
French fans.
As usual, they hit the

Lee's press ups and the
whole Feelgood magic Is
working a treat. The
numbers come and go,
'Down By the Jetty',

relax, full of

Parisian spirit
"C'est
la vie
ain't It?" a

stage like

sonic
a
attack.
For the next houror so
the

stage

rhythm

becomes

a

'o blues assault

course.

Centre stage Lee
Rrllleaux throws him-

self and his mike around
with complete abandon,
while behind him The
Big Figure drums away
mercilessly, looking up
only to provide occasional backing vocals.
Stage left Is one Wilko
Johnson, sporting a new
haircut
that means
new not different A real

-

short barnel. He's
garbed in

a

black and

-

-

the Shads.

Wliko's angular walk,

Back

'Going

Home',

'I'm A Man', 'Rosette'
Obviously 'Stupidity'
"le nouveau Dr Feel good en public", LP Is

going to sell a few coplee
in the Park stores any
day now.
Needless to say, the
crowd are going bon
k era
It must be
something to do with all
this Pernud and plonk
they drink over there.
"Vive la difference, vive

-

le

Roxettel"

All too soon the set has
come to an end, but the
crowd shouts "encore".

That's yer actual

French for more.

And more

It is, the
strains of the

familiar
classic Chuck Berry
Intro and It's 'Johnny B.
Goode', followed in swift
succession by 'Great
Balls of Fire', and after
a final burst of guitar,
that, Paris, is ver lot.
The band

'disappear

Into their spacious

dressing room and Lee
hangs up that Immacu
lately dirty white Jacket
for another day, another
show.
Bul In Paris the night
Is still young, The cafes
serve cold beer and
vino, and unlike British
boozers they don't close

at

II.

Many francs

later,

and several hours on,
the bands return to their

hotel

A

few hours

afterwards they re-

emerge, blinking half
closed eyes. for Sunday
lunch a la Francals.

-

RIS

They don't go In for
roast beef and Yorkshire In Paris, and milk
stout la Out of the
quesUon.
But, with the Feel goods being such stars
In France, a good lunch
In no problem. They Jusl
take over an entire

restaurant.

The poor staff didn't
know what had hit them
as the Feelgood entourage (that sounds French
too), makes for the bar.

Lee takes an un
healthy large mouthful
from an extremely
potent brandy. "Get
stuck in;' he orders.
"It's my day off an I
can have a good drink",
he adds, before resuming the serious drinking.
"We had seven taxi,
to get us here," he says.
"And they've ordered
five ambulance, to take
us

home."

,

I

r

e

S1

t

MO'
t

"DO THEY always do It like this in Franer.Wilko?" "Well, I've heard (If other

The Free Story
SAG I of Free
begins in early 1968
when veteran blues man

they used former Os
thine guitarist Wendell
Richardson for a while
before splitting up again

covered the blues
based outfit playing In a

in 1913,

THE

Alexis Korner dis

Lan den

The spirit of Free
went into Ilad Company.
which Paul Rodgers and
Simon Kirke formed
along at ith Mick Ralph,
of Mott The Pimple and
Box Burrell from King
Crimson. They met with
immediate success. es,
peelaily In the 11S.
Teton( went to the

dub.

The band consisted of

vocalist Paul Rodgers.
guitarist Paul Kosrnff
(son of actor David
Mastiff), former John
May all bassist Andy
Fraser asst bust player
Simon

Kirk..

Korner christened

them Free. used them as
a support band on an
important gig and gave
needed to show people

their explosive talent,.
After building their
repitbedon with gig. at
clubs such a. London's
ylarqutw, they signed
THE ORIGINAL Free II to rl Paul Kossojf, Pa ad
oith island Records and
Rodgers. Simon Kirke and Andy Fraser
the very first LP 'Tuna
personnel changes and
Of Sobs' showed their breaker' (1971) - and
tillable, of personality.
reached a wider market
pc wet hi I potential.
The first spilt came a.s

formerly associated
with axernan Albert
King.

produced an
Impressive list of listen;
able hard rock albums
'Free' ( IRIS), 'Fire
And water' (1170).
'N l gn w ay. (1V70). 'Free
Live' 11971). 'Veer At
Laid ' 116711, and 'heart
They

-

and Ko5soff

album

with

Culled

them the exposure

It yews from that debut
albumin 190. came their
'new' hit aingk. 'The
Hunter' a solid blues

Fares

emerged through

through some hit sin

gles, especially 'Ml
Right Now', a '70tí
classic.

They were successful
because they managed
to infiltrate the rock
rhythms with more soul
and drive than most. At
many ilmo during their
career they seemed
capable of a lot more

than they actually
produced, and acre
>fte,n

burdened with

early as

1971.

The

members pursued leas
Interedirlt solo linen.
before reforming the
neat year and having a

hit single with 'A little
BM Of Love'.
Andy Fraser then left
for Sharks. and was
replaced by Tetsu and
John 'Rabbit' Bunduirk. Paul Itosaoff left
helare 'Heartbreaker'
was completed, and

3

a

a

a

gibm

solo

band

Back Street

Crawler, with whom he
played until his tragic
death early this year.
Kosloff had become
one of the at -time great
Contemporary rock cub

tarl,ts, with a di..
tioctive style and
clarity.

Even though 'The
Hunter' I. one of his
earlier worm. his class

shine, through. With his
death there Is no ways
the Free story could
have had a happy
ending. but perhaps the
success of the 1969
album track
cum -

single will at leant
ensure that a new
generation will know

what the name eland,,
far.
DAVID BIM) w1 l

K
a

w
" COMMENTsensrrsous.

mes

`

infanta?''Tres bon. mademoiselle."

11
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with this guy
Max Boyce? Some former
mining engineer from Wales
with two gold albums to his
name; and another on the
way. The new Tom Jones
SO WHAT'S

perhaps?
No, gentle reader, Max Is
something completely different. He sings about life In the
valleys and Welsh rugby with
not a little humour.

BOYCE
ON THE

tour, he

received

18

Camera And The Song', which
coincided with the miners' strike of
1974. His song of their hardships did
much to help the cause and Max
became a household name in Wales.
To cut a long story short, there
followed a contract with EMI. His
first album 'Live At Treorchy' went
gold, his second 'We All Had
Doctors' Papers' followed suit and
his third and latest 'The Incredible
Plan' entered the charts last week at

Number 10.
I caught up with Max In a London
hotel the morning after his
Palladium gig Afterwards Max and
few of his buddies had been on a
'bender' until four In the morning,
He seas tired (no, I didn't say hungover), but talkative Tell us a story,
a

Max.

"The Palladium

to do.

I'd played

-

the prestige gig
the Albert Hall

Is

before
and that's harrier to fill, but
to have done the Palladium means a
lot more to the people back In Wales,
they'll be able to say 'The boy's
made It now'.
"I sing about ordinary people and

ordinary things.

always

I

do

homework an the towns I'm playing.
Like Eastbourne Is noted for the
number of old people who live there,
so I worked a few jokes an that theme
use the
into the act You know
same Jokes but change the
call
It
poetic
You
could
characters.
licence.
"I've played to 80,000 people In
five weeks and there hasn't been a

-

single empty seat. It's very

pleasing.
"You have to play It by -ear. If the
humour's going down big I stick with
It, so I vary the amount of straight
singing. When I first started I did It
all straight, a sort of country and
western / folk act around the clubs.

MAX 8UY(

t

I

a"w:neg sales

Tye played lo 60,000
people in five weeks
and there hasn't been
a single empty seat'

1

.

-

I

\

"

A

%

.,

4j

I

.

Since the news of

"There is a lot of
freedom within Wing.
Itself. Everyone la working on their own projects
as well as the hand's. Ita
more fun that way."
The 'A'.Ide was written
and sung by Dave, with

Jimmy providing the
backing vocals and the
'B' side belong% to Jimmy

r

and drummer Colin Alien
from Stone The Crows
(and written In that

band's period).

Was Jimmy worried
about using him name to
give the band an extra
push?

"I don't mind really,"

with his
latest album
The humour came later._ .
"I get the Inspiration for my songs
from people and things that 1 see.
Once I get a tag line, I work from
there, rather like a blacksmith,
sucking the metal in the fire, heating
It and beating It countiees times until
I get It strong and right. It can take
months
"The three greatest moments In
my life were when my first album
went to Number One; when I stepped
on stage at the Albert Hall and when
they played my song 'Hymns and
Arias' at the England / Wales rugby
.

International., I keep all the rugby
international dates free. Rugby
features a lot In my songs because I
grew up with It. "
Pardon my Interrupting Max, but
don't you ever upset the English and
Scots fans with your Welsh
patriotism? "They take It all In good
part II I've made a single enemy
during my career, then I wish I'd
never started,
"No. my songs aren't political, I'm
note political animal at all. I've had
a few tangles with the various
parties In the past, because of the
nature of some of my songs But rm
politically apathetic.
"I know one thing. Pm never
going to do a tour like this again. My
voice has taken a real hammering.
rye really had to take care of
myself, sleeping in the afternoon and
so on
Last night was the first
'bender' of the tour. I've managed to
get through without Mowing to cancel
any gigs, but once or twice it's been a
close -run thing and now I'm
physically' exhausted As soon as the
tour's finished I'm going home to

-

about

touring

abroad
Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, Canada, but not Las
Vegas. I don't think re go down a

ball there." Might be
gamble, Max,

by Jim Evans

a

bit of

this is

the,

a

Jimmy explained. "With

everyone ewe on holiday I
didn't have anything Indo
and was getting really
bored sitting around.
r'l went to stay with
(hive far a couple of
weeks. We wrote a few
sungs and It all cane
together from there."
Brother Jack came
along on drum., u role he
once assumed In Thus.
lerelep Neutron, at the
time of their Number One
hit 'Something In The
Air'. Thunderclap were a
recording rather than
performing band and
Jimmy later went on to
play guitar with John
Mayall. Stone The Crowe
and then Wing..
Dave Clarke has been
playing keyboards with
the Noel Redding Band
fu a couple of yearn, and
Jimmy, who he has

JIMMY NoL'ULLUL'll:

McCartney

an

'Beware My Love'.
Apart from a few gigs
they've wt in on, they
hove no big plans to gig In
the foreseeable future,
but they've produced a
single for EMI: 'Call My
Name', which is already

rveuuns

Jimmy points at his
brother.
"Just a bit," Jack

Jimmy's
new
branch

line
by David Brown

known for years, ha.
jammed with them in
Ireland.
Jack McQaUod, work.
far a music publishing
company, but can always
find time for a spat of
drumming when needed.
Ile did sessions far Harry
Citroen and worked with

Paul

WOW

T`t

confirm..
Jimmy way+ that Its I+
still very happy working
within Wings and see.
White Line purely no an
ex tension,

"Wings ore pretty

tflose, I've been with them
now for three years and
they've gone by so fast It
prove. Mow grod it is.
"We sit down and

tackle thing.. Wing. Is a
very Open bond. Likewise

White Thee have a Id of
good ideas
not all of
which will euriace, but
you have to pick the right
songs to release. You
hate to be proud of it
rather than jowl knot*
something out.
"When we trek the two
song. to EMI they
thought they were good
enough fir ten singlets
and have something one
done for the 'B' 'Idea, but
we wanted the two slang
numbers together,
"If we did an album it
would have to be doge

-

over

because

y
J

viable,

a

commercial prospect.
"I wouldn't mind going
out under in absurd
name like Jana. Bluets
and the Aliars though."
Considering there are
just the three of them they
manage to produce s
fuller sound for 'Clan Sty
Name', since bath Jimmy
and Dave play key
boards, guitars and bast,
"And he can sing ton,"

Jimmy leaving Wings to
go out with his own band.
But that certainly isn't

another try

"I've thought

with Wings, but after ail

been wild rumour.' about

Max plays an
up and under
and scores

rest.

he says. "Obviously
people associate my name

formation, there have

the case.
"It's been strange since
we finished the tour,"

Paul

copy of

there.'

-

r

a

thought and he said 'You
might well have a hit

Wings' guitarist Jimmy
McCulloch, his brother
.lack and keyboards
player Dave Clarke (no,
not the Fiver), have found
the answer.
In a North London flat
they can be found
relaxing, playing snooker
and having a drink, but
that's not the answer.
While Line Is.
Or to give it its full title:
Jimmy McCulloch And
White Line, en ooraalooal
group formed by the
threesome to keep them
mused.
They have no equip.
mrnt, reading or manage.
men( deals just a desire
to play together occasion
ally and haven laugh.
There's nothing new
al
t that, but when a
group contains someone
of McCulloch'. fame then
the heada begin to turn.

b

played

the single to see what he

bit of fun and keep
yourself occupied until
the next big group project
comes along?

standing

things to back it up.
U this single does well
we'll follow through. In
fact, we wW anyway. We
have plenty of materiel to
choose from.

(McCartney)

What ran you do to have

ti

you'd be Interested In that little
gem). All this time, Max was
singing In local folk clubs and on
Welsh TV. After a while, he gave up
his Job and went into the biz runtime.
About then he recorded 'The

-

u

, sever

ovaUons In 25 dales. He has been
called the Welsh Billy Connolly,
But It Is his amazing record sales
that are the phenomenon. His discs
rarely get airplay-they sell by
word of mouth. Before I hand you
over to Mr Boyce himself, some
background details for you . .
Max was born in Glyn Neath and
after school worked as an engineer
In the mines. He spent about nine
years underground and then went to
work in a metal box factory (thought

/ radio promotional

successful world
tour, it's easy to find
yourself with a lot of
spare time on your
hands.

BALL

Singing and performing his own
compositions, he has become a folk
hero In Wales and his popularity has
spread throughout Great Britain.
Hellas played his very Welsh act to
packed houses from Glasgow to the
London Palladium On his recent

getting some airplay.
"We're pleased with the
angle," reports Jimmie,.
"And we are dot.`
'Supersonic' and some TV

WHEN YOU'RE a
guitarist with one of
the nation's top pop
bands, and you've
just finished a highly

I

\.

V

1

t`

,g5

.

'Le!
wry

iVH/7ELIVE 4npL,r

uomnr,

-

months

of other

mltments and

ral

cons

the males

can get dated that
way, But we've got three

albums' worth

Kai."

of

math

So, while we miry never
son much af White llex

we'll c.rtalnly
them

hear

Would you believe, next week's issue of RECORD
MIRROR is going to be better than this pee"I's?
Well, here are some of the features we have.

THE NEW ROLLER
BE -BOP DELUXE
ROD IN AKSTERDAM
and the latest in punk guitarists

BERT WEEDON
Can you
afford to miss 117

\

.
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featuring their new single: 'Lay Your Love On Me:

CBS 4710

on NIWI Records 8 Tapes
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PIRATE

What
the
stars

think

merchandising and

stars themselves, We
spoke to a few of them, and
found out their views on the
the

subject.

We showed David Essex the
two programmes we picked up
during his tar, and he looked
carefully at both of them.
"Yeah, I've seen pirate ones
like this before." he said." I
used to get really upset about
them, but I think you've Just

got to accept that these things
happen All you can do is
advise the kids not to buy them
but of course, there are
some who'll buy them anyway,
no matter what you say.

GRANTSER PELL, drummer
withSallor, said that the crap

-

"I think

official one Is
quite good value, though I
must admit I preferred last
year's the 'Fun Of The Falr'
one. That% as really great
"But I think this one gives

were all very concerned about

pirate merchandising,

"Basically, these people are

selling something which. at the
time of sale, seems far more
valuable than It actually Is.
"Concerts are emotional
occasions for the fans, and the
pirates are cashing in "on
people In an emotional state.
There's really very little we
can do abort it, but it worries
us, all the same."

the

the fans quite a fair deal-it's
good value for money."

-

-

DAVID ESSEX

-

ROBERT JOHNSON of Steeleye Span admits that
the
group themselves often don't know what's
going on outside
the theatre.
"1 remember once being handed a Steeleye poster
to
autograph," he said, "and it was one I'd never seen
before) It was very poor quality, and as It turned
out, It
was one of those pirate ones."

"IF THE

WING'S programme
always

gel

fans are getting
value for money, then that's
cool," says Alan Merrill of
But three quarters
Arrows.
of the Ume, the programmes,
posters and souvenirs are
very poor quality. We hate
seeing the kids getting ripped.
off In this way."

e

the once

over from all the group
members.

"We try and make
them as comprehensive
as possible," says

guitarist Jimmy
McCulloch.

think
Informa-

they should be
tive, without being too

ANOTHER GROUP who do keep a Close eye on programme and
any other souvenirs and products bearing their name is Thin

not

Lary.

Involved, not going too
far back except for the
basic things. The band
always okay the programmes.
The Wings' Wembley
programmes were tak-

Leader Phil lynott explains: "we feel that if a product is going
with our name on it then It has to be of a good standard.
Otherwise it reflects badly on us. And we don't want to
disappoint our fans.
"They have to save hard for these things, and as with our
albums, we like to give value for money. " A range of Thin Lisry
products are usually land in the foyer of their concerts,
including badges, hells, T-shirts and posters, and If it's the
official produce It will have met with the group's approval.

WINGS

likely to do

so

well.

Rod has control of the official Programmes told In
the theatres, but of course he cant do anything about
the ones sold outside What did he think of the men who

out

en from the larger
Wings Over America

lour brochures.

-

THE BOYS out for the fast buck don't make that much
money from Rod Stewart
mainly because Ms
emblem Is a tartan scarf, And fans can buy those
anywhere Unless the operators smartened up and
brought In some good quality woollen scarves, they're

/ /L/..Y

"I

made money out of the fans'

"I

must admit it doesn't upset me," said Rod.

"Anything like that, programmes and the like enhance
my Image I don't see why other people can't make a
few bob out of me If they can.. Goad luck to

them."

q

ROD STCWART

9
RELEASED

ONTO DEMAND FROM THEIR FANS

the popular number from their stage act.
1.
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PR CRAMM
IF YOU'RE

serious about being

pop

fan,
you'll know It's an expensive business.
It doesn't start and and with forking out for
concert tickets and records. The businessmen
a

sell. Most of us now wait until we're in the
theatre before we buy our programme
now
that we've been warned so many times that
the unofficial programme is a rip off and the
official one is best. But how true is that?
At a Demis Roussos concert recently, the
asking price outside the theatre was 40p.
Inside, the official number was going for 50p
and that only contained a few words about
the artist that are available FREE in the form of
a record company handout.
So who's to say which one is the rip off?
YOU, that's who. Write and let us know if
you've been a victim of the programme

-

have been quick to move In on the fans end
take advantage of their enthusiasm to have to
as
many souvenirs as possible for your fave rave.
There's nothing new about the g
ho

Being

-

stand outside the venue flogging posters of
the headlining act. What is new is the high
price of your heart's desire. And they've
added to the available merchandise. At most
gigs, you can also by T -shirts, flimsy scarves,
badges and rosettes.
Not that we're always taken in by the heavy

pirates.

t

Are YOU

WE WENT along to Sailor's concert at London's New
Victoria Theatre, and spoke to some of the fans outslda

the hall.

The first people we spoke to were 18-yearold Jackie
Yerrell, and her mate Trudy Ensco 17 (above), from

Sold

Camberwell. We asked If they'd be buying the
programme that evening, and they both agreed they

Down The

Aisle?

would

If there are good colour photos, NB cut them out and
put them up on my bedroom wall. I like to have
something to remember the show by," said Jackie.
The girls both thought that programmes were

generally good value for money, although Trudy
remembered That the Bay City Rollers' one had been a
bit scrappy
'The photos weren't very goad,' she said, "and It
w as all adverts!"
About pirate programmes being sold outside
theatres, the girls were both quite definite. "It's all a

Record Mirror talks to fans in the street

big con!"

STREET TALKI

\

ELIZABETH ANDREOU (right),
from Archway, says she used to
Cassidy.

"I haven't

,Y

schoolgirl
big fan of David

a 14 -year-old

be

a

been really keen on anyone since him," she
I do want to see David Essex when he comes

said. "although

to London."
We showed Elizabeth the Iwo programmes we'd picked up
on the David Essex lour-the offlcialone. which is 16 pages
long, In full colour and costs 50p and a 12 page block and
white pirate one, si high costs 40p.
"I'd probably buy both of these If I was a real Inn," she
said. "I used to hoy everything I could on David Cassidy
posters rosettes and programmes.
"Welt, if you're a real fan, the moneydoesn't matter?"

What
the
fans

ts
-

TWENTYONE-YEAR-OLD

Doreen Calderwood (below),
also of Stoke Newington, went
to Peter Frampton s recent
Wembley concerts, but she

didn't b the programme.
It was lust too much

money," she saki. "I'd like to
buy programmes and things at
concerts, but only If they were
worth the money,
50p Just isn't good value, as
far as 'm concerned. I think
about 30p is about as high as
I'd go I think if they brought
the prices down. a lot more

jS

people would buy the
programmes."

I

bought the
I
at that one," she

-

I

it

don't know if that's what

anyone else thinks, hut that's
whatl do with'em, anyway?"

"Than

sold John.

the main thing,"
On the subject of cost,
thought sop was

John

fairly reasonable,

e`

Ray reckoned

but
was too

11

dear.

"I went

Bowl.
concert, and they were
charging about 50 or OOp
for the programme,' he
sad. "Even though It

E

to

a

was good, I reckon they
could have charged about
Sop for It. I've been to a

still buy them to
remind me d the concert
I've seen, but I feel
annoyed at having to pay
out all that money, I don[
think It's the groups
who're to blame
It's
their record companies,
and the people who run
1

-

concerts."
Ills mate John didn't
mind the official souvenir, as marls as the
the

pirates.
I

once bought a pirate
M said,
a
Queen

t

programme,"
it was

concert. I told Sop for
and there were no more
than four
In it. I
was furious? '

u

SEVENTEEN -YEAR -OLD

said "I can't remember how
much It coot, but I thought It
was good value, because it had
lots of good colour photos In
'That's what I look for in a
programme
photos that I
can stick on my bedroom wa1L

What were they looking
for?
"Information about the

lot of concerts, and the
usual price seems to be
about SOp

a
Jackie Lawrence and her
boyfriend Wayne Clarke (left
and right), both of Stoke

"Yea
h,
programme

AND JOHN

(above) both IS, from
(above),
Ilford.
were also
intending to buy the
programme at that show.

i

thought

TWENTY -YE AR-OLD Yvette
Brusher (above) from High bury told us that the last star
shed seen was David Bowie
when he played in London in

RAY

Newington, liked the look of
the official Essex programme.
"It's good," said Jackie.
"Plenty of pictures of him
that's the Important thing.
There's not as much
information as I'd like to see,
but otherw sae It's fine. Yes, I'd
buy that one if 1 went to a
David Essex show."
Wayne agreed with her,
although he did think SOp was a
bit too expensive.
"The last gig we went to, the
programme cost 25p," he said,
and than zoos great. I think
that's s good price- although
suppose if it's a well produced booklet, 50p ton t
that much to pay nowadays.

-

1

4

,

LASTLY. WE spoke to
arold Sew. Crone and him
glrllrwad, The Curtis, 20 (above).
Unlike the others, they said they definitely wouldn't
be buying the programme.
They re too dear," said Steve "II they put more
Information in. It might be fair enough to pay that
amount. But as R u, there are usually about two pages
about the group, and the rest's just adverts..
"I con remember a few years ago, programmes
were really cheap, and full of information. But now
they just stick in a couple of colour photos, end bump
the price right up."
Tine agreed with Steve that they weren't good value.
"I Just wouldn't pay one that much money, she said.
"I know the cost of living's gone up, but h hasn't gone

op that much["
So w ho's to blame?
"f think there's a tot et profiteering going on." said
Steve. "I don't blame the groups themselves for
atter all, I go along to listen to their music, not to read
a book about them. It would be alee to have the
programme as a sniveotr, but d I can't, it doesn't spoil
the evening or anything. Welt's' not that tmportant to

(t-
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STEELEYE SPAN have

taken folk munlc by the
horns and merged It with
rock to produce a unique
sound.

'Folk rook'

le

hackneyed term used to
describe mans
band.
Though they don't like to
be plgeonholed, Steeleye
comet rank as the pioneers
of this movement and
admit that folk rock uned
In Its truest senor applies
to them more than most.
They have given British
traditional music the
biggest boost It's had In

year..
Recently back from
their fifth American tour,
the band were in London

last week prior to kicking

off their UK tour.

Guitarist Robert Johnson,
with occasional help from
Tim Hart, two cups of tea
and
packet of Benson
and (ledges, waxed forth:

ON AMERICA. "Amer.
Ica .hen always been the

big prise. We've made it
there now and must Chase

s

....

,

Or
t'if

i:l
eleve Spans America
_

ua;'4l11(f"i _:

S

Y

Il further. They like us
and our music They're
Interested In where the
anngo came from, perhaps
It's because their own
musical heritage doesn't
go hurl so tar. When we
used to play support, we
learned

a

lot

about

presentation from other
bands like Jethro Tull.
"Once we played on the
name bill as the Beach
Boys. AU we hod In our
dressing room wan ,a
bucketful of beer and a
few sandwiches. They
had a banquet. But

_T,i

r

.._

l

t

some hotel room In
Chicago or Las Angeles. "
ON TOGETHERNESS
In the hand: "We're all
Into folk music, but we
each have our own
Individual tastes; 'daddy
likes the more pastoral
and political songs.I

prefer

the

fantasies, gore, goblins
and blood. There's a fine
line between discussing
and arguing. I like to
think that we just discus.
now.

they're all

on this
macrobiotic food kick and

it ell
into our room. You could
hardly move In there.
".Audiences vary In the
States. They're more laid
so they shovelled

I

'

_

yy

k.

back on the West Coast
thane the Eost. If ae are
influenced by anyone, It's
by West Comet bands like
the Byrd..
"But Pd rather be at
1,
home in the country in
England than stuck In JOHNSON: gore end gohhns

"We ran alter songs
around, saying 'that's a
terrible verse' and 'that's
a

horrible line, let's

change It', and because
none of us wrote It, no one
cede their feelings hurt.
So wore a lot freer."

STEELEYE MU
SIC: "Our songs come
from all ages. The oldest
are the None and Danish
ON

ballads from preChris
tian times, yet 'London' Is
really a styllsed Regency
London lyric. All our
music Is music that's
older than today.
"We dig around far the
old lyrics. I find a lot in
Cecil Sharpe Mouse
Library in London's
Regent's Park. The lyrics
were peened down orally
over the years and were
all sung to a limited
number of tunes. On the
old manuscripts, it would
nay al the top, sung to the

per cent of our tunes."

THEATRE: "We
don't pay much lip
service to theatrics In our
act now. It interferes with
the mental efforts of
ON

merging folk with rock.
We try to put the music

over with feeling. We rely
a great deal on getting the
sound and lighting sys.
tome right. But we don't
use any other extras now.

We've

learnt about

presentation and how in

treat the different

es

melodhs. So we write 90

IBA

ON RECORDS: "We're
not a singles' band and so
we're not trapped In a

singles situation like
the
ckCity
ol ers. 'All
Bay
Around My Hat' and
'Osudete' were es.

R)

oeptions.

We're pleased

with 'docket Cottage'
(their latest album), It's
the moat rewarding we've
done so far.
less confusing

"It'
than our last two album».

Mike Batt (he of Womble
fame) Is a great producer
in
to work with, he
very well with at He lets
us gel on with it, hot at the
same rime takes the
that's
pressure off us
what he's there for.
"We Uke to think we
haven't gel into a musical
rut. Many groups Bad a
successful fermula and
stick W it. I suppose you
can't blame them But we
Like to vary the style. It's
doe when people came up
to you and say, 'I

fit

da

and then
tune of
would follow the title of
handful of
one of

venues."

R7; hippie fans

...

four to

s

THE FOUR TOPS SUPER HITS STMA 8028

i

ladys Knight

INCLUDES Reach Out I'll Be There, Walk
Away Renee, Standing In The Shadows
Of Love, Bernadette, If I Were A
Carpenter,Loving You Is Sweeter
Than Ever, Simple Game
and many others.

INCLUDES Help Me Mdce h Through
The Night, Tdce Me In Your Arms and
love Me, Neither One Of Us,
The Look Of Love,
Just Walk ln'My Shoes
and many others

INCLUDES This Old Heart Of Mine,
Take Me In Your Ames (Rode Me A
Little While), IGuess I'll Always Love
You, Behind A Pointed Smile,
Got To Have You Bade
aid many others.

BROTHERS

SUPER HITS
+...ewe

Mora

STMA 8024
e

e:'...wss.. ,w.r,.'Is

ON STEELETE
FANS: "Our lane creme
from all ages, from It le

M. We can only see the
front rows of the stalks.
and there you wee all hank

sitting marl

Clerks

to

hippies and little old
ladles. We can't see wke

up 1n the circle. se
goodness knows who guts
up there."
And a final thought:
U

"As the band

less

Jethro Tull, and

die.

progressed.

we
hays
forgotten the folk limila.
tines, and just takes s
good 'mg and arranged It
as we felt it should be
arranged. We've moved
around end met hands
like the (teach Boys and

covered that we're all the
name people. We all talk
about music and play

music. The barriers
aren't there"
JIM EVANS

four

--

GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS SUPER HITS STMA 8026

THE ISLEY

preferred the last Klemm,'

or ' the new one's
different'."

,

v
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JOHN MILES has left his mark in toilets up
and down the country.
That's cos he used to engrave loo door
y'know, those little silhouettes that
signs
stop you making a grave mistake.
Now flushed with success, John can
afford to look back and laugh at that little
episode.

-

A

"it was my first job after leaving school. I remember
telling the career, office I was interested In art. 'I have
Just the thing for you .
' he said. Money was
scarce
then and I was prepared to do anything
even that",
says John.
Which brings us to his new single 'Remember
Yesterday' which Is finally taking off.
"I must admit the record has been worrying me",
says John as he sips a glass of real beer. "It's taken
a
long Cline to move.
"When It only moved up three places two weeks
back
I thought, 'This Is It, I'm finished'.
I guess It needs a
hell of a lot of listening
before it clicks."
Rupert Holmes pro-

-

duced the song and he's
now working on John's
new album
set for
release early next year.
The lyrics were written
by Bob Marshall, the
bassist in John's band.

P

Y

John came out with more than a pound

-

of songs and

"Bob's a romantic
type He drifts around
from girl to girl
'Remember Yesterday' Is
Kelly autobiographical.
"he gives me the words

-

Page 17

I retire to a
special room at home with
a grand piano to compose
the music. I'm very lazy,
like most songwriters,
and prefer working to a

"People expect me to
carry on with the James
Dean

Image. They feel
safer when categorising

I've tried

to progress, to
try and reach a wider
audience. That's why the
three hit singles have
been so different from

deadline."

John, 27, looks very
dapper to cloth cap and
w hite jacket
there's not
a leather bomber or quiff
in sight.

-

,

other."
'Hlghfly entered

each

charts

a

the

year ago. What

by

//01;,....7.1s..

u

I''

v

Barry
Cain
John Miles
enjoying

bring a
popstar

40.

'

difference does
make'

"I'm

a

year

much more

confident. In the early
days I just didn't know
what to say In interviews,
and people got the
Impression I was stand offish because they used
to wrlle rotten things
about me
"Also, my music la
more confident. After
appearing on the same
bill with so many class
band something is bound
to rub off."
Ills wife, Eileen, Is
expecting a baby, their

first

"I don't see her as
much as I did 12 months
ago because of the tours
and everything.
But
she's very under-

standing.
"Besides, life in the pop
world doesn't last that
long. After the Initial five
years we've got the rest of
our lives lobe together.

THE BRILLIANT NEW FOLLOW-UP
From

Success has also meant
that John has had to move
down to London from Ids
native Jarrow
"I enjoy being here
allhough when
first

-

1

arrived

felt very

I

Isolated But now I've got
lots of good friends
"I don't go out much to

`1/

clubs and there are just
too many posers at
parties. I enjoy throwing
them though because I
only have to Invite my
own

I

friends."

ad

John and the band kick

off

a

month long

European tour In Stockholm on November to
When they return they
will appear In a special
charity show at the Drury
Lane Theatre along with
stars rumoured to Include
Rod Stewart, Ga ry Glitter
and Shirley Betsey
"The show will be going
out on Christmas Day,
just after the Queen's
speech. I feel it's a great
honour to be asked to
perform I'll also be
giving a concert at
London's New Victoria

h

.

a

Theatre on Christmas
Eve "

The band consists of
Bob Marshall on bass.
Danny Black drums and

Gary Moberley key-

boards

"I think

people regard me as

some

more

of a recording artist But

'The hand's

One Fine Morning

good enough
now to hold
their own
with anyone'
love performing and the
band Is good enough now
to hold their own with
I

"LOVING YOU IS" and his
Northern Soul Smash
"SIGN ON THE DOTTED LINE"

anyone."
He really enjoys being

a

star. "Well, who

wouldn't? It's fantastic.
But ICs strange to think
that just a year ago I was
playing In IIWe clubs to
people who didn't want to
know.

"The greatest kick for

walking down
the street and hearing
someone hum a tune I
have written
me now is

NOW

"I

can remember
standing at bus stops
years ago

whirling other

people's songs. Amaz-

ing." John decides It's

AVAILABLE!

time to go, and slips out of
the lavish Marble publicist's office into his blue
Rolls Royce Sliver Shadow.

Yes he's certainly

come a long way since
those lavatory sign days.

SPARK

INITIAL
PRESSINGS IN
SPECIAL
SOUVENIR
FULL
SLEEVE

SRL 1148

COLOUR

And he's a lot more than
just a Bash in the pan.

`I'm very lazy like most songwriters
and prefer working to a deadline'

-
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Sparks:

.

flash of
brilliance
'Big Beat'

SPARKS:
(HIPS

9445 )

Ah, this Is more like it. If
you were worried about
what the Meets would do

after 'Indiscreet', relax

-

there Isn't an
orchestra or a dance band
to be found on thin album.
because

Thankfully, they seem to
have rejected all that,
and gone right back to
basics
and the result Is
far more powerful. On

-

'Big Beat', there's just
Russell's voice (sounding
deeper and stronger than
before), Ron's keyboards
((hie time being treated
much more as part of the
group's overall sound)

and a three
piece
backing band, consisting
of grinding guitars,
thumping bass and a very
prominent drum beat.
This new simplicity
doesn't take away any of
their usual charm
instead, it adds to It by
letting the songs stand up
on their own. My
favourites (at the moment) are 'White Woman', 'I Like Girls' (the
new single), 'Nothing To
Do' and best of all, 'I
Bought The Mississippi
River' which has lovely
lyrics. But they'll ail win
me over, sooner or later.
+

Prophet

+

+

+

Sheila

well

-

rugby International.

Max's fans, it would

appear, don't like too
much sophistication In

their hero's' humour,
Lines such as 'Then rd

see the sea and want' to
pee' cause them to spilt

their sides. In this

collecUon he throws in
some straight numbers
for good measure and I
have a soft spot for his
'The, Gypsy' and 'Morning Star'. I played the

album to

a

rugby

playing friend

-

who

commented thus: "Perhaps if you were there
and had had a few pints
you'd find it funny, but It
doesn't come over on

record." +++ Jim
Evans

AC/DC:

'Dirty

rhythm that

respect for
and 'Paris
their music
Match' Is a definite step In
gain
the

more

-

right direction

+ + +

Sheila Prophet

about Welsh rugby,

Max's uncle Will's

a

me of Hot
Chocolate, The G Band
are hoping to leave their
teeny image behind and

one well sell and sell'.
Recorded In front of a
Welsh audience, It features songs and jokes

devious plans to get
himself and several
hundred friends into
Cardiff Arms Park for a

Springate and Pete
Phipps. Their latest

reminds

known

long monologue about

numbers from John

has

fortnightly journal, 'This

Is a

TONY WILSON: 'I Like
Your Style' (Boonville

MAX ROYCE:

aid,

splitter?
eingalong with Angus on
the chorus / write to Mary

Whitehouse and the head
of Atlantic Records and
complain. If you chose
the latter of the two

Ká5510)

Hot Chocolate

seem

to

have managed okay

without Tony, so how Is he
faring without them?
Well, he seems to have

G

+

+

+

a

several other cuts, would
make a good single. But
that seems to be the
problem, so far this LP
Indicates more potential
for singles than an album
David
package. + +
Brown

GLADYS KNIGHT AND

PIPS: 'Pipe

TILE

Ilnx ma' (BUDDAH
5017)

Ill

Soundtrack from the film
of the same name due to
be released over here
early next year. Blt of a
hotch potch like most
soundtrack albums with
only three or four really
good tracks accompanied
by the kind of music you'
might expect from a
Gladys Knight movie.
According to the ultra

oc20c

xxx
David
a

0

I

AIWA. value for money
cheapo cover there's a lot
of snow In the film
Knight's in white satin?

-

Stand outs 'So Sad The
Song', 'I'll 'mis. You' and

'Follow
+ + +

My Dreams',

harry Cale

KGB, 'Motion' (MCF
2713)

Considering the Une up,
KGB's debut LP fell
rather flat. Now, with the
departure of two .stars.

_tta It

,i

-

AC/DC: naughty Aussies

Hipgnosis cover will
seem, like the band's

efforts, the best / worst
they've ever done, and
the lyric sheet provided
will give you a chance to

Green

and

Mike

Bloomfield, they have
offered ,a completely
different lace on this
second album. It's more
soulful than the first set,
but they still don't seem to

have much to offer, and
since one of their strong
points on this one In
drummer Carmine Applee, now with Rod

Stewart, It remains b bé
seen what becomes of
KGB in the future. On
this showing it Is not a
very optimistic one.
There is certainly no 'Sail
On Sailor' to be found
here, too often they are
just going -through the
motions. + + + David
Brown

DREADING EVERY WORD
BILLY CONNOLLY 'Allende Bridge' (Poiydor Super
''2480 41.9)

was a clever Idea to record the concerts at the
Carnegie Halls on both side of the Atlantic (New York
and Dunfermline) but the Scottish show came off best.
The humour was more appreciated, the reaction
better. The Americans only seemed to get off on jokes
about drugs. One thing I did notice was a heavier
reliance on Billy's part, on smut. While he's been very
funny In the past on taboo subjects, I thought he went a
bit over the top here. Perhaps Ifs getting more difficult
to come up with the goods after so many shows and so
many people hanging on The Word. He even told the
Dunfermline audience that he wished the show was
over
was a second house
and the tiredness is
showing. For ell that, he s still a cracker and you
should !listen to the story about the funeral services. +
+ + Roeailnd Russell

-it

Y

THE DOOM E BROTHERS: 'Best of The
Boobies' (Warner Mro
15503011)

Little recommendation
who

tracks from the older
rated "(akin' Ii lb The

to

those

already possess

e

comprehensive DB's
collection It's good to
fine

come of the

hunpur. but
the 'Cbtst Room Sketch'
by the Monty Python
crew (pl us Peter Cook
for extra madness) is
well worth a listen
There are also new
versions of The Goodies'

Streets' set here. along
with old tavoust J suds
es 'China Grove', long
Train Rumen", 'Black
Water' and 'listen lb
The Music.' Few die
appointments, though
their seniors of'Jeas'
Just Alright' doesnt
compare with the

Gibbon'

and

'Phil Spector's

20

Super 2107 012)

CONNOLLY: over the top

Evens

see

VARIOUS ARTISTS:

t

love

I

The result -Is rather
Patchy hl 'both quality of

Great eat Hits' (Phil
Spector International

-

Itaby

You.' A good sampler
from the' Spector well of
Mund, + +
Jim

comic gems to emerge.

Monty Python's 'Lumberjack Ong Good for
a laugh. + +
David Brown

1

Ronettes'

needed

'Funky

It

a recluse, he came
back to form mysterious
new company, Spector
International, whose
fire signings were Olen
and Dion. Whether he
can again reach the
heights he achieved in
the years 415 tie remain
to he seen This offering
contains a more of hits
from such artists as The
Righteous Brothers, 7Te
Ron ett es, The Q'yerals
and Bob H Sox tsnd The
Blue Jeans The Album
opens with Ike and Tina
Turner's classic 'River
Deep Mountain Ugh'
and closes with the

as

the Amnesty International charity earlier
this year, this LP
contains many of the
sound and

Deeds

Dane Dirt Cheap' (Atlan.
tic K50325)
Your reaction to the latest
shock wave from those
naughty Aussies will be
either great / degrading.
Their lyrics will make you
giggle / feel disgusted.
Songs like 'Big Balls' will
seem funnier than a
'Carry On' film / down
right (Why. Grisly rock,
numbers such as 'Rocker'
will make you belt round
the room and tear your
clothes off / cover your
ears and cringe. The

Rick

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 'A
Poke N The Eye (Wllh
A Sharp Slick)' VARI
OUSTRA am)
A summit meeting of
contemporary .atirlsts
and comedians to help

11

BAND: 'Paris Match'

-

j

t

JI

(CBS 81717)

This is the G Band's first
album for their new label
and a good effort it Is,
too. Nine of the 10 tracks
were written by the group
In comthemselves

-

his record company,
proud to present their
first black act. The album
starts off well with the
title track, which like

0_,.

then go home and Ile down
and listen to something
soft, for you it's a X LP,
but if you preferred the
first choice then lay out
your cash for the albie or
even better see them live.

album.
,Brown

ABBA ' ArAval' (Epic EPC se5 U )
It's Abba's best yet. They have their
No doubt
it's filled out
distinctive sound throughout but days
and they
considerably since their F.urovlslon
song writing
for
talent
of
amount
show an unexpected
The songs occasionally bear some resemblance to
track has
previous ones, but they're still good. The title
no words and for that reason probably wouldn't be
released as a single, but it'. beautiful. Starting off
into Greek
sounding a bit Scottish and then It slips
rhythm. Two other excellent tracks are 'My Love, My
'Money
Money
rousing
the
and
ballad
Life' a fine
and strong
Money' with it's unusual arrangement
vocals. However, as all the songs are ace, you're
Rosalind
getting good value for money, + + + +
Russell

big up" market push from

alternatives throughout

For you ravers It's

ABBA'S ACE
ARRIVAL

SPARKS: hack to basics

binotions ranging from
all five members to solo

-

French rugby and life In
the valleys. The UUe song

UeAeanbk

t

single, 'Lay Your Love On
Me Is Included, and it's
pretty typical of the
crisp,
overall sound
clean harmonies over a
light. funky beat. In fact,
one track, 'It's Alright'

MB102)
I wouldn't any the content
of this album is
Incredible. but the way
It's going to sell Is. It's
gone sliver on advance
orders alone. As they say
a

y

-

+

Huy It

Give 11 a Spin '
Give It mlrr

-

MAX BO'aCE: 'The
Incredible Plan' (EMI

In

`s

It

Unbeatable

Quite what the talented
Mr Spector is upto these
days remains something

of a mystery In 1975
after a mysterious period

Byrd.' cu.

A rehlabkr

compilation , well comb
while and neatly pack'
David

aged,
Brown

More album

reviews
continued

on

Pages 22.23
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The

LOU REED:
HEART
FOR ART'S
SAKE

Beatles'
magic is

still
there
BF.ATLES: 'Magical

Mystery Tour' (redo phrase PCI'C256)

LOU REED: 'Rock And Itch Heart' (Arista ARTY

H2)

Lou Reed returns from the metallic wilderness with
an Interesting and varied album, perhaps the best

thing he's done since the days of Velvet
Underground. There are light hearted tunes such as
'1 Believe In love' and 'Banging On My Drum' which

e

have 'Transformer' stamped all over them. More
powerful are 'You Wear It So Well' and 'ladles Pay'
,which build up to a big noise from gentle beginnings.
The title track, 'Rock And Roll Heart' should join
'Sweet Jane' and 'Walk On The Wild Side' as classic,.
The music is tight throughout and mention should be
made of the barking musicians: Michael Fanfare
(keyboards), Bruce Yaw (bass), Michael Suehorsky
on drums and Marty Forel on sax,
+ + +

+Jim Evans

TINA CITARLES:

success, The band hall

(CBS Slot?).

they've been together
for two years In that
time they've developed
a style as tight as a
champagne cork. Maggie RelUy's vocals have
you laying back In your
chair on tracks like 'All
Too Familiar' before
begging you to sit up
By 'Rocked To Stony
Silence' your eardrums
admit blissful surrender
as she lingers on every
note. Can't wait to see
'em INe, + + + + Robin
Smith

from Glasgow and

'Dance Little Ludy'
Two tracks on this
album should satisfy
most ears, Tina's voice
is fine for singles but for

whole LP 1t gets
wearing. Not only that,
but the chug -along bass
and drums fcrmula la
featured on nearly
every track and done to
death. 'Dr Love' Is the
twin of 'Dance Little
only the
Lady Dance'
a

-

lyrics have

been

changed. She does an
interesting version of

'Amazing Grace'
almost funky) This

ANDY FAIR'Be
WEATHER LON:
Bop 'N' Rolla' (A

album is an attempt to
cash In on Tina's chart

it just
successes
doesn't work. ++
but

Robin Smith

CADO BELLE:

'Cade

Belle' (Anchor 2015).
following
hard on the heels of the
Average White Band's

British soul

& M

A MLJI 10002).

The man in the white
plimsolls does It again

The album has an
exuberant feel purlieu.

lady

on

the opening

track 'Shlmmle Doo
Wah Sae' which has an
almost Latin American
flavour and ridiculous

RUBEST OF . . .
THE RUBETTES: The Best Of The Rubettes (State

ETAAT 5(2908

Otis)

The front cover tells you all you need to know about
a photo of the Rubettes as they were in
this album
all those
7974, with a list of their hits beside It
Bickerton / Waddington numbers that turned up so
songs like 'Sugar
often In the charts In '71 and -75
plus
Baby Love', 'Juke Box Jive' and 'I Can Dolt',
three more recent self -penned tracks. The Rubettes
They
be
in
the
to
past.
era
this
consider
themselves
and good luck to
want to move on to other things
them. But most of those tracks are still good pop
songs so if you're a Rubette fan, here's your chance
+ +SHEILA
to catch up m the singles you missed.

-

-

-

-

-

PROPHET

-

a
LOU REED: buck fro

n

lyrics. It would make a
nice single. After a
promising start the
second track 'Ain't No
Fun Anymore' drags
Andy
along a bit
sounds uncomfortable
trying to deepen his
voice, 'Da Doo Ren

-

ASLEEP AT TILE

singing a tale of woe.
Guitars blend tastefully
with the strings at the
end. It ran often take
Andy six months to
write a sung and It

This 'Western Swing'
band must surely make
It on this side of the
Atlantic before too long,

relaxed

strings and Andy

shows.

Robin

+ + +

Smith

DAVE GREENSLADE:
'Cactus Choir' (Warner
K5e958).
A

disappointing debut

solo album from the
men who brought you

Colosseum and Green.
slade. The music Is

immaculate but

goes

round and round In ever
decreasing circles and
finally disappears up its
own synthesizer, Sure,
Dave can play keyboards) but this music to
wash dishes by album Is
rather a waste of a fine
talent. Perhaps there's
a lot of people who will
appreciate its Englishness. + + Barry Coln
TICE GEORGE HATCH-

ER RAND: 'Dry Run'
(United Artiste UAG

1154e)

On

Dentin",

they swing
number of
clnaslcs Including Bobby Troup's 'Route dl',
Doug Kershaw's 'Cajun
Stripper' and Percy
Mayfleld's 'Lost Mind',
And main vocalist,
Leroy Preston's compositions 'Shout Wa
Hey' and 'If 'Can't Love
You' come across very
well. OK big shot, so
what's 'Western Swing'
when it's at home?
How's about music that
Is a combination of Duke
through

a

Ellington, bluegrass

and traditional counstresses the
western half of C & W
and has developed as

try, It

honkytonk boogle-

woogle music tempered
with a jazzy feel Try It

you

might

be

pleasantly surprised.
+ + + Jim Evans

CHILITES 'Happy
Being Lonely' (Mercury

9100027)

George Hatcher decided

Well. wasn't mad about
IL The songs were good
and all pkofessionally

against forming another
boogie band In the
and
Southern States
they'd got enough of
and
anyway
them
came to the UK to form a
hand-picked outfit. The
result Is plain to see:

-

-

good, Solid blues and
boogie, George has a
compelling, gruff voice
and his musicians shine
both together and an
their own. There's Steve
Wren's boogie - wangle
piano on the gear -

charged

drumming co 'Find A
New Lover', and twin
guitar -work from Big
John Thomas and Phil
Swan as they rock to

a

climax on 'Four O'Clock
In The Morning', As
live, It sounds better

it's another US hard
rock

of

ensemble out

Motor City.

Detroit.

They follow bands such
as Blue Oyster Cult and

Aerosmlth with the
British approach to rock

and do It convincingly
well. Their name comes
from their leader who
forsakes his soul background In favour of rock
riffs and raw lyrics.

Hardly unique, but
interesting, + ++
David Brown

but there wasn't

sparkle. Side one was

a
a

bit
ted iou
but side two brightened
s,

up considerably. They

haven't tried to do
anything adventurous
or especially stylish. I'd

like to hear a live set two of the songs 'Games
People Play' and
'Message To The World'
would, I am sure, have a
lot more go in them

played live.

'u0

IN

DEGItEF.N

CLUSIVE' (Vertigo
men i39)

At first listen ihia is just

another example of
home-grown reggae, but

it's worth taking

a

listen because
they've got some good
ideas, even if they aren't
always delivered perfectly. There are a
selection of good beats,
though the swirling
strings tend to hinder,
rather than enhance,
Eddie Grant's 'Stone
Cold Cat' and Hendrix',,
'Little Wing' are among
the numbers to get the
sprawling reggae treat
ment. You'll either love
++ +
It or hate it.
David Brown
second

DAVE LEWIS: 'From
Time To Time' (Poiydor
Super

these was 'Every Face
Tells A Story'. It has the

attractive eatchilne

that's been so successful
In her singles. The
songs and arrangements aren't quite as
country as they may

-

more of a
have been
high quality middle of

the road. A lovely
album, and just In time
for Christmas, +
Itmaallnd Russell

+ + +

HEAR): 'Dreemboat

'Wheelin' And

29997)

power

1

-

feel with swirling

a

changing 'All Night
Gambler', Terry Slade's

RUBETTES: moving on

every time you here R.
If you don't know better
you'd think it was on the
and
Capricorn label
that's a compliment.
+ + + + [Meld Brown.

WHEEL: 'Wheedle' And
Deelln" (Capitol E'ST

dezvous' has

-

e

the metallic wilderness

Ztn 1 al )

OK, so my copy of this

album wasn't the
greatest pressing.

Maybe this was the
reason why it didn't
click. Then It did click
it's not very good,
Poppy songs for remem-

-

(Arista ARTY

Annie'
139)

For the first album this
has

one

had

such a

phenomenal reception
In their US homeland,
that Interest Is bound to
rub off over here. This
two girl. two boy group

have a lot of good ideas,
some of which are
executed with an impressive freshness and

prof essionalism, while
others

seem lost.

The

angle cut 'Magic Man'
le perhaps the strongest
track

-

a near perfect
while at
other limes there Is no
positive direction, more
a jigsaw puzzle of styles
as on
Sing Child'.
There Is also a tendency
to sound overly silky on
some of the slower
numbers. The title track
appears in three parts,
noticeably by a crash of
waves and bird -calls.
Despite a few shortcomings, it's a band
with an optimistic
future. The single is a
must, and the album
definitely worth checking out. + + David
Brown

conception,

What more can you say
about the Beatles, This
Is the latest In a line of
compilations of their
material, and not really
the best. The songs are
all from the film which
was shown on TV for the
first Ume several years
ago, Apart from 'Blue
Jay Way', the sings are
all very well known. If
you were too young and
missed them the first
Ume round, this will
attract you, athough
music has changed
much since them
that's when punk meant.

-

a

black polo neck

sweater. I didn't think
much of the inset booklet
mine has already
started to fall apart. But
I still love 'Fool On The
Hill' and 'Strawberry

Fields.

JOHN:

Retlevin"

(EMI

a

again, but this

over

of sentiment now

'MARCUS' (United Art,
led UAS 90000)

Interesting. Sounds re-

markably like Sab-

bath/Purple school of
rock at first hearing, but

BUCKACRE:'Morning
Corneal' (MCF2771

-

slxUes

in

the

Illinois

River Valley, moved

camp to Atlanta where
producer Glyn Johns
found them and lured
them to Landon to cut
this album. The opening

track, 'Love Never

Lantz Forever' Is being
released as,a single and
must have an outside

chance of charting.

Gentle vocal harmonies,
gentle string backing
and occasionally pleasant acousUc guitar warn

feature throughout.

Strangely, the hue track
Is among the weakest.
Anyway, gaud luck to
'em. a+ +Jim Evans

T
1

..

y

Just another country
rock band? I'm not
sure
I don't want to
write them off because
I've a feeling they might
make it. The band was
formed In in. mid -

boys. AU of you who've

here. Here songs are
mostly about lost loves.
people walking out on
her etc. The beet of

and

top. Pass the
bucket, + Rosalind
Rowell

3192 )

Fantasy time for the

Is

the

+ + +

ever Imagined your
selves being In a
situation to comfort
Olivia, tune in right

bit

I'm susceptible to

AMC

Rosalind Russell

++++

E PC 51891)

,'

'Don't Stop

'

TAMMY WYNETTEt
'You And Me' (Epic

brance week. Simple,
plain and quite boring,
And why bother enclosing a copy of those
lyrics? + + harry Cain

OLIVIA NEWTON

,

Rosalind Russell
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Albums,
'

album with many
changes of direction
holding your Interest all

The Tops

an

reach

Boogie Nights' has a
Fatback feel while 'All
You Do Is Dial' runs
over the tenderness.
Heatwave have been
packing 'em In at

out
again

the way through.

London's Gulliver':.
Club and recently

they've supported the
Fatback Band. Some.
thing tells me it's not

FOUR TOPS: 'Super
Hits' (Tamla Motown,
STM A Men)

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
'Monster Soul' (DJM
DJD 31051),

pilauon (except perhaps
the Beach Boys' '20
Golden Greats'). Hits
date from 1951 to 1972,
surprisingly Only one of

An obvious fellow -up to
the successful Melvin'
Soul' set Issued earlier
this year and containing
28 soul tracks spanning
the years 1957 - 1889.
This new mid
price
double package has a
further 29 numbers with

a

One of the

far superior to
anyone else's cornand

which made It

to

Number One in the
charts ('Reach Out I'll
Be There' In 1988).
There are 17 tracks
you wW already know
roost of them, but í'lI list
some: 'Bernadette', '7
Rooms Of Gloom',
Standing In The Shad.
ows Of Love' and 'Walk
Away Renee'. Beau-

-

tiful.

+++++Rosa-

lind Russell

NANCY WILSON: "I'hls

Mother's Daughter'
(Cepltol E.ST 11518)

Why do American stars

adopt that awful
schmaltzy habit of

bringing their children'
Into the act? Recently
we were forced to meet

Diana

Ross'

child

during a television show
which ruined her entire
performance. Now Nan.
cy Wilson spoils what
might have been a nice
album by sticking the
most ridiculous statements on the back of the

cover.

I

found it

impossible to listen to
the music after reading
such slushy sentiments.
Perhaps you'll have
better luck. + + Barry
Cain

DANA: 'Love Songs
And Falry-take' ,(OTC

r

'1
i

going to be long before
they headline In their
own right.
++a+
Robin Smith

superb album!
year's beet

What

TALKIN' 'BOUT
THAT GENERATI
7r
11

;

Q4

t

similar mixture of
golden greats and

soul

collecUon.

Barry Cain

+ ++

THE EXCITERS:

'Heaven Is Where You
Are' (30th Century BT

After sitting through

two whole sides of this
stuff, I don't feel too
kindly disposed towards
the Exciten. If you're
looking for bit of
variety, forget it. There
are nine tracks on this

album, and they all
succeed In sounding
the
exactly the same
same

shrill

voices,

the

same chunking beat,

and even (as far as I can
make out) the same
tune. re's probably quite
fun to dance to In a

carefully planned and
skilfully produced. For
a new band Heatwave
are already sounding
like the best America
has to offer. There's a
precise /eel to the music
not found on many
British soul efforts. It's

Gener-

could get Rod Stewart,
Ron Wood, Keel Hartley, Peter Oreen,

Terry Reid, Jon Lord, Dave

Edmunds, Jeff Beck and member, of
Camel, Yes, Urtsh Beep, Ace, Gentle
Giant and Man men one LP it would be
something of an aduevement In
effect that's what we have here,
except that at the lime the recordings
were made the participants weren't an
famed as they are now. EMI have
been dueling the cobwebs off Urelr old
tapes and tonne up with a compUbtlm
of legendary bands train the late

steamy

disco on

a

Saturday night Pass
the aspirin, someone.
Sheila Prophet

+ +

02:0: 'Listen To The
Buddha' (DJM IMF to
ails)

Hey, are you getting
bored with all this pop
music? Want to try
something a bit differ
ant? Well, how about
a
mixture of
this
'West Indian Reggae

-

SD

f

ac

c

St

Easy', Peter Skellern's
'My Lonely Room' and

Daryl Hail and John

Oates 'She's Gone'. She

I. currently

poll.
The arrangements on
the album are Impeccable. Just lint
to the
lady curl herself around

n

Interesting, a few duds, and don't
aspect it to live up to today's
standards by the same artists. The
Dow Miners Sect deserve special
mention far being able to rhyme
'Glendora' with 'She works In the
window of a big department store -a',
They sore don't write sang, like that
anymore. + + + David IYown

Jamaica. Presumably,
there's some deep,
mystical message hidden in the lyrics, but
without a lyric sheet. It's
difficult to tell. Sorry,

first track, a revamp of 'My Prayer.
The record comes
complete with two
the

versions of that particular sang, the fast one an
obvious single choice.

Buddha don't think

much of this one. +
Sheila Prophet

FLO AND EDDIE:
'Moving Targets' (CBS

nothing special. I liked
their new version of

'Elenore' but they
haven't made It ,any
different from the

Turtles' first. U they
didn't intend to, why
bother? I liked it first
time round. The rest Is
good old rock 'n roll but
wouldn't drive you to

wild excesses.

r'
`'L

4

BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLLET BAND:
'Night Moves' (Capitol EAST 1165!)
the definitive Yale rock album, an LP
Here It U
that capture. the esteem of all that is good to mid sevectles music. "The Fite Down Below' Is a real
killer, InMUlgent. inteWglble lyrics, backed with a
fervent beat Fast tracks such as the opener 'Rock
And Roll Never Forgets' are well balanced with the
expressive m000ds of the tide track and the alare and
Intense 'Ship Of Fools'. Bob Seger and band have
)tut become the next big thing In the US, and as far
as this country Is concerned, they're on their way.
It's a fine rock album by anyone's standards (and
me to impress your Moods with). a + a + David
Bro

wen

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
'Sun Country'
30117 Mono).

the
Clyde Leoppard Band's
'Split Personality' and
JR and JW Brown's

'Drunk!', Martin Hawkins' sleeve notes and
session details are, as

throughout this

excellent Charly archives
series, second to nacre.

David Brown

TANYA

'Here'

TUCKER:

Some Love'
(MCA 2772)
For all the sentiment
and moral purity Of
country singer,, there's
an underlying raw
sexuality about some of
their songs Tanya, who
looks as If Flora
wouldn't melt In her
mouth, gives a fairly
explicit rendering of
'You Just Loved The
Leaving Out Of Me'. It
has the same ambiguity
as Billie Jo Spears'
'What I've Got In Mind'
and seems to sit
uncarnftrtably with the

All right, so Dee Dee
Bridgewater Is not a
name you remember
with consummate ease.
But you'll soon get the

-

hang of It
because
she's going to be big.

++

+ +

Barry Cain

WILLIAM LYALL:
'Solo

Casting' (EMI

F.MA lee)

The former keyboards
player, composer and

founder member ofPtiot
takes off an his first solo
Bight. It turns out to be
u smooth, trouble - free
journey, no turbulence
tr engine failure and It
lands quite beautifully
with the instrumental
'Sleep'. William fs both
captain and cabin crew.
As well as arranging, he
sings and plays places,

per

ARP synthesiser,

,mission, organ. Fender

Rhodes, tambourine,
clavinet, flutes, harpsichord, string synthesiser and celesta. And for
good measure all the.
numbers are self penned, Mr Lyle has an
unusual voice, the
melodies-are both sweet
and memorable" He
soon

earn his

501 THSIDE

JOHNNY

should

Ings.

+++

Evans

Jim

AND THE ASBURY
JUKES: 'I Den'l Want
To Go Home' (Epic
81515),

Bruce Springoteen (remember him?) often
made the journey cress
town to the Upstage
Club in Asbury Park
near New York. He
liked seeing the just as

tight- you can make -

E Streeter. who
shuffled the night away
In so rely white men can

it

Ting

the

blues

style.

Is a mini
dedication to those days

Thla album

complete with Spin

gsteen sleeve notes.
Southetle Johnny sings
with decrepit conviction
ma bunch of tracks that
ooze the scotch and
smoke of steamy NY
nights helped out by
guys like Lee Dorsey
and Ronnie Spector. If
you love Springstsrw
you'll Ro fm this in a big
way. + + Barry Cain

DENNIS WATER
MAN 'Down Wind
Of Angels' (D'IM
-

IMF- 20453)
For an actor, he makes
a gond showing from a
zinger. Flls strength Ilea
In the rockers, but he

falls down

on the
dramatic ballads Attempts to build up his
voice on 'You're A Part
Of Me' don't really come
off and It's u shame he
fell Into the trap d using

female back up voices,
Fie could have u limited
success If are of the
tracks took off as a
single, but a long term
would Involve tours, Iils
version of 'Stuck In The
Middle With You' an,

raunchy and tough,
likewise 'Hollywood

Seven'. It he ditched the
fancy string arrange-

ments

courage

and had the
Lo

go It as a

rocker, he would fare
much better. +
+
Roallnd Russell

religious background
these singers
On the other
hand, it's good to hear
most of

have.

(Carty

Sun Records were more
.

L'r

-

Next

++ Rosalind

value scores on

+ + +

vowing

them all in the States
with her own particular
brand of jam / funk /
blues and recently
edged Roberta Flack
out of the race for fifth
place In a well known

Slewart'i 'Shake'. It's mainly

concept of Buddhism'?
Sounds weird, right?
WRONG! In fact, the
result sounds like Abbe
on a package holiday in

'It Ain't

Toussaint

sixties. Hernes of the day were
undoubtedly The Beatles and their
Influence is clear b see on The Gods'
'Baby's Rich', The Roulettes' 'The
Long Cigarette' and The Moles' 'We
Are The Moles'. R 'o' B Is the other
trend - artier with blues guitar on Love
Sculpture's 'The Stumble' and Rod

combined with the

Russell

Le 198 0898).

MIsa Bridgewater flexes
her astonishing vocal
chords over a sumptuous selectlm of songs
by such welters as Allen

V. ?

Yes, well, very nice but
I

Fair

ytale', Joe South's 'Rose
Garden' and (surprise,
surprise!) David Gates'
'If. (Hands up all those
who haven't recorded
Init!) All fairly me
noffensive the only
I can't forgive her for is
hoc's 'I'm Not In Love'.
They got It right first
time round, so why'
bother having another
go?. Otherwise, there's
nothing new - but U
Dana appeals to you,
you'll probably enjoy IL
+ + + Sheila Prophet

number has been

'My

If today you

\

way through a
predictable selection of
ballads, including her

Superb debut album
from Heatwave, ranging from soulful ballads
Every
to hard funk.

F.

P-

815119 ).

win

HEATW'AVE: 'Too Hot
Too Handle' (OTO
GIMP al a)

DEE DEE BRIDOEWATER: 'Dee Dee
Bridgewater' (Mantle

LOVESCULPTURE: Dave Edmunds is on the right
ARTISTS:
ation' (EMI NUTS)

a

'

jy
'VARIOUS

Is

mystery as It's already
shown by the chart
response that it wasn't a
winner. The only song
worth talking about It
'Devil Woman' which
Cliff Richard has
already claimed as his
own- And to think she
went all the way to
Canada to produce
something like this! +
Ressatind Russell

472)

some

latest single,

Movies', which

i

.

11.4

OTLP 81.8)

Dana winds her

weak story lines and
even weaker arrange.
ments. She's Included
her single Late Night

,`v1

i

they are

mostly insipid with

-x111

fr

,

}..

)

Jr

-

t

.

1

a

extremely rare Items.
Artists include Gladys
Knight and the Pips
'Operator', Patti Labelle and the Bluebells
'Go On (This Is
Goodbye)' and 'Academy Award', Lee Dorsey
'Ya Ya', The Capitols
'Cool Jerk' and Sly
Stone 'I Ain't Got
Nobody' and 'I Can't
Turn You Loose'. A
definite must for any

.

u

-

mistake

noted for their rock than
their country music, but
like the rock the Sun
country had a distinct
sound all to Itself As
well as some soaring
fiddles, there is some
material that is more

rockabilly and will

appeal to rock fans as
much as modern CAW
follower,. Despite a bill
that includes Jerry Lee

country music with a bit
of honest guts. She's a

talented singer, way
ahead of herself In
years. with a surprising
maturity. And It's not
she's
all Country
Included a cracking
funky number called
'Short Cut'. This right
not be the album to get

-

her to the top, but U's a
big step up. + + +
Rosalind Russell

KRISTINE: 'I'm

A

('Settin' The Wends On

Some' (Power Exchange
PILL den)

(Two Timm' woman'),
by far the treat choice
number is Ken Cook's
'Jenny', while novelty

This is a waste of a good
voice on a poor album.
The choice of songs
seemed to be the biggest

Fire') and Johnny

Cash

FREE

.

ALBUMS
This u the eighth Glen(
Parrot Coupon for you to
collect Cut It out now
and save It with Cmpon
r1os. 1-7 which have
already appeared! Next

week coupon No. 9 will
appear and so co UAW
you have cut Mt and

saved all TEN
Par rot Coupon,.

Glint

When you have collected your last
coupon. No. le, we will publish a

complete list of all the albums from
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of how you will receive your free

album.
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THE CLUSTER of international fans outside the
Imposing London building
gave the game away that
there was someone very
famous
or at least very
nearly famous within.

-

-

Sure enough, It was that pop

Mr. Dreamaker

drops by

globetrotter Cliff Richard, touch
Ing down In the UK for the first hat(
of bits British tour, 'before
continuing his star trek round the
world.

Since Cliff last featured In these
pages he's been busy making a

name for himself In Japan,
America and Russia. Yes, Russia.
Cliff Is quick to point out that
while we may have stereotyped
Ideas about Russia and its folks
(and vice versa), as usual things
are not quite as they may seem.
They apparently went potty
when they saw Cliff and show, "We
Imagined this sort of sedate, polite
Flolshol Ballet type audience
but
we were wrong," he gestures
"By the time we reached 'Devil
Woman' they were down the front
of the sd age clapping and cheering.
And when we did some Rock 'N'
Roil they toyed it It wasn't at all
like you'd 'Mackie! can tell you."

I

-

changed too

"I'm very thrilled that

the
homeland of Rock 'N' Roll has
granted me a hit," he smiles.
''Devil Woman' was the one to to
IL
"Of course, In the very early
days we did a tour (with The
Shadows, his Infamous henchmen
of yesteryear) and did some
sllow'sloppers, hut we didn't have
the full support from the record
companies and so on to really make
it. And anyway they had so many
homegrown Idols at the time we
just missed out.

something of ahlg success, then his
CIS promotional trip was nothing
less than a monster.
Now (lilt will readily admit he's
taken a crack shot or two at the
American market In the past, but
Until now he's not had too much
a4

'1""-!

Disco

Fault

"People will say things hire 'Oh,
of course, they don't listen to
records much over there do they?'
Well, the answer is yes, they do
Behind our hotel there was a bar
Ilttle more than a hole In the wall
well, fairly
ptaying modern
modern
disco music until four in
the morning
"There Is a kind of cultural
exchange bel ween our countries at
last
I suppose that's how I got
w hlch is the only
asked there
way we can rid ourselves of the

"And when we next toured (al
the time of the nlm 'The Young
Ones') we emptied every theatre
over there."
Not he hastens to add, through
any fault of their own, just that the
American people were somewhat
occupied with a rather serious
threat that was hanging over their
heads at the time,
"It was the time of the Cuba
crisis, when they were worried
about the threat of a potential

Cliff:

-

-

-

CLIFF RICHARD: Armrc trip

attack."
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Point
"And while I think that say
'Devil Woman' is better than some
there
of the things he has done,
have been so many more things he
has done that have been better
than mine what would be the
point?" Cliff says with a shrug of
the shoulders.
Well, Cliff Is finally competing
with Ella his homeground, since '1

.something happened with, this
record. When I got a telegram
saying It was RR with a bullet (US
chart jargon for a rising hit) It was
clearly taking off, so by the time.(
arrived there it was higher still."
It was a hectic trip:
"Nine rifles in 12 days or
t
never
something like that
slopped talking the whole of the
time," he laughs. "It was a
sizeable hit, not Just because of the
promotion, mainly because of the
song I believe, but it was good to be
there at the time the record was
really grabbing people.
"It was amazing how many
people knew me out there. Not the
public as much, but the business

RECORD & TAPE

60p ONLY
w

paten

Top Labels

-

him,

But now, several years on, OW
has become son ething of n new lad
in the States and already they are
beginning to lake notice of the
follow up to his hit 'Devil Woman'.
which was another hit for him this
side of the Atlantic: 'I Can't Ask
For Anything More.'
"I'm glad it was with 'Devil
Woman' rather than the others,
that was just the right record to
break wllh as far as I'm
concerned ," Cliff explains.
"I told my record company I
wouldn't go to America unless

success. Suddenly all that's

bigoted Idcas each has about the

other."
If Cliff's Russian visit was

It wasn't just the concerts that
proved to he an eye - opener for

-

1

Globetrotting Cliff talks to Record' Mirrór before
continuing his star trek around the world

1

-

people. They would stroll up to me
and say things like 'You're a
legend', and 1 d think. "But they
usually only talk about people like
that when they Ye dead:'
"And I found myself on LPs such
as 'The History Of British Rock'
with songs such as 'Move It' and all
those. It was quite a 1hr81 "
One person he didn't bump Into
over there was his old hero Elvis
"1 have always been a fan of
Elvis He's the king as far as I'm
concerned and believe he always
will he. It's never been worth
trying to compete or compare with

-
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Can't Ask For Anything More' has
been picked up by several top US

stations slreedy, and even

requested by some of their black
mimic st aliens.
"I was lucky to do It with 'Devil
Woman', Cliff reckons. "Now with
the follow - up getting airplay I
could h ave another 1511 there.
must admit It wens against my
wishes that they released 'I Can't
Ask For Anything More' over here.
too much to have
I thought It was
three singles taken off the same
album. ('Miss You Nights' and
'Devil Woman' also came from the

'I

'I'm Nearly Famous'LP).
-My thoughts were that if about

150,000 people had bought the
album then they weren't going to
buy three singles from It too, But
the marketing people said It'll be a
Top 20 hit and help pick up album

._

sales which were dropping then,
and they were right, it was a hit
and the LP did pickup again!"
We won't have to wait more than
a few weeks for the nexteliff
singlem

Cliff's last album and recent
singles has certainly meant that a
few people who thought Cliff had
been lost to the world of light
entertainment were In for a
surprise at the depth he expressed
and potential styles he offered
"A couple of friends were
embarassed to go and ask for the
LP you keys... being used to asking
only for things like Led Zeppelin,
and whispered to the asslstant'It's
the Cliff Richard album I want
really' ran you imagine slipping
a piece of paper to the aeeintant
with the name m so no me notices

'Mr Dreamaker', which

Is
his next album released in the from
New
Year.
"There won't be more than two
singles come off this album though
I've made a point I think," Cliff
points out.
On the road Cliff will be taking
with him former Shadow Brian
Bennett as drummer and musical
director, plus two guitarists,
bassist, keyboards players, anoth-

Page25
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A,

-

what you're after.
"Being locked to that sort of
position Is very wrong though
Why shouldn't people huy the
records they want, rather than the

er drummer and backing
vocalists

ones people say you should have?
That situation can't be right,

IP.
-1 .

perhaps It will change.

"

React
One thing that it seems has never
changed for Cliff is that at heart
he's still a Rock 'N' Roller
"We dos Rock ' N' Roll medley in
the art, Urea( Balls Of Fire',
'Jallhouse Rock', That sort of thing.
we enjoy doing It and the audiences
still react toll.
"Rork 'N' Roll has remained and
we have got older. People over 40
can remember Elvis and so on, and
those who are 15 are buying
basically the same sort of music
today.
"I like a lot of the new Guff,
though not all of It. As long as it
sounds good and has the
excitement of the original that's all
that matters.
"Today Rock 'N' Roll has
become part of life
that's good
especially when it's done properly.
We feature a good 12 minute chunk
of rock, and are likely to continue
doing so for tmmetime to come."
Cliff assures, and adds with a grin,
"Anyway, 'I think some Of us have
more right to rio a than others. "
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Apart from those who ain't got "their own minds" the Rods «.,Jeckon

'The

o

_

BARRIE MASTERS: back to the Y -fronts...

;

... well wired

Alright'

up and

From the lands bordering the mighty
estuary of Old Father Thames, Essex
rock has emerged. Witness the Kursaal
Flyers, Canvey Island's Feelgoode.
Chilli Willi and the Red Hot Peppers
and now the ones destined to outshine
them all Eddie and the Hot Rode.
So what have they got' They play raw
rock, a combination of their originals
plus a smattering of blasts from the
past
for example Sam the Sham's
'Woolly Bully.' the Stones"Satisfaction,'
Pete Townshend's 'The Kids Are
a
Alright' and Sam Choke's 'Shake'
wide selectloñ, you'll agree. And they
no messin; no
get straight down to
long solos, their numbers rarely last
longer than two minutes a piece.
Now they're crashing up the charts
with their latest' single, 'Teenage
Depression.' They've come through the
pub and support band circuit into the
big league Vocalist Barrie Masters, It
- years - old, lays It on the line He don't
mince no words either
"Yeah, we're Just off to Ireland,
pinyin' Cork, Belfast, Dublin and
Galloway. We've done '011and and are
think In' about America."
Are you finding the going tough,
playing ntoal nights and so on? "Not
arf It s 'ard work all right. i wouldn't
mind a couple of days off. But It's gotta
be good while It's goln' on. In January
we're goln' to gel the material together
for a new album.
'Yeah, we're goln' down real well
and lately the kids are really gents'

-

it

Clinical tests show
that improved
Clearasil Cream Medication
is even more effective.
So what's new?
Clearasil Cream Medication is now even more effective in clearing spots because we!ve
added Triclosan, a strong, safe, antibacterial agent

So what's improved?
Clearasil Cream Medication has always dealt effectively with all types of spots and pimples
But now, stringent clinical tests have shown that, with Triclosan, improved Clearasil Cream
Medication fights the bacteria that cause everyday spots to become inflamed and embarrassing
At the first sign of a spot, apply Clearasil Cream Medication directly onto the affected area
Immediately, Clearasil starts to work in three ways.1.19,11
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2. It penetrates the pores, and with Triclosan it is even
more effective at killing the bacteria that cause
inflammation
1r3.

It

We

the Feelgoods. Long songs bore us. We
like to play shat and punchy. "
Over to guitarist Paul Gray, a lad of
I& for his vlewson the Finds' success.
"Everyone got a bit pissed off with

what's been 'appening. There's been
nothin' new since the early seventies
that'a why punk's such a big thing. So
many bands are dots' it now. The kids
are pissed off with the older bands, the
Who, Stones. Back In the sixties, there
was a lot of other bands, like the
Animals and Yardblyds. Then there
was nothin' unto last year. Klda like me
felt they'd missed out an aonwthln', but
now they've got somethin' they can get
Into. If you're a young band you know
what they want. People like the Stones
can't relate to the kids now, cos they're
a different generation. "
you won't
Get into the Hot Rods
regret it.

-

-

excited."

Pam k rock?
"In a way we started it, but It's got
this new false image. The Sex Pistols
were amusin' at hrst, but they're so
false now, Just not real." Mild stuff
considering the Marquee gig when the
Pistols played support and damaged
the !Inds' PA equipment. The Rods got
their own back by not paying the
Pistols. Such Is life And the Damned?
"Ton erratic.
"Violence? I don't think we Incite
much. it's the drive and exdtement of
he kids goln. 'Now,
our music that gl
the old days wee
amething
people
used to throw things, bottles an' all. The
police would come in an' the shows
would be stopped 'arf way through.
There'd be fights and the PA would get
smashed. We used to gel banned. There
ain't nothln' Like us on the Essex rock
scene." You hear, David?
So how come the Thames Estuary is
breeding so many rock bards?
Cbinciden ce limit' You work 'arder
cos there's nothtn' goat' on there. It's
all been exaggerated " There's no
sham to the Rods, no beating about the
bush. It won't surprise you to learn that
among their former occuptons they
boast a dustman and roadsweeper.
Now for a drop more punk confusion
"Are we punk? I dunno'really, it
could be a dirnpliment. I mean H the
Stones were, so are we- If vi- get
anywhere, It'll start a cult thing Those
kids who Like Stilt or the Rollers can't
help It. They just haven't got minds of

-

e,. ka,

Success means fan mall, and the Rods
are getting their fair share. "We've 'ad
some Obscene ones. "
Give us a couple Of examples then

So, remember, at the first sign of a spot start using
Clearasil Cream Medication Use it twice a day after washing,
And it won't be spots spreading over

"I didn't think Record Mirror wanted

"

a

:..

as Cm» ae

Clearasil Cream Medication.
Now improved to clear even inflamed spots.

JIM EVANS gets
an ear -bashing
just
groups try and it doesn't work.
gel out and do it - that's how we are.
But we're not afraid to experiment, ilke

their own."

dries up the spot and the excess oil it feeds on

your face-lust smiles

..

..

FROM THE murky shores of a
river steeped in history the
rock sound of '78 has risen.

-

1.It softens the spot and helps open it up
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Kids
Are
.i.

e

a

to know about things like that
Co on, let's hear it "Well, Dave got

this one askin' for his Inside leg
measurement and we've 'ad ones from
some right weirdos. A lot ask us how we
get our sound together and others say
I'm not goln' to sleep again until you
play down our way again
that's

nice."

e

-

The band agree they have a sixties
feel to them. "We don't try to be too
flash on the technical side. A lot of

...
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16re sons why you
should buy "Chilitetime"
0 You don't have to go

Have you seen her
V The coldest days of my life
» You got to be the one
© I found sunshine
13 Stoned out of my mind
14 I forgot to say I love you till I'm gone
is I never had it so good
CD Oh girl
90

® There will never be any peace
® Here am
® The Devil is doing his work
I

0 Half a love
© Too good to be forgotten
0 It's time for love
® Homely girl

n..

c
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i

I
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"Chilitetime"
The Chi-lites Greatest Hits
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Tribute To lUvls.
STOKE. Jollees 1317482),
Cliff Richard / Brian

Thursday

BIIty1INGHAM. Odeon
Span /Martin

Hart.

flamers.

House. Racing Cars.

(021-843

I(Oh1 FORD. White

Collier Row. Flying

SDEIFIELD.Ranmoor STOKE, Baileys

ANDY

certTV. Radiy Books and Films

Co

rock group. How and MyIett's paperback has not only
the distinction of being the
first (It won't be the last).
but it also has recommen-

dable approach

Instantly enjoyable.

and Is

It's wrltlen by a fan for the
fan, and works well.
The author takes the story

Falrier

1411

niter

I

(NCIIESTER, Free

Trade Hall 1081.834 09431.
Sleeleye Spun / Martin
Simpran.

Carpenter.

Sun Dee

(021049 8101),

Great Generator
BRADFORD, The Unl
verslly (34135).' Real
CROYDON. College of
Technology, Ilnrtor, of
Madness

DUBLIN, University College 1751752), Stefan
(trossmnn

F,LLON, Town Hall,
JALN stand

GLASGOW', University of
Strathclyde 1041.552
12701, Steve )1111 age
(:RAYS. Slate Theatre,
David Essen

GUILDFORD, Technical
college, Giggles
LEF:US, The University
1785078), teIsh tome Ash

LEICKSTF:It, The UniIDDLF,SBItOUGII, versity
150000), ,less
Roden Rand/Kruny Sal
Stadium
LIVEIt1.00L.
NEWCASTLE, Mayfair
M

(051-2388318). Stray

(hlI1tem.

NOTTINGHAM, Trent
Polytechnic, Stretch /
Moody-.

tll1,t)R1),
(44544),

New Theatre
Van IAr Ursa)

GoneraUr.

81.0(1611, Fulcrum
Theatre, Queencmead,

Alvin Stardust
ST V"POR D, North Stadia
olytechnic lab( Slfirc.
STOKE. Halley. (23958),
Tribute To Flvis.
I

STOKE. Jolleen (317492),

LONDON, Carl & Horses.
Stratford, Streamliner

LONDON, Dingwalls:
Camden Lock (Ol 287

4967),

et /Dogs;

Meal Tiek

etch
LONDON, Hammersmith
Odeon 101.748 40811,
,Johnny 'Guitar' Watson/Nor prim- Shaer.

LONDON, Nashville,
North land Road 101.603

tiara
LONDON. Speakeasy.
Margaret Street (01.MO

60711, Raving

Brian

8810), The movies
MANCHESTER. The Unlverslly 1061.273 51911,

4NSEA, Pant, Pavilion. Flying Aoc,
1'XRItIDGIC, Brunel Unl
verslly, Fl aamin' Groovier

ere/Burlesque
OXFORD, New Theatre

(lilt

Richard
iknnett Band.

/

SW

/'Ihe

Iharrmed.

LVATFO1SD.

Baileys

(39848), New Seekers.

YORK.

The

Unlverslly

(5613(1, ,Jews Roden Bond

/

Krun) Kul.

back a useful step to the days
et the Yardbirds, which was
an essential chapter In the
grays history and shows
how Ltd Zep grew from 'The

rdblyds', through
their early club days, loto US

Neo

Ya

acceptance and the
continuing success story up
until late last year
Already another chapter
or two eald be added, and
,ith a hand such as this an
up to dale edition will be
essential before too long.
A brief rundown on each
member Is Included, plus
their manager and chief
roadie.
A sensible, well - priced
book which will become a
bible to Ile Zepiebn legions,
and rightly so

Kul-natal
(44544 ), Nana

F

y

I

flouskouri

OXFORD, The 1'olytechrtic 10199X), Upp

PURLEY. Titian ye. Oa

dada Rodger..
READING, The Unlver
ally, Union Hall (806222),
Andy Flalrwemther low
T lore
wrong

Is

IN

nl

am

othis

hour

-

DAILY MIRROR POP CLUE

SLOVGH,Slough College,
George hatcher Band
ST ALBANS. Qty Hall,
Alberto Y Los't Trios
Perennial.
STOKE, Baileys (239581,
Tribede Io Elvis
STOKE, Jollies 1317492),

COVENTRY, Lancaster

nett Band

Theatre, Ivor Oruer

Cliff Richard/Brian Ben-

WARRINGTON, Willer
spool Leisure Centre.
Mango Jerry
N

ATFORD. Baileys

(89848), New Seekers

ARBROATH, Condor
Club, Rang alator

BIRMINGHAM, Odeon

94131, Nano
Mouskouri
BItADFO1tD, St Georges
Hall (3215131, Kikl Dee
(021-643

ItRIGItTON, Top Rank
(2.8/195), Johnny 'Guitar'
Kahan
IIKISTOL. Colston Hall
1291788), Mud

CROYDON, GPeyhouml,

Lane. Flamin

Park

Groovies/The Iha anneal
DUNDEE. Samanth as.
JALN Hand
LDINBUItO, Caley O nema (031-229 78701,
It u r s a a l
ern/Burlesque

Fly'

LIVERPOOL. Empire
(051.709

15551.

Sleeleye

Span /Martin Strop/um
LONDON, Drury Lane
Theatre (01.8388108), Van

Grind Generator
LON DON, Rochester,
Stoke Newington High
Street. The Movie.
1051)09, Talk of the
(her

Town

101.734 50511,

Ib

HEFIRIT!

RADIO ONE on Saturday
November 20 has 'David
Soul's Top 12' (1.31 pm).
Matchbox guesting on
`Rock 'N' Roll' at 5.31 pm
and 'In Concert' at 530
pm and Kuraaal Flyers
and Albeltos Y Los Trios
Paranoias.
Radio Clyde, also on
Saturday, has Druid, a
band often likened to Yea,
In the studio with John
MacCal man at 10. 02 pm.

BRISTOL,. (bladon Hall
(2917881, Steve 'tillage
C16F.STER, Qunlntways,
JALN Band
Polyteehnte, Lecture

COVENTRY. Lancasl er
Polytechnic, Mato Flail
(241861, Se* PlslnM

DONCASTER, Baileys

(67(611, Johnny 'Gansu''

Wa(rnn

Sex

DONCASTER, Outlook
(844341. Ilorsllps
(ILVRGOW, City Hall
(041.562 59611. Andy
1 nl re. ea; ther law
LEICF24TEIt, De Montfort! Flail (228501, Steel -

Sim

eye Span/Martin
peon

LONDON Nashville,
North End Road (01 A03
110711, The alma,.
LONDON, Palladium (01437 7373 I. Carpenters
LONDON, Rock "Garden,
Covent Carden (01.240
39411

),

Vibrator*

LONDON, Royal Albert
Flail (01.799 82121, Cliff
Richard

MANCIIESeP:R, Free

Trade Hall 106141:44 0943),
Van Der (4 road Generator
STOCKPORT, Davenport
Theatre ((61.483 3801).

Mud
STONE, Jollies (31741121.

(ñl -lade
N ATFORD. Batley.
(39848), Showaddywnddy

W 01.5 E RH AM PTIO N.
(Yale Ha11 278),), Jame
Roden Band Krary Kat.

Tuesday

Pinola
ai SNCIIESTPII. Opera
House 101-834 1787),

ABERDEEN, Music Hall
Fly
1288171, hursual
era/Burlesque

III/Joanna Carlin

rellas

London Wainwright

SIIK)-F 11'2.0. Top Rank,
Trapeze

SOUTHPORT. New

Theatre 140404), (111.11tes
SOUTH DAR1(0W, Tithe

Farmhouse.

Ea statute
Lane, Racing Cars
STRATFORD ON AVON,

Shakespeare Theatre
122711.

David Easex

111109

price. At 75p It hardly makes
good value for money, eves
It's a
at today's prices.
formula ridden concept lo a
very Many package.

mass

QUIZ ROOK/Edited by
Maorire Kama/ Maurlee Klan
Productions Ltd. 75p.

Span/Marlin

Thing

Town Hall 115432), Karam./ Flyer. /Burlesque.
1231091.

(3707+), St,eleye
Simpson

WRITEHAVEN. Ren

dezvous Club. Mungo
Jerry

SEE IT!
LINDA RONSTADT is
seen in concert on
Tuesday's (Nov 23) Old

Grey Wheatle Bret'.
(site Richard and the O
Band are on 'Saturday
Scene' (ITV, Nov 211).
'Supersonic' on the same
day ha. CHIN, G Rand and

BIRMINGHAM, Barba
Trapeze

(021-843

9413),

Bolt SIINGHAM. Town
Hull (021-236 3939),
aha n/Al ha ran
H IIFNTFORD, Pled Lion,
The Movies

I:DI 511ÚR011, Leith

Th,alre

1931.552 72951,

Andy Fairweather lam
LI,ICMVTF:R, De Mon
tfort Hall 1228501. Nana
Stour knurl
LONDON, Hope and
Anchor, Upper Street 101.
35º1510), Makin Steven*

LONDON. Marquee,

Wardour

Street

401-437

6803), Hlnkleys
Her nano /Itweor backs

LONDON, New Victoria
(01-034 0671/2131,

Itamrladl

lInda

LOS DON, Pall whom (01437 7373 L Carpenters

Frank's Miller.
Thursday's 'Top Of The
Pops' (BBC 1,11.10 pm) Is
Introduced by Kid Jew

-NOTTINGHAM. Trent
Polytechnic (482481, Kon-

seen.

STOKE. Baileys (239681,
Johnny 'Guitar' Watson
STOKE. Jollies 1317492).
(hl -later

Late night Sunday

viewers can see part Me

The Devil's Muslo', e
history of the blue. an
of

BBC I.

*Ideate

AMY-FIELD, City Hall
(27074), KIM Der

N

ATFORD. Baileys

13944481.

Showedd7waddy

WILLIE MITCHELL "The Champion",,

GENE CHANDLER There waes a time
+ On the 3artle.single

THE ARTI3TIC3 "I m gonna miss you"

rhrvatee by

DECCp

!

0
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Just acting
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satchelly
íN_

AC/DC Hammeramlth Odeon

'n' roll as we know It?
LltUe green man In Hammersmith. 'Take me to
. hey, Is that AC/DC. Wow, they're
your .
really big
IS THIS the end of rock

P'era

.

back home."
And all they gotta do is ac satchelly.
The moment they broke
A cuppla

opening

their
number
'Llvewire'
the
pretty sparse
Into

audience,

hut full blooded, erupted
and spilled out of their
eats to the front.
A steward scratched btu

head In dismay and
decided to retire gracefully.

Lead singer Bon

'Girls,
girls' Scott then
sang the mystical 'She's
Got Balls'. "What's she
girls,

got?" he asked the tans
endearingly.
"BALLS I" they re toned Magic.

from

toons

their new album 'Dirty

Dirt Cheap'
ensued, including the
memorable I've Got Big
Deeds Done

KURSAAL FLYERS: a gear ojo band
THE KURSAAL FLYERS / Uxbridge,
Brune University
PAUL SHUTTLEWORTH ain't a punk
and he doesn't worship Ras Tafarl He
doesn't wear an earring and he's even

Balls.'

Angus Young did what
he

usually does

guitar.

on

The sweat on his brow
could have filled his
school cap time and time

that preceded their

anthem 'She's Got The
Jack ',although now their
popularity has increased
they've dirtied It up
If
that's possible.
The band's best number
'Baby Please Don't Go' Is
left till last. Young Angus
excels himself, shoulder
high on Bon he mesmeand
rises the converted
himself.
One long encore, and
that's yer lot. No, AC/DC
are tar from ready for the
dizzy heights of the
Odeon. Okay, they may
wow 'em at the Marquee
but the bigger venues
yet.
don't suit then .
BARRY CAINE

-

-

.

.

Roberta
knocks
'em dead
IOBERTA FLACK: Landon
Victoria

New

TIIE GENERAL feeling
after the Roberta Flack
enncert on Wednesday night
seemed to be one d
surprise
Completely wine
ning over the audience who
had gone expecting a less
lirilhant show her choice of

material was superb and her
backing band tight and
balanced
Al times she reminded me

Aretho Franklin. although
Is smoother and
less emotional. I liked her
original version of 'Just Like.'
A Woman', w high wandered
of

her voice

on

different

through the

Iescls of feeling and brought
a
new light on the pop
version of the song,

Featuring

new

a

fair amount

of

material, taken from

her new album which should
be out before Christmas. She
also sang the title track
Don't You Move In

-

1\'llli

Me',

It's

soft

a

persuasive song and would
make a lovely single. Also
from the new album, a
Christmas song
'25th Of
i,ast December .
She didn't Indulge in much
chat, but swung from song to

-

song

with hardly

a

break.

Which is more than can be
Apart from 'Killing Me

Sdil>'

which

w as

instant

success with the audience,
two of the highlights were

Suzanne

Lee',

sod 'Reverend

giving more

to

Suzanne than is mild have
thought possible.
It's a song that's been
mauled by every aspiring
dramatic singer, but few
1

could

carry it oft like

Roberta Flack. She dropped

tambourine Into the
piano to fill out the sound and
her volee did the rest,
her

soaring through
expanding
xpanding

it a¿

the

gone.

shaping

at

Incredible,
'Rev Lee'

iz

as

1

-

something

491/2 inch hips. The
me
of the Rev Lee's
seduction was drawn out and

story

J

used to give the band a
chance to shoe off their

r

.2.2

individual talents
The only song she didn't do
that I missed was 'Jesse', the
Ian

song.

believe

I

the audience at the early
concert was luckier and gol

it for

their encore.

-

ROSALIND KUSMELI

SHERBETILondon
POPULATED RY a mainly
Aussie audience, London's
New Victoria was a home
from home for Sherbet.
Despite a hit single It wasn't

sellout

Anyone who didn't

go

missed a One performance.
The band were nervous after

fairly uneventful concerts In
the North, twit they pul on a
well paced show. They've
incorporated a virlety of
strange
styles and tread
path between MoR and bard

rock. Sell, H you play talent starved Australia perhaps
you have to provide
something for everyone.
'Blues Malkin' began the
set, Garth Porter In sailor
suit laying down a march like keyboard beat before
Daryl Braithwaite opened
with his gripping vocals, Ills
woke has great depth, with
ao ability to suddenly switch
to falsetto
s
on 'Child's
'Ladya of the Night'
Play'. an emotional ballad
featuring an uplifting brief
guitar solo. 'U l Had My
Nay' (the band's next HE

single)

was

a

dis-

appointment, lacking the

punch of 'nowise. Skill after
a (ea Rate sings views might
change. Hollywood Dream 1st' featured Garth Porter
on meals and the number
climaxed with smoke bombs.
After 'Row -rare in as rack 'it'
roll to the etas. Inchioln«
rendition d Elvis'.'You
Ain't Nothtag Bid A )bead
Doe'. The crowd rushed to
the ton and topped awq.
ROBIN SMITH

BA It I/Y FLATMAN

together and he noise level genuine ruck 'n' rot' before a
increased as he let her hair nasty light broke out
down and fairly ripped Into amongst the punters, bring
Inn what was otherwise an
'Ile ata ave,
With the last soles, she enjoyable evening to an
smiled a toothy smile, waved unfortunate close.
and went. For the Inevitable
JIM e:VANS
encore she chose 'It's Only
Love'. But this couldn't be THIN LIZZY.
it. She'd yet to do Hammersmith
'Desperado; the one they all WHAM! THE audience were
wanted to hear. Sure up and on their feet and to
enough, that wos number the front of the Odeon before
two,
JiM EVANS you could shout L. - I
WOODY NOODMANSEY'S Y. The bouncers were
dumfounded, there was
UBUtT: London
nothing they could do. The
UBOAT SURFACED at the whole N the stalls surged
Marquee last week 10 play a forward. One bouncer
set.
tight and powerful
looked to his mate, shrugged
Moody, you may recall, was
his shoulders, raised his
drummer lo Bowie's hacking eyes to the heavens and
bard, 'Spiders From Mars'.
walked a ay, defeated.
he
In February this year,
Monday was not only going
formed U-Roat and bought
to be Thin Lusy's night, It
himself what Is reckoned to was also the crowd's
the
kilis
drum
largest
be the
Opening with 'Jailbreak'
world
the band were greeted with
The fhvpleee band aren't
the best reaction I've ever
over - adventurous playing a seen at the Odeon. They
mixture id rock, dance and
moved through their num.
blues numbers. Rut they do
tiers at lightning pace and
Elwell and are obviously well
when they came to 'The Boys
-rehearsed.
Are Biel In Town' and
Their opening number 'All 'Rosalie' it was time for the
Clear' set a fast pace and audience to Join In Singing
was followed by 'Just Like A dancing, feu le the sir and
Movie Star' which featured
Imaginary guitar playing.
some excellent guitar work
Phil Leroil leading the
from Martin Smith, the hand and the audience on
'Sufragette
group's enemas.
vocals. Brian Robertson and
Ziggy Scott Gorham on sizzling
City', from the
Stardust album, received the guitars plus the superb Brian
loudest cheer of the evening, Downey on drums. played till
but was hoping for a rather the sweat ran down their

NCH

.

else again Coming on as a
sexpot, describing Satan's
daughter as a big black lady
with a 39 inch chest, a neat 22
inch waist and, Lord Bless

Janis

Guitarists Collins and Graeme
Douglas were, how you say, duelling on
'Band On The Stand' from their new
album 'Golden Mlle', and Rlchle Dull
did his banjo solo spot, 'Chocs Away.'
On stage the Kursaais are the
complete opposite of techno-Gash rock.
Sure, they go in for the visuals
(Shuttleworth leans on a bar for
'Drinking Socially') but the music is
straightforward. They don't mean to
kid anybody.
Two tried and tested winners,
'Crulsin' For Love' and 'Speedway'
(Crash helmets on) came before their
new single 'LItUe Does She Know'
which, Shuttleworth assume every
body, Is In the charts at number 120 with
a bullet. The Kursaals as a lilt parade
band?
If there was ever a band guaranteed
to give you a good time and send you
home smiling, it's the Kursaal Flyers,
Miss them at your peril

but he's a star. The
Kunsan' Flyers are simply a gem of a
band. It was there for everyone to see
underneath the wall -bars of the Brunel
gym,
They're showmen and their songs are
simple but clever. The Ku meals are all
about stage presence and rapport with
the audience. ShutUeworth smiles a lot
and the kids do likewise.
Their entrance was Just like a scene
out of the Good Old Days. 'My Old Man
Said Follow The Van' Jangled out of the
PA as they bounded on stage,
Shuttleworth looking like a cross
between a wartime spiv and Little
Richard, while Vic Collins chase an
Hawaiian shirt complete with garland,
and RIchle Bull seemed straight cut our
of the Maltese Falcon.
'One Armed Bandit' opened the set
closely followed by 'Ugly Guys' where
the ever - staring Collins showed that he
knew his way round a pedal steel guitar
and then it was 'Yellow Sox'. All good
sluff.
got a beer gut

again
The new single 'High
Voltage' followed and

Shuttleworth really won the audience
over wpb 'Pocket Money' and then he
was off to change Into his Come Dancing
tuxedo feu 'Two Left Feet'. Eat your
heart out Peter West.

I.

ROBERTA FLACK
LINDA RONSTADT.
tendon

"IT'S QUIET here, nobody
yells or anything,'.'.. giggled
the lovely Linda a third of the
ay through her set at
London's New Victoria.
The audience were some
what restrained. Perhaps
like me they were in awe at
this talented young lady's
performance Her singing,
her beautiful girl- next - door
looks and her bubbling

character would

have

captivated the most hostile

ti

audiences.
Dressed in blue leans and
a skimpy white top, she was
equally at home singing
Buddy Holly's 'That'll Be
The Day,' a powerful version
of 'The Tracks Of My Tears'

or 'You're No Good'.' She
can adapt m country, rock or

ballad and puts her heart
into them all,
The show had many
moving moments, not least
when, aceompanled just by
Andrew Gold on piano and
bathed in blue spotlights. she
sang 'It's Not Losing You'.

Equally beautiful

was
'Hasten Down TM Wind', the
title Creek from her last
album
Linda hardly paused at all
between numbers, keeping

her rapport

with the

audience
minimum Having
a

troduced

m

in-

her musicians,

notable among whom were
the alorenenuoned Andrew
Gold and Don Doug more on
Pedal steel playing. Linda
gradually built the show to a
climax. In 'You're No Gourd'
they were really getting it

...

A

LOVELY

NIGHT'
Sunfighter-"Such A Lovely Night."
Harmonies that would do the Beach Boys
proud backed by a funky beat.
The lads should break with this one.
-RECORD MIRROR 5/11/76

Sunfighter-"Such A Lovely Night."
Full marks for effort. A catchy hook
embellished wrth Queenish-type overdubs.
-MELODY MAKER 5/11/76

1

different arrangement to the
Much of the

original.

Surdusl phase of Bowie

has

rubbed off on vocalist Phil
Murray. Sporting a green
streak In his hair, he struts,
poses and taunts the
audience delivering the
goods with a clear, strong
Yoke.
Keyboards player Franke
Marshall looks not unlike a
Wurzel doing some freela ore, but he has a fair
pedigree having played with
the Rolling Stones Chock
Berry, Little Richard andto
Deep Purple, and seems
fit In weiL
Their anew Magic 'U -Boat'

-

I'd
their strongest
release
prefer to set them `ele
lo not

La la',
moving and catchier wag

cob

For the encore, Usliost
played a brief snatch of

legs.

Audience participation

again, as they sang
along on Baby Drives Me
Crazy'. Then Lazy were nil
they were
but not for long
soon back for 'The Boys
Were Wondering How You
And The Girls Are Getting
Home Tonight'. Then to the
final encore, a climax to end
dime

-

alldimax's,'Tie Rockef.

U you missed it, I feel
sorry for you but don't worry
there's a live album to
follow their current 'Johnny
The Fitt' album
At the end there were
col
about 50 people that
home unhappy. the bouncers, The other IMO were
Me! My fee(
astounded
were aching. not from
standing, from stumping my
ground.
feet on tie
ALF MARTIN

-

Ertl 2553

.ab

w... Yore ,w.a "s
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rRM takes a look at the new entries and the

d

sY

brealers behind the singles chartJJ

a

,:ate!

SBCI7SATI.SFACTION- GUARANTEED
LESS THAN

it"

3

;

ly

o year ago Sutherland
Brothers and Quiver were seriously, If

much

separate ways. After almost three
yearn of effort, two SBQ albums and two
single» which just missed the Charts,
the group found themselves with no
recording contract, no manager and
had seen Its personnel shrink from six
to four.
Weighing up the pros and cons of
splitting the band, Iain and Gavin
Sutherland, Tim Renwick and Willie
Wilson decided that although there was
more money to be earned as
songwriters and session musicians, the
satisfaction of making music together
far outweighed the Immediate financial
benefits.
They made the right choice. Witness
their single. 'Arms Of Mary' and the
successful album, 'Reach For The Sky'
and their eurreñi breaker 'Secrete'.

compositions I.
At the same time as the Sutheriands
were looking for a band, It so happened
that a group called Quiver were
disotving. Quiver had been formed by
Tim Renwick and Canadian songwriter
Cal Batchelor. Working their way
through various line - ups. they'd
settled down with drummer Willie
Wilson and bassist Bruce Thomas. To
Cut a long story short, Batchelor cried
off and the Sutherland. and Quiver
Joined forces.

,

,
,

,

iv,
Se"

s

SUTHERLAND
BROTHERS A ND QUIVER

joined forces in December '72. lain and
Gavin, after working In local bands in
the Stoke - on - Trent area, came to
London and after a while secured a
contract with island Records. Aftertwo
albums as a duo, they decided they
needed more Instrumental backing
Their songs were, by now, attracting

s

TOP
Of THE
TAP ES!

.

few small bands and played on
his first hit record with the
Electric Indian, a little ditty

called 'Memo Sabbe' memorable only for the fact that
it sit. an early example of the
Philadelphia Beat. Later he
worked with

ATT
MIKEhis B
hi set-up!
a.a

2nd PD'y

ROCK

Of

glorious 60s

GUIDE

TO

and short cut

WIN A R EEL
SONY REEL TO
Hi-fi
Your Unwanted
THROUGH

Hifi WEEKLY

for Just

WEEKLY

BARGAINS
PRICES,

WEEKLY

its °

11

,

a

1'ttllly production

company doing A & It,
songwriting and, In general,
learning about the music
Industry. Among his early

work was as sewlon musician
on sonae early Stylistics' records.
' Master John got his musical
education from strumming out
basic chords on a neighbour's
guitar and singing Elvis songs In
the schoolyard, though when he
went to Temple University, It was
to major In journalism.

When he met Minter Daryl.
any Idea' he had of becoming a

TAPE SPLICINGstay

SELL

ni

-1.1

THE ROOTS

second tour of the States was a
disastrous affair, bass player Bruce
Thomas; had gull by now and Gavin took
his place on bass. Keyboard player
,Pete Woods left and wasn't replaced.
Despite the turmoil, the Sutherlands
contln ued to write good stuff.
They recorded 'Reach For the Sky'
and.were snapped up by CBS. The rest
le very recent and familiar history.

SHOP

in

OUT
NOW

e

.

and the evenings with Smokey.
Ile got hi n.elf Involved with a

cassettes
of blank
The best
them
choose
to
and how

'shows off

Things happened fast for the new
combination. Their first single, '(I
Don't Wanna Love You) But You Got
Me Anyway' made the American Top
Twenty They loured there supporting
Elton John and their second single
'Dream Kid' almost charted in Britain,
But their career went off course. A

DARYL IIALL and John Oates grew up In the suburbs of
Philadelphia. They didn't know each other, but shared the
ambillons and fantasies . . of being stars In a
(rock 'n' roll? )band.
It was logical that Master Daryl should choose musts us
his careen-. Ills mother was a musician and he took piano
lessons from tin early age. Ile wasn't Interested In much
else so he was packed off to mimic school, spent his
afternoons llsaening to Carl Orff
suns

Ei

their follow-up album'Abs...
timed Luncheonette' in the can
and with their hit single 'She's
Gone' they were established on
the mimic scene.

se

THE SANDPIPERS

Sandpipers:
Ten of

the best
'Guentan a,nera' appearing in the British Top le
charts, the Sandpiper.
have just achieved their
first British hit of the

ties with their

version of 'Hang

On

Sloopy'.
The Sandpipers are Jim
Brady, Richard Shoff and
Gary Duckworth, They
met as members of the
Los Angeles. bowel Mil
shell Boys' Choir. After
sometime playing tngeth
er at various UN night
spots and spells with it
couple of record cor
panlee. they cut 'Ouan
tanantera' which was
later to be a hit wand
wide.
"We didn't become the
20

mkt ute% before the record
was cm
a secrete:,
from the record anstnpany
did the b noun," recalls

-

Jim.
"Our sound is a melodic
mixture of .tasty, pride,

simplicity snd unlsier
Wilily," says Richard,

"And utal Is what our
udiencee respond W. "
They sing In I1 different

stuff of
acta Including David Bowie. By
the following summer they had

9 11.

Sandpipers until

Hall and
Oates: the

fantasies

,J

ON THE tenth anniversn.
ry of their first ever hit

Disastrous

Attention
Sutherland Brothers and Quiver

I

attention In the biz. (More
recently, note Rod Stewart's recording
Of Gavin's 'Sal ling,' one of his earliest

briefly, considering going their

I

d

languages and, among
other places, has -e played

Venezuela, Brazil,

DARYL HALL .t JOHN OATES
They returned to Los Angeles
and joined RCA records In spring
1975. Their music now is not laid
back West Coast sound but
'dynamic city music'. When they

came lo London In '75 they were
just at minor cult, but packed out
London'. New Victoria Theatre
and were given
standing
ovation. They returned to the tilt
In May 1976 for their first major
lour here and they'll be back
again In January for a Ihday

Bewail and (long Kong.
Asked to account for their
appeal, they explain,
"It's our baste love of
music. We respect our
audiences and we let
them know It. It's very

Important to
when

people

un

that

leave

a

Sindplpers' concert they
leave In a good, prsitl e

mood. with the feeling
they've been entertained
Woodward or it Bernstein went by
Their third album 'War Babies'
not Pat tolerated. This Is
the hoard. Daryl was by that
marked a change. "Wished these
what music mean» 10 us
time In a hand called Gulliver songs with these very synthetic,
and this Is our message. "
and he persuaded John to join, mutated lyrics and we figured
This summer, the
though he never became a that Arif wasn't the right sort of
Sandpipers undertook
regular member. When the band producer for that musk. We bur.
their
first ever Welsh
went on tour, John stayed .thought about it and decided to
Their current single, 'Rich
tour, culminating
behind.
experiment with Todd (RunGirl' is taken from their latest season at London's InTalka
When Gulliver returned from dgren). It Is a whole conceptual
album, Rigger Than Both Of of the Town and a e0
their travels, they split up. John thing:"
Us.'
minute BBC TV %peled.
and Daryl decided to become a
duo and worked the clubs around
were
Philadelphia. "We
singing
every permutation of two part
harmony you could figure out
We were doing nob
songs,
, WHAT'S ALL this then, a
Northern Ireland during tjae school holidays. That
harmonise, background and lead
ii -es Scottish country and western
was my first professional engagement. Then I got a
at the same time. "
(
Ninger who does Impersonajuvenile lead in a Scottish musical 'Wild Grows The
But as yet. a0 was not well, as
of Elvis? Meet Sydney
Heather' when was fifteen, so l just left school and
Daryl explains: "I had always
1, Devine, about to chart
Tent straight into London's FL odrome (nowthe
betn in a rock band and suddenly
Tae Last Kiss.'
alk of the Toco).
said the show would last
©I Sydney's albums sell Ike hot three or four years; ItThey
I was sitting on a stool, I felt
tasted about four months "
cakes in Scotland, Ireland and
ridiculous." But the addition of a
He was out of work at the tender age of t5. Al the
Northern
Englandand
his
drummer didn't help. They were
game time, a youth from Memphis was splitting the
notched up onenemillion sales in
suffering from severe attack of
world open with a tune called 'jleartbreak Hotel'.
total He plays to sell-out
Identity cries. They went west to
Jumping en the Elvis bandwagon, young Syd
audiences up and dews the
California. signed with AUanttc
a
uitar and started doing his Presley
SYDNEYDEVINEScotttsb coasts, and his purchased
tmitations, A
Ma Elvis lot, Syd toured South
and In tan roiled back east to
Sunday night country show on Radio Clyde draws an
Africa with M
Stewart where he cut an LP of
New York.
avenge of 200,000 listeners. At tits first London
country
songs
a
was now well on his way.
me
September
at
Queen
In
Ellaabeth
Their first album 'Whole Oates' appearance
Han he received a rapturous reception.
'Further
was a'colleetion of the best icings
words trots Sydney MsgHillillr 'People
A Scottish country acid western singer la still a bit
say to non, as a country and western singer, why
they had at the time and Was
to swallow, but Mr Devine has proved you don't
don't 1 go to Nashville and record. Why do that? Most
produced by Arlf Mardis. hard
have to be born in Nashville to croon witp the best of
of the acts from Nashville don't have the record sake
band
of Atlantic. They gal
them.
not a
I have in Britain.
can get un good a sound
together and went on the road
"1 started amglng young at the age of 12. did a
Nashville sound, or even an out - and out country
White
playing support to a number of
Heather Group in
summer season with the
sound -but a great sound Mile
a studios here

Scottish cowboy?

Simply Devine!
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ANDYTAIRWEATHER SOW
Np longer wide eyed & legless but loose as a goose
& hot to trot on á Booga ofa new album "Be Bop N'Holla"
and a major nationwide tout
NOVEMBER
19th Lanchester Polytechnic, Coventry

20th Reading University
22nd Glasgow, City Hall
23rd Edinburgh, Leith Theatre
25th Dunstable, Civic
26th Salford University, Manchester
27th Loughborough University
30th Liverpool, The Empire

DECEMBER
2nd Ipswich, The Gaumont
4th Nottingham University
7th Swansea, Brangwyn Hall
9th Brighton, The Dome
11th London, Shaftesbury Theatre
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,
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64602

Hurry! First 15,000 albums pressed in blue.

In your shop now.
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Roadshow
Telephone
Raymond 550 9651. For
Bookings.

best In Disco
entertainment.
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MAMMY a Mitt US,
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WONSTNO NE.9URNLEV
LANCS Tel Burnley 20940

- Tel.
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FULL RANGE OF OUR LIGHTING
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HAVE the biggest
range of discs, equipment
1111, complete disco
systems from E185 (8011
I'tom Roger Squire's
London.
Disco Ceulrs'
9' E

in the

Adaptable images
on show at

-

.

111.272 7.131, 7427, Bristol
Manchester
0.271 550550

7676

11111.831

HE IIARI) ÍII'?
When you can turn your

Wily

Son et Lumiére
The Regency Room
Old Shíp Hotel Brighton 21st -22nd November

suprlus hl -fl equipment
Into cash through HI FI
Weekly Classified 141.111
Weekly brings you the
right buyers for the
Now lake
lowest Cost
advantage of a discount
(1,x1 gives you an ad for
I'hone It now on 01.
LI

For details of our range of Effects Lighting Equipment
and your nearest Optikinetics stockist, write or telephone.
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Amp, built In
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SR\SATII)N LLnew Jingles from the ROGER
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I'corluels. Knlghtcott

Works. Ilanwell,
Tel limlwel l 323$

DJ Jingles

Tel, 0223.66141

.TINGLES.

QIIAIJTY CABINILTS

1:W .10111

PULSAR OF CAMBRIDGE
STANLEY ROAD. CAMBRIDGE

Optikinetics Limited
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20 COMPLETE DISCO SYSTEMS

E75

c ab

f44

conc.ntnc

FLOWBOXES ROPELIGHTS Big Range
'nom £18
ALL PRICES VAT EXTRA 8'%
Late flight all branches Weds

RogerSquiic i Diico Centre/
OLONDON
176

Junction Rd

5119

Tel 01-2727474
..,,,so.e, townP. se. sin

Manager Nigel Morris

1" DEPOSIT EASY TERMS

r

8

pm

OPEN

Export enquiries to London

TUE- SAT: CLOSED MONS

BRISTOL
125 Church Rd Redfield
Tel 0272.550 550
viz
1

BARCLAYCARD

MANCHESTER
Deansgate 3

251

Tel 061 -831 7676
lea swetete Ces.

MAIL ORDER SERVICE
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DISCO
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ROIL YOUR OWN CABINETS?
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ROGER SQUIRES DISCO CATALOGUE
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Irelle, Numbed,
1.2S- Ell
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..£11080
.

16600
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35800
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
<weed or Unhealed

Manager Martyn Ellis
COD

*

STL(SIOUINCERS, Tone el 'eo,,

654800

88 PAGES 275 PICTURES
every DJ should have one

Manager Bnan Estcourt
ACCESS

TO CHOOSE FROM

THE GROVE

THE HOME OF AUGUST DISCOS AND SOUND SYSTEMS
PROJECT EFFECTS LIGHTING

IPIARIRS,

Tutor II
Protectors £49
«L attachment

*pitons £5555O

1-S

EALING, LONDON WS

AMPS AHD SLAVIS, Deren,

BRAND NEW CATALOGUE
entire 1976 7 disco range

50w
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M any

Including deck, amp. mie, speakers, leads from Et

)quire
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Bin

Built -m NAP Jingle mach

DISCO CENTRE
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100w cab
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1
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Squire stereo Roadshow 200
GENEROUS
PART ñCHANGE
ALLOWANCES

4

01.560-0520

More discos,more lighting,more bargains,Disco showrooms with service depts.
now open in London,Bristol,and Manchester, Roger Squire's -the one stop disco shop!
bade
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x,1'58?

el

01.1109

1374
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DISCO 70

e9711

Disco Equipment
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Road,

North Street, Romford,
I; asex. Tel 25586.

I1151'ALITI{ SENS
TI/IN. Rochdale 51919

-

III

Ií11:

9420

f75 + VAT

LARVAE ELECTRONICS (Disco 01.leien)

17. BRUCE ONOVE,LONDON N171TOTTENHAMi

Tel 01-534 4064

Personalised Deep Voice
Jingles for 171 Also Radio
Audition Tape. 15 50
Hour
Magenta I) J

-
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0111

- III
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Wlshaw, Strathclyde,

for your
dances

2111(1

Dlsculhequcs

SON-D-lUMIIR1

OLD SHIP HOTEL, BRIGHTON

2

His
DISCou
Are yours RELIABLE?

Scotland

01

111514)

NEWHAM:AUDIO
52 Romford Road
London Elk

Tele-

722 8111

- Mossacre
SAL; to

Ills

-

I

01

JINGLES",
A'capellas, Electronic

$1111505 .115 Mobile
IIRCO for your parties and
dances
Phone Ilow.0 ii. Shlffleld :004108

SINO 20.

!_

Details Isom

".'CUSTOM

587 4978

L

UNITS E BASS BINS

V

DI 451 1449

Just plug into mains.

.ROY

phone Tony,

'N111'N11NAll SI.L' for

with 3 different COLOURED LIGHTS
that Flash Independently at random.

Alben

NEW RANGE OF DISCO

-

-

getting Jingles

Recording Studio,

Ii\IT

NO
M(Iltll,l:
I/IS14)TIII:4f1111S.
01

ENGINEERING LTD

SQUIRES STUDIO. tailor
made Jingled, featuring
your disco name, jingles,
specials created to order
and now, brand new JOCK
ID's, Jingle your way lo

success with Roger
\DS INCREDIBLE. Squires' attention

9).51.

Telephone Raymond on
550-9651. Evenings.

N1'RKDIHLl;.

-8(I79119

Insist On the beet,
Telephone Raymond 550-

-

Christmas perlodt

1

-%0115114 INCREDIBLE.

REJECT THE Rest,

London's Number One
Soul Road show have
dates available for the

TIII

501115111.
807 8149

Disco a Success.

Dl E TO EXPANSION

FOR

-

9851.

-

I/OIIISLh 'It' DISCO.
01.952 9438 (evenings)

Raymond 550
and' make your

phone

Coo

178

Jontnen 94, London

NISI

«.ne.

o1

4r. Snub,.
7,d. Es.-ew. W..co.*

Coto b

'
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by JAMES HAMILTON

1s(ew SpIns
Willie's
-

'The Champion. Pt'. 1/2'
(Landon HLU 1(1545).
this much
Ferget It
sought old instrumental
s. hamper stomper is a
stone smash!
still to this!

Try sitting

BARR AB AS:

'Check

mate' (4tluntic

K

10710). Sprightly classic
honker reactivated after
a near miss earlier this

year Do try It.

ULTRA FUNK: 'Goh
am (My Boogie' (Con
tempo

CS

2100

/

12

Inrher CX 14). Driving
tong 5 91 re -tread of the
old Batman theme, full
of fast funky rhythm
like Jaws.

LIQUID PLEASURE:
'Take A tittle' (Midland
Int 311D 9). Derivative
but madly happy

fast

churning Jiggler, worth
trying
JESSE GREEN: 'Flip'
(EMI 2:64). Good if
obvious follow. up,
.

similar strong and
speedier rhythm.
W E,BSTER LEWIS:
'Theme' (Epic EPC
1758).

in

Luscious

arumental hustler, des lined to be a terrine

mixer!
RUBY
I

KEELER

fk
41?sd

DICK POWELL:
Street' (U A UP 90190),
Sensibly edited, this
1993 tapdancer is the
Busby Berkeley number
that I've been using at
MoR gigs for years.
TIIE MOUSE FACTO.

'

Y_

Stately hornpipe
high ton ks for Christmas
frolics.

Disney fun with Char-

MIRE OLDFIELD:

'Portsmouth (Virgin VS

7
8
9

BREAKERS
I COMIN' ROUND THE MOUNTAIN, Fun kadelic
US Warner Itro. LP
2
YOU'LL NEVER FIND ANOTHER LOVE,
US Fantasy LP
Stanley Tiwrentlne
3
I HONT KNOW WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND.
US Fantasy
Spider's Web

Jig!

BAND OF THE BLACK
WATCH: 'A Scottish
Medley' (Spark SRL

E

1147). Useful singalong
for such Scots as know

CH H IS

the songs.

HILL: The

PRYDE: The Funky
Doge or man' (t'olydor

synthetics aren't ideal
partners but will please

get

THE

Fight' (Magnet

%

-

THURSDAY (Nov Ie): The Damned play
punk rock 9t fiford't Lae) Lady High
Road, Seven Kisgs,where (seriously) you
won't be allowed in if not wearing PVC,
tins,; John KoJak
,churns and safety
Harvey takes his Soul Slaw to Evesham's
Marais- Ballroom; Tony BarnOeld spina
Soul every Thera and Sunday at South
Harrow's Circles, Shaftesbury Circle; Chi
-Liles hit Nottingham Patois.

Rather static jiggly
Ihudder, overshadowed
by the 4.45 Brass
type
Construction
instrumental 'Boogie'
-

thon on her new LP.
THE G. RAND: 'lay
lour Love On Mc' (CBS
4710). With 'Makes You

US disco

smash, their CBS debut
is a less exciting bouncy
vocal thunker.
GROUCIIO: 'The Old
Days' ((harly CS 1018).
Continental -type deep
voiced`send - up slow -le,
and a rave - up Rail/inn
flip for MoR fun!
CA NM STATON: 'Run
To,Me' (Warner Bros K
168.38). Already much
used by DJs as 'Young
Hearts Part 2'. which
It is.

FRIDAY: Johnny Guitar Watson le at
Birmingham Barbarella's, CM Utes are
et Newcastle upon Tyne's Mayfair, and
John Hamlyn does the Funky Penguin
behind Andy Cassidy at London's

Sundown. Charing Cross Road.
SATURDAY: CA'. Nicks Sands la bringing
T - shirti, 'Brass Construction ,2' albums
and other goodies to a promotion night at
Ian Levine's gig, Blackpool's Mecca,
tonight and tomorrow (Sun); Radio
London's Robbie Vincent appears at Soul
Of The South, Court Ballroom, Mount
Pleasant, Tunbridge Wells: Exciten play

Relford's Porterhouse; Meatwave hit
Hartlepool's Gemini; David Hooks spins

Abbe, funk ,and Greek knees . up at
Muswef t`ill's Brdsnest, North London.
SUNDAY: Exciters julo Keith Minshull at

GO ON GIVE IT SOME RECORD MIRROR'

'Daddy

Mike Stewart
(Glasgow), "[tOb Har
knelt IRoydat), Jonny
King (Scamps, Bristol).
Bill Cooper (South

Shields). Lindsay Rogers (Ludlow). Charlie
Hanna (Hull L Steve

Ingram

1

Weybridge),

Mike Cark IWlndmlll,
Copford I. Johnny Diamond 1Brighton, Jay
Jay Sowers (lintel De

Croft. Dairy). Jeff

Davis (Welwyn), Fred
Stevenson (Glasgow)
and more
Jay Jay
Joins several on (MEN DON 'Gimme Some'
(UK), while Jeff Arid
Fred go on ROSE
ROYCE 'Csr,Wauh' (US
MCA with Capuchino

...

hísco bates

DJ'
CHARLES: 'Dr
Love' (CBS 4779).
TINA

Si

don ),

-

body's Talking 'Bout
Love' (Magnet MAG
81). Tinny strings and
"knock knock" lyrics
kthda trite, but flipped
by the good slow 'Thank

-

RONEY

Cool' (Atlantic) is
hitbound with John
Daylight (Affair, Swin-

-

again with unnecessary
lyricsSALSOUL ORCi1F.S'TRA: 'Nice 'N Nassnty'
(SWsoul SZ 20I1, via
RCA). Typical NY disco

a

polythene dustbin liner rubber
-

Is A

MAG
78). More like before.

Blind'

a

-

and ringing phones.

'tile

hj Hotline

of the lot

pins,
SEARCHTHOUGH we may for original with chains. safety
DJs, the fact remains that you can't dummies, scissors, and all sorts of
earlobes.
their
from
things
hanging
and bass of the funky
beat the boss
Club Jocks Is still CHRIS HILL. Star of PVC 'Flash Gordon' tops tend to be
pants, or
with
'All
Baba'
pegged
paired
Santa',
'Bionic
Santa'
and
now
'Renta
plus four
Chris is resident most nights at Ilford's with trousers turned Into a -warmers.
Lacy Lady, out to the East of Landon, effect by knitted woollen leg
If they don't get their PVC tops from
where he has a loyal crowd of freakily
dressed dancers who lap up the clever Image In Clapham, many of them make
way he changes the sound of every T- shirts out of polythene dustbin liners
others wear pyjamas. while quite a
record with echoing flutes and
spontaneous raps. (Sorry, there's no few 'Tiger Skin' lops with scooped
are about Winkle -pickers, wing
necks
Swing revival Mistime around!)
- tips or fancy sandals Complete the
Unfortunately, it's the way that effect, which is topped for the blokes by
Chris's crowds dress that attracts the neatly parted and brushed back
attention of the media usually, so here is .shortlah hair
some warning of wh at the papers will be
I
know, that sounds just like your
showing once 'Bionic Santa' la the hit mate round the corner
but that's the
it's bound to be.
point, Isn't It? But I'll bet there's
even dream
who
yet
to
thousands
have
Everyone at the lady le heavily into
of looking like that!
line Punk look, and many are festooned

RI.ALROS: '(bristmas
Tears Will Fall' (Gull
GULS 441). Great '50s style slow lurciter with
Wolftnan Jack dialogue

JALN RYND:

boss

If you want to get ahead

2058799). Bagpipes and

d'

1

JO

you Mr

TINA CHARLES

d

'Blow Blow My Kilt
Awa" (Elul 2.588). Och
aye the nao, it's a Jolly

GTO LP

Mama Produrion
US (btIDlon Li'

OTO LP
SPICING AFFAIR, Donna Scanner
HEY HUGH WHAT YOU SAY COME. ON,
US Polydor
Roy Ayers
GAMIN' ON YA, Parliament US Casablanca LP,
Motown LP
WISH, Stevie Wonder
LET'S GET IT TOGETHER. FA Coco US Avi I!'
incher
UA LP
IIACHACFIA, Brans Construction

IS

et

ANDY STEW ART:

RUDY

hither

BOOGIE NIGHTS, Ileetwuve
WELCOME TO OUR WORLD,

4

h

1

US MCA

CAR WASH. Rose Royce

9

(

8

10.3).

-

TEN PER CENT, Double Fap".ureUS Salsoul 12

2

chugger with Silver
Itt': 'Minnie's Yen lion' Cbnventlsn type chis
(Boma Vista BY 3, via and Jaws bass.
Pyo), Another MoR
SILV E11 CONmust, it's crazy Walt
ENTION: 'Every
leston -fish beat

se

I

whomper
stomper

some.

-

IIILL who else? *upplle. both the chart
and the mixes eh]. week, as featured on his funky
nights at II ford's lacy lady.
CHRIS

WILLIE MITCHELL:

1

(ftromleyl,
f Croon

I

Raquel*, Wakefield)

anti others on

Black Monday every week al Swansea's
Penthouse club; JALN Rand bit Cheater's
Quanlwaya; Jimmy Jame, doe. Purley
Tiffany's: Johnny Guitar Watson Is d

Mouth Is' (MCA)
marked lack of interest
in either 'Hang On

Sloppy' this"week .
.
BILLY OCEAN 'Stop

gow

1.

Tom Amigo
M Discos),

(Cardiff

Nick
Bryant
(Plymouth), Brian Car-

(Tiffany., Ber
wick), Steve Tong
dno

(Cottingham

),

Jones (Southport)

hampton

1

and

GIANT PARROT

T

erpool) for KEITH
BARROW 'Precious'
Ice's other
(CBS?
hot tips are JIB'S
.

WEDGE 'Resale' (US
Brownstone), LEON

HAl WOOD

'The Street

Will Love You To Death'
(US Columbia). LUTHER 'Funky Music'
IUS Cotillion), Plus of
course BRASS CONSTRUCTION and MASS
PRODUCTION
RCA could have a
Tavares if they hurry
with DOUBLE EXPOSURE '10 Per Cent'
(US Salsoul)
DR
.
BUZZARD 'I'll Play

The

Fool' (RCA

struggles on for

MIRROR. SPOTLIGHT
LTD. I

Swansea), Ken Russell

(Tiffany., Grimsby),

Clive Barry (Menehes-

ter).

it gets to the slow doodling metro link, he willies Donne
Summer 'Spring Altair' (OTTO LP) 1Mo Ilnsstwave
'Boogie Nights' (GTO LP). and then If he's in the
mood cart -lee on with James Brown 'Get Up Offa That
Thing / Release The Pressue' (Polydor LP) / Roy
Ayers ')ley Duch What You Say Come On' (US
Polydin) / Mess Production "Welcome To Our World'
(US Cotillion LP).
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PUBLICATION
BENWELL ROAD, LONDON N7 7.AX.

Allow

21

days for delivery.

The offer is open to all
readers in England, Scotland and Wales while
Just complete your stocks last.
order, enclosing a cheque /
Record Mirror reserves
postal order made payable the right to change the
to RM T-SHIRTS for (3.90 colour of the sweat shirts If
for each shirt and send to: this becomes unavoidable

IVE IT SOME
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MIRROR

Please send me . ,
Parrot Sweat Shlnitl

.
I

Giant
enclose

cheque' postal orders for, . ,
made payable to: R M T Shirts,
Please send my order te:

(please repeat for return,
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Address

Name

s

Address.
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Jeff

Thomas (Penthouse,

THIS IS Dias'* "Sits For Mi Seasons"l Walling until

-

SHIRT OFFER. RECORD

Les

Spume (Timepiece, Liv-

ON

Get This Exclusive Giant Parrot-Tr-Sweat Shirt
The shirt, In Caribbean
Beige, features V-neck,
collar, pockets and is
fleece -lined. The parrot
design Is printed in two
colours.
Only Giant Parrots can
wear these special sweat
shirtswhich cost just (3 90,
Including p&p . and come In
Medium Size.

Ray

Ray joma Trevor John
(Redeye Disco, Wolver

Mix -master

-

GO ON GIVE IT SOME RECORD MIRROR

ROSE

ROYCE 'Put Your
Money Where Your

Bailey's, Doncaster.
TUESDAY: SBmllne Capuchins dues his
funny voices every Tuesday at the Black
Bull, Lewisham; Richard Searlinng{ and
others spin Northern Soul at Carobne's,
Manchester, in Desmigair; Johnny Guitar
Watson!, at Bailey)',, Stoke on Trent
WEDNESDAY: The Wild Wu Show rocks
'n bops at Tumbledown Dick's.
Farnborough; JALN Band play Kettering's Freewheeler, Johnny Guitar Watson
Is at Sallee's. Hull; Terry lennalne V
funky every Wednesday at Birkenhead''
Hamilton Club In Henry Street, where on
Dec 14 he's running a huge NSPCCCharlty
with JALN Band, star
Xmas Party
guests, Les Spaine and EMI freebies
few tickets left horn Terry at BBC Radio
Merseyside, in return fora new toy on the
night

-

Jon Taylor
wells, Norwich)

ranged agabsat Mark
Rymann (South Wales
Clubs I Stuart Hodgson

Edinburgh Ttffan 's for a Northern Soul
all -dayer; JALN (land visit Samantha's,
Dundee; Soul Sam and other Jocks have a
Northern all -dayer at Sheffield Batley's,
MONDAY: Jeff Thomas makes it FLsky

Mc' (GTO1 gets (blln
Mclean (Shuffles, Gills-

MIRTin-rraVVE

IT SOME

R
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JERMAINE
JACKSON

JERMAINE JACK-

SON got on the
phone last week but
I don't think he was
alone. There was
'another voice on the
line, that of Motown's almost equally famous PR Bob

Jones.

..

1..,,

-

-r,=_

_

-

I

'

The
name

game
o

other people put In the

singing and would never
have got out. I get a lot of
be
mail from would
groups and singers. They
send me their tapes and
pictures of themselves. I
just tell them what we
learnt early on- Keep at it
and your time will come

objective of his Own work
"Now I understand why it
takes so much longer
when you're doing it
yourself. I listen and
listen and then I like it,
then I don't like it, then I
change. I can't tell what
will sell. I leave the l u p to
outsiders, Jermalne says
he's "happy to learn
anything" from old pros
like his father In - law,
and "glad to do

never have started

But was Everyone

has

their

line time."
Which brings us to
during the duration
having his time
of our chat? I'll Jermalne
and doing his own thing.
never know. But It Now Jermalne has
felt suspicious.
always been the heart
Jones

of the
!ERM:I INK JACKSON.

Industrial beginnings. "If
it weren't for that we'd

on the

throb of young American
girls, The fact that he's
managed to get married
and stay popular Is to his
credit. But Jermaine did
not make his first solo
album solely fo appeal to
'My
the younger fans
Name Is Jermalne' is a

Controversy surrounds
Jermalne, his decision to
stay with Motown as his
family moved to the Epic
label. From years of
being groomed for Interviews all of The Jacksons
remain pleasant Interviews, but hardly exciting You're not going to well produced effort
get anything too reveal- aimed at disco and a little

ing from any of them
much less over the phone
when someone protective

might aim be listening.

Anxious
Jermalne. now 21, Is
married to Hazel Gordy
the daughter of Berry
Gordy Jr. and is due to
become a father in

January. Jermaine

would Itke twins. other,
wise he'd like a daughter.
"If It's a boy, I'll be
disappointed. We'd like to
have a big family, maybe
adopt a few kids. But all
this waiting, I'm not sure
1f I want to go through this
again
.
I'm very

anxlnus".

Jermalne and Hazel are

farmcraf heart

more.

It must feel awfully
strange to be on your
own
And one of the
album cuts In u bass solo,
least any of you out there
forget that Jermalne Is a
pretty good bass player.
But he hasn't worked on
anyone else's alhurrl with
the skill.

"Well,

I

did

a

couple of

cuts on Diana Rose'
album called 'Diana'
But I'm trying to build my
own sound, really. Also
I'm branching out Into
more production and

writing really. I admire
people like Elton John
and Paul McCartney
because of their abilities
to spread

accepted

out

and

That's what

be
I

want to do. The idea is to
currently scouting for grow
and grow And even
ranch property In Cantor.

If you work behind the
Ma and possibly sharing scenes
(like Smokey
a hone studding operation with Barry little. Robinson who Is a
"You talk about the Motown Vice President)

changes we've

atilt
ex' you
made."

perienced since moving
out west from our original
home of Gary, Indiana".
said Jermaine happily.
"And this is It. I love the
big open spaces in the
west, the ranches, the
horses and the farm land
I'd be very happy to settle
down on a farm and try to
be self sufnclent. grow
our own stuff you know?
You can't tell, maybe I'm
really a farmer at heart.
d like to have a full
stable of horses and teach
my kids hoc to ride them,
give them responsibility
so they can handle things
on their own at an early

keep your

Talent-

1ltotown bulls will
Immediately notice a new
and unfamiliar batch of
names as writers and
arrangers on Jermalne'e
new album. Just who are
Michael Smith, Grew
Wright. Truman Thomas
and Mike Sutton? El ienda
that Jermalne has
brought into the tom.
pany. Motown, he reports
of the new wave of talent,
la really moving and
Jermalne has a place In
the building where there's
a small piano for him to
Jermalne should know tinker on. "lt'e really no
about responsibility at an office", he laughed,
early age. After all he "Because I work at
was performing profes- home."
Jermaine's ate In the
sionally at a very early
age. "Gary wasn't that co -production stage of Fla
bad", he said of his next album. Like so many
JJ

Ige

1

Just complete coupon and the two
easy questions below and you could
be one of the first 50 Winners of the
new WILD CHERRY album. Send this
entry to WILD CHERRY COMP Box
195. Spotlight Publications. London N7
7BB.

IF

COMPETITION
1

From which country did Wild Cheny's
lead singer originate]

everything" to try

some

thing new. "I love to
write and produce and

hopefully

I'll

chance todosn

"

have

pate any concert work for

several years yet.

There's a family to be
Involved with, horses to
buy and train and song.

written,
"The next album la
going to be great'',
reports Jermaine
"Not
to be

that this one wasn't good,
you understand. but I'm
learning more". Well, the
men don't know the little
girls understand
.

Chart
Chat
Newly gold albums in
the States Include hall

Oaus''Abandoned

and

Luncheonette', Rol

Seagg'a 'Silk Degrees'
and The Bee Gees

Children Of The
World', The Brother.
dnhn.un's 'Look Out For
Number One' has gone
platinum. Three newly -

minted gold singled
include Rick Dees'
'Disco Duck',

True'. 'More

Andrea
More

More' and T
'Heaven Must

'

Be

Missing An Angel' ,
New Cate Brother.'

album

produced by
Memphis veteran Steve
Cropper .
expect an
album shortly front Pete
Carr, The Muscle Shoal.
session guitarist who's
played with everyone

from Paul Sim.n

through Millie .Jackeor.

and

Ott

Wilson

Plek

.

A(arpenter"

I were a carpenter
(yea. yea, I know, you'd
be president re the Halted
States)
Anyway, if I
N ere
one. I'd need a
toolbox full of tools and
some extra equipment.
like a ladder. Of coarse it
would have to be a
'musical ladder, as in
The ladder lb the Roof'
by the Supreme.. B I
were a Carpenter and you
were filing my tool box
with musical need., list
me ten Items like the one TYMES- win 'Turning Panr'
above. The most useful
lists win a construction
Runners-up: a copy each Robin Rats / TOO' Roy /
box el prizes:
Bon.
copy of nl the Tyroes' Turning Meath/he Heuer,
FIRST PRIZE:
well Road, Landon N7
the new Tam'es' LP Poise'.
Entries
must
be
in
7Ale.
of
RCA
Prizes courtesy
Tivning Point' and a
by 14edoesday, Owns rn
copy of Al Stewart's 'Year records.
her
1.
to
entries
Send
your
Of The Cat'. Nine

..

1t

2. What position did the album reach is

the US charts?

NAME
ADDRESS

1

J

a

While his brothers
galavant about on their
second television show
and a summer full of
concerts. Jermalne will
shy away from live work
to continue hi. education
of behind the scenes
work, He doesn't antici-

rrívía rime
"111 Were

/`WILD CHERRY

same position, he's
finding it a bit hard to be
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100 Super Stereo1tn9MeDeep DynamIC Vole.
OvertCountdown K Flashback Angles'.
Son0v0a Jingles All Or Iglnel Mnleri..l
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ROGER SQUIRES
751 DEAMSGATI
M ANC/SUSTER 1

TEL Obi -051 7676

A COMPLETE PACKAGE

comprising

1M

50

rj

li

-

1 .

BSR Decks, 50 wan
Console with Full Milling Facilities, Floodlight. Full alas
and with corner
RMS Power Pack, Twin Speaker Cabinets Vynide covered
range and punchy
wide
housing
protectors and carrying handles each
11. 4' units.
Even lnterconnecdng leads Included in this Fantastic Package ALL FOR £1S6 y11
PK mid N .r FUTUfnmC AIDS LTD. Newcomer Law, Lodz 1313 KO
So.

f..

arena for

~Iv NM to.
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Write to Mailman, Record Mirror, Spotlight House,
l Benwell Road, London N7 7AX

SCORPIO

`Sexist dancers'
make me mad
'TOP OF the Pops' should be
taken off the air because It is
loo sexist
All we get are
female dancers for a bunch of
randy men. It's just not fair
we girls deserve something as
well. And I'm not referring to

-

'Ignored

WHY

mimic lover, Rurblton.

they

DON'T know why Sheila
Prophet complains about
the Osmonds' gnashers'
as she calls them If I
hail nice teeth like the
Osmonds I'd be very
proud, Is Shelia Jealous

DON'T record

t i

devoted Osmonds fan,

rimiby.

Yes

played like true

and

11

unscathed Is she start.
Ing the violence herself?
Itod Jarquesh Ascot.

I

I

letters to; Record Mirror. SpntlIght Blouse. I.
Ben well Road, tendon. 57 7AX. Please don't send a
.i sniped addressed envelope as we errant answer
letters individually.

U

Boat

Our Rod

IT) LAKE to know the
line up and history of U
Mutt? Trevor
NCH castle.

(irilfIthi,

Drummer tt ootly Wood
~navy (an ex -Spider
Prom ,Ile rs) formed the
Mind in hebruary, I976
and be boasts the
biggest drum kit In the
world. Phil Murray is f
1

ton fm~co Ilel. r:ears
old he's armor been en
deter and appeared in
the televlslrcf series 'Bill
'trend. l'hil I'bent Ls On
hap end Joined his first
band when he oils 13.
lie makes some weird
and a enderht) sounds
by using a pilar u'twin
necked, s-snaprd in.
I

.etrutm'nl. Frank le Marshall Is on keybos Ms
and has played with
More Italian. the Willing

Stones

and

I)ep

Purple Miardn Smith is
I Bout's guitarist, 1Ír
used to be in Charlie
who supported hands
including the Who and
lad ('osnpa ny
.

I

Climax
(',%N

YOU tell me the

('liuda Itlue.. Band's
line up and when they
formed" Patrick Ste

ven,. Itnspurl.

They are Beret Bolt
Richard Jones
keyboards, Peter flayrock lead guitar and
Iola Verney drunks.
They wen formed le
D ase,

sullied In

181M.

Buster fans
EASF. COPED you
tell me Buster a tan club
.snot eat; Busier han,
1WslWm. Essex.
N rite to Maumee at
1.O Box
Liverpool Ile
1.1

one

club address. 1.. Sneh.
toe, VIM. Scolbmd.
5% rite
to ltod Stewart. ero Rhea Records.
no tt amour Street.
l ando.

ti

1.

Rick rock
t%'Ol.Lll like the
I
address of 121.1k Wakem.tn's fan dub
Mark
man's
51..11s. Mt., Leigh, Kvary,
Hick doesn't tone a
fain club but you can

odic

to him

Records.

ISa,

sit

I

minute standing ovation?
11011 over Shirley Hassey,
Mitas Iluyce Is the new
Welsh superstar.
daynor Lock, (Jwent

Ili

No violence
I

TN iggers
u)KS TN ICGY hatee u
club? Twiggy hin,
Liverpool.
ol.
Na al Ow moment

-

from

7

6

9

('AN yOt give me the

11

-

17

Susan "Flet-

Write to ('repenters

an tTub.

PM Bo%

11)114,

Dower-y,('ullfarnla. No.
h aven and ItitivaM ere

.1)11.1/ 1'Ut give mr
the nedreto of She
eadd' Co ddy'S tan

dub" 1'rí Hill. Milano
D ry new.
is rite ('O SA is
'artist', Management.
t'a. vendish House,
I

resspale, :south

Shields, Tine end
N

.

r.

released

"It's

All

Now" (Charlie

Glitter was

DOWN

3

Rock

that's

marry Harlow, Bracknell.

They may be considered a
teeny band but they can
turn their hand to
anything Their appeal is
very wine
ranging
some of the audience was
well over en.
Sharon, Liverpool.

-

British tour,
Steve Harley said he
would return to play the
Chancellor Hall, Chelan.
ford. That was two years
ago and since then he's
newer returned It seems
that Steve In Just anotl)er
star who's sold out.
hob, I' saca.

Barclay James

Harvest has

a

month added on o»

C

ARTS

I

taking on a
distinctly foreign flavour
with the Ries of Demis
!lounges, Abba and
Pussycat Still, I suppose
with so many other

Seem to be

foreign Imports flooding
In it's only natural, but
how long before we have a
Japanese Number One'
W. J. Thomas, Clemens.

Squeaker
WHAT

IS

playing at?

3

6

12

Lee
I

Sayer

hardly

-

Geoff HinehUf fe,
frew.

Ren-

Our Juice
I

THINK it's about time
rid of Juicy Lucy

you got

15

14

pries into people's
lives and says some very
nasty things. Eve Droppa
was bad enough but Lucy
Can be even more
outrageous.
Susanne Fairley, 'lid
dlesbraugh.
She

16

17

13

IS

ti

Card man (9)
A

place like Folsom

(6)

Homely green stuff
(5)

hit? Wrong,
completely wrong
l5)
A

Not John, but the
other Mr Denver

(1)

wouldn't say you were
hypochondriac. but

one sneeze end you're
héadIng /a the intensive

care.

Croon softy.

chuck In Me Lerner, and

lives lute
i

ARIES
(March 21 to Apre 20)
Talking to the moon
only gets you locked
up
Try confiding in
your ctossee buddy and
whole lot
you'll feel

better.
TAURUS

(April21 to May 21)
No good leaving it to

-

someone else
that
horrible lob has to be
Heckled soon. But
there's sugar with in.

pill.

thinking

Somon

of en salve
special Chrieey presea
for you

GEMINI
(Mey22to June 211

you're not worrying
about year in , growing
toenails,
the neigh
bout's cat For goodness sake. relax!

hi

CANCER
(June 21 to July 221
Love might be
prima
donna, but there'* no
meson foe R to meet you

around.

Toss your

LEO
Jody 23 to Aug 231
Taking a maw bite to
bib might twin the
most laminating wee m
alter
spend
1

~Om

noon, but a lowed One
has something ebbs in
mind.

VIRGO
(Aug 24 to Sept 231
One of three dya, yoú

19

Rory, the Calling

I

heed, swing the hipe
and turn the charm on

13

J

(Fob 19 to Merch 20)

11

recognised his voice on
You Made Me Feel l.lke
bancing. It sounds as
though he's been cas1 wish he'd go
trates)
back to b la clown days

11

II

.161
while Doctor
Mercer is holding
Mel (5)

great entertainer, while
Guys 'N' Dulls are still
apprentices
Trevor Wright, Reifasl.

l0

9

Two Spanish ones,
perhaps (4)
Miss Tyler Is lost In
,

view he never fulls to Jibe
I
would like to
them
Inform him that the New'
Seekers are all acernn
pllshed musicians and

I

6

Ing' 1S)

PISCES

WOULD be interested to

BRITAIN'S

8

7

(Jan 22 to Feb 18)
So what's the matter
with you? Prectbbetg for
your pen In the nativity
play ain't going to make
you stet. ft'e not even
going to make you
glow, Get out there end
kill 'm baby

know what Dominic
Grant of Guys 'N' Dolls
has ' against the New
Seekers. In every inter

Foreigners

Sold out

5

Roll.

France..
5

were

goodbye to her
before Jean (5)

(7)

2

first

was

2

the leader of a 11)
There's a message
In their music (5)
In Frampton comes
it. (5)
Is They never get bto
the album charts}

1

they

and

absolutely fantastic,

try
r

Three as form a top
group (1)
Dr Funkenslem has
more than one (5 )
Elton John said

Gar,

brother and sister.

Showaddy

when It

to

Rich) N)
to Perfect change for
Della (5)
II Don luleLean's
American dish (3)
I? Mr Broughton' (5)

.sddreSS of, the Carper).
tens fan club and ate
'tlohard sand Karen

I-

Harvey

Alex

ACROSS

I

Carps

sounds as fresh today as

ended up making lots of
friends I've been to see a
whole range of groups

I

Lan

CONGRATULATIONS
the Who 'Substitute'

I've never witnessed any
violence
In fact I've

Rank

AQUARIUS

eldest he could guide
them along the right
lines- The new Roller
looks exactly like Inn I
hope he's not like him in
personality.
Susan Wyatt, Langley.

I

ON HIS last
to

been to. violent roneerts.

Veo

king's tread. London

Fresh

THOROUGHLY dig

agree with reader Jolla
Springute a Ito says sites

iM

55511,

nWJrted"
cher. Star

Essex a chance. I've been
to one of his concerts and
there was so much
screaming you couldn't
hear him. David must be
very annoyed that all his
deep thought-, are goring
to wash-,
Punier tins, Laslbourne.

perience, -low many
artists can boast a five

e

VOL' pllnee,tall
Cud 'tewttlt's fan

(31111.11

ACItelh: with David
lunl's letter saying tans

aren't giving David

unforgettable ex

Appealing
IT'S ABOUT time people
recognised the talents of
Buster I saw them
recently at Plymouth Top

No chance

was an

II

-

mule? The band were at
their peak when he was
with them and being the

Hand jibe

come away

ACSDC and

Boyce's boast

quest kiss. Send your

CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jan 211
Cruhin' end floozln se
greet fa the time being.
Make it Iasi es long es
who cares N
you can
and
your n
dearest looks like Jaws

MOO

I'M AMAZED that Just because reader Shirley Lynn
doesn't like Hrinn May's beard she refuses to go and
see any more Queen concerts. How can a few hairs on
someone's chin stand In the way of the appreciation of
good music" Living In -Belfast, where we are always
short of groups. I'd go and see Queen even if they
sprouted Iwo heads each.
loyal s Wert. Belfast.

put his heart and soul Into

EMI VCR answers your

,

*4

Rollers why dent they
bring hack Alan Long-

I'D LIKE to congratulate
Max Boyce for an
amazing show at the
He
London Palladium
FF

(Nov 23 to Dec 21)
Tall dark and handsome
end it ain't n glass
It's
of Guinness
potion that'll go to your
so If
quicker,
much
head
you're wobbly on the
don't
pins this weekend
blame the crystal balls,

NOW THAT Ian Mitchell
has left the Bay City

Critics I say If you were
Is, female and on your
first Brltish tour, could
you make an audience
scream like OCR fans'
Thank you Runaways, for
a truly great show.
Marry lload, Surrey.

or something'
A

f',

who

SAGITTARIUS

-

a

of

isn't
don't

moat.

ma Hers

THANK COD Inn 'Mitchell has left the Bay City
Rollers. L-Ie had no
personality and when I
saw the group live he
wasn't playing very well,
I don't really think he left
because life was getting
he Just
too hectic
wasn't a very capable
musician
,1111 Clarke, Norwich.

o

l

)1

professionals. To the

-

companies lower the price
of their albums' That
way they could double the
amount they sell. I know

I

.r/

at the Roundhouse and

I

Double up

- wins £3

I'M ANGRY about the
way some critics have
treated the Runaways. I
went to see both their gigs

Gnashers

leers

baby Ian

Stunaways

es penal ve
A

Bye bye

that effeminate bunch in Ruby
Flipper, but some real good
lookers.
Janet Rolland, Kent

people who can only
afford one LI' a month
because they're too

WHAT EVER happened
to David Cassidy? People
are Ignoring his great
talents, but his records
are ND of meaningful
lyrics and his voice la
superb.
I)ieguxkd (hssidy freak,
I

STAR LETTER

(Oct 24 to Nov 22)
You're dreaming
white Christmas,
everybody? But'
forget the one

LAST WEEKS SOLI;

TIOs
11(

ROSS:

Feel.

4

7

Voyage,

Ke-uf,

Cherry. 9 Black
Surs 13 Nadine_
16 Dea n,
Ohio
Rodnet
DOWN;

t

Powell
Bear.

6

6

to
15
17
2

5
Peace, 3
Affection 6 Fleetwood.
11 Retied- :2 Tears. 14

Alex.

Boycott
tN ORDER to get bands
touring, why
don't we boycott the big
gigs and refuse to pay the

actually

extortionate prices for
tickets' It would soon

bring them back to the
unlversltins and halla.
Pele Mo(laflerty, Barnes.

do somtetit.r.g mad
end fed a lot belled for
it Uno then "My not
a little
precsse being busts

osrtregeow

LIBRA

is-sit 24 a Oct Zit

Wlriee

you're bang
the 11x1 ells
melee mare We dtltfalt.
driven

UP

1

Record Mirra, November 20, 1978

Personal
JANE SCOTT. for
thoughtfulness, friends.

In trod uetIon opposite
sex with sincerity and
thoughtfulness.
Details free. stamps to;
Jane Scott, 3RM. North

-

Street. Quadrant.
Brighton, Sussex BN3
3GJ.

DATING / PEN -

FRIENDS, marriage.

thousands of members.
England / abroad.
DetaUs SAE SEE. 74a
Amhurst Park N16.

-

WEEK

PF.NFRIENDS

Ll

150p) contains

hundreds of people of all
ages. From here to Alice
Springs. all seeking new
friends like YOU. Send
your name and address
and pay after receiving
five issues.
THE PEN
SOCIETY, Dept RN 38,
Charley Lanes P117 413S.

-

,

UNUSUAL PEN -

FRIENDS! EXCITING,

DIFFERENT! Highly
comprehensive services

available.

Can

fldentlal

and other departments.

-SAE:For (R513),
brochure

send

Bureau
Ames, PO Box 54,
Rugby, Warwickshire.
HOW TO GET GIRLFRIENDS. I will show
you how to date any girl
you fancy.
SAE for
tree details: Dept RM: 38
des

-

Abbeydale,

bourne, Bristol.

Winter -

FRIENDS BY MAIL,

-

confidential service.
SAE for details: "Homeleigh". London Road,
Bolney, Sussex 11H17
5PY.

BOYS.

GIRLS.

ALL

AGES, friendship, select
your partners. FREE
SAMPLE PHOTOS
SAE to Doveline, A16,
PO Box 100, Sutton,
Surrey
MUSIC FANS CLUB for

-

.

penfriends, interesting
newsletters and much

-

S.AE
more. Join now!
MFC, 10 Charlton Road,

Tet

bury Clots

REGISTERED
Mar.

FRIENDSHIP!

riage members of permanent sincere conJohn Jean's
tracts.

-

Bureau Ltd, Sidwell
Street, Exeter 74848
STEPHEN
sincere
9.7 pm .

girl.

seeks

(21),

-

399 1819,

GUY,

SINCERE

22,

seeks affectionate single
girlfriend 18.25, Hull

area. interested in art.
Stan,
music. Photos,

-Close,

Dunmow

37

Avenue, Lang -

Heboen

hill, Hull

GLASGOW GIRL, 16-19,
E.
for lonely male.

-

Mullen.

76

Bowman

Street , Glasgow.

SUPER FRIENDS want-

Malta Inter-

for

ed

national Friendship Cub
Send BPO
members.
I1 (US 2doUars /to MIFC
1098 titan' Street,
Sliema. MALTA for lists
and joining details.
ATTENTION GIRLS! I
eyed
ate a blue

-

romantic Englishman
127,

single) and consider

myself nice looking,
Intelligent and very
sincere and I long termer
from an attractive
romantic, sincere girl.
Whether you're shy.
quiet. lonely etc, Please
Write to me because I
sincerely want to hear

41/1r~~~1111IRIK

'

Computer Eating..
sierra, Datd.,m Iatop

'I%If ncnJcher. Lo,e ar
'4rpIM

w.Mrul.nJ

S
ors chic %m y:b lot

all ale.
-gOnd lag env

''1tlowm
c
e.
,nip

1,u

1.,

Dolt

.1J.u,h Nu

.pe l
M, hope

Road,

RM

1

-'

W.'

r

Llumr

from you. My Interests
include music (pop, pop
oldies, organ, classical).

electronics, photo-

graphy. Cinema. etc.
(not keen on discos).
Well now that you've

photo, London / anywhere.
Box No. 901R.

-

GOODLOOKINGguy,27
years, seeks girlfriend
(Cliff Richard / Beati
fan preferred). Photo
appreciated. -Derek,)

Ewell Avenue, West

would
be interested in meeting
a suitable girl.
Please
31,

-

write: Philip dos,

418

Mass Lane East, Man-

chester 14.

EUCALY PTAS BUDS

from famous Pop Stars
Villa Spain.
SAE
details Box No 902R.
GLASGOW' STUDENT,

-

24,

shy, seeks girlfriend

for sincere, mutual

-

relationship.
903R.

Box No

LONDON GUY wants

contact with Hells

-

Angels.
Write
Box No. 809R.

fully

Records For Sale
NEED IT? I'll find most
records. Sends wants
list. Box No. 878R.
IN H1 -F1 WEEKLY
CLASSIFIEDS you can

-

place an ad this week
and sell your surplus hi fl equipment next week,
And now, Hl -Fl Weekly,
Britain's only weekly hifi mag, offers you a 3 line classified for only
(1.
Full details on 01-

-

139 4061..

C11

ARTBUSTERSI

GOLDEN Oldies available, 1956.1978, a must
for collectors. Godsend
for DJs. SAE Diskery,
88,87 Western Road.
Hove, Brighton. Callers
welcome.
LARGE SELECTION ex
jukebox records and

-

- SAE:
Chelmsford Street, Wey-

others.

-

Dunstable Road,

167a

read my ad, please
answer it enclosing

Mailing, Kent.
BATCIIELOR,

AVAILABLE NOW our
latest list of pop oldies.
1956/1975. Send lop plus
large SAE
F I.
Moore (Records) Ltd.

47

mouth, Dorset.
DISCO DISQUES. First
single list out now.
SAE 13.Ewanrigg Road,

-

Maryport, Cumbria.

THIRTY
records (195570). From
thousands of titles.
EX -TOP

-

hundreds of stars.
SAE for free list: 82
Vandyke Street, Liverpool 1.80 RT
LPs FROM 20p,45s from
Large S.AE
5p.
'Thompson, 24 Beaufort
Avenue, Blackpool.
TABILA, POP, Tamla
Oldies. .Also recent hits.
Large SAE: 92 Dutton
Lane. Eastleigh, Hump shire

-

-

PASTBLASTEItS I Al
ways 1000's of rock. soul,
SAE 24
pop. Tanlla.

-

Luton. Beds
"!1178 -U -MISSED", '59'76 from lop,
SAE
Kneeshaw, 19 Whitworth
Road, London 3E25.

-

RECORDS FOUND.
Those you want and cant
find. Any artist, any

record. Many rare Items
in stock.
Sand SAE
stating wants: Don. 137
Southend Road, Wickford,Essex, England,
DISCO OLDIES. As
new.
SAE Sun Record
Sales, 68 Greenouks,
Lancing, Sussex.
OLDIES GALORE. Send
now for our Bumper lists
Including Rock 'n Roll
60's beat, pop, soul,
progressive.
Large
SAE to: Pop Inn
Records. 24 Grosvenor
Road. Ripley, Derbyshire.
OLDIES SALE. Many
rare items.
SAE

-

-

-

Dave,

-

Lyndhurst

23

EtoadChesham, Bucks,
LOOK HERE! Status
Quo
Caroline, Thin
Whiskey In The
Llzzy
Alright
Far, Free
Now. Only 85p each plus
Pop Inn
10p P +P from
Records, 24 Grosvenor
Road, Ripley, Derbyshire.

--

-

For Sale
JAMES DEAN. Unusua.

collection for sale, send
50p uncrossed PO plus
SAE for rare postcard
photograph and list.

-

Simmons, 25 Rutland
Court, Hove, Sussex.
Also vintage material.

Monroe. Beatles. Dlestr
ich etc
TIFF,

111

-FI MAR WITH

TIIE MARKET PLACE.

Now you can reach the

right buyers for your
surplus hldl gear in HI-

FI Weekly Oassil1 ds.
HI-FI Weekly, the hardest working mug in this
whole bargain hunxry
world, gets the fastest
results in the business.
SAE
T REX PHOTOS
for full details: Steve, 5
Main Street, Stanton By

Dale, Ilkeston, Derbys.
RADIO MAGAZINES,
Tapes, Records, etc.
SAE
(UK and USA ).
for lists Big Ben
Promotions, PO Box 23,
Hitchin , Hertz
WRITE TO TIIE STARS
for autographs, pictures,
etc. Our directory lists

addresses, birth

220

.

Sussex

EARLY El VIS, Cliff,
Sensible prices.

lists; Smith,

5

-

SAE
Mansion

Road, Freemantle,
Southampton Hants.

ELl

IS

,

EXTR.A-

VANGANZ.A. Send SAE
for large list of Elvis

records and books.

-

White
mostly set sale
Cottage. 297 Woodlands
SouthWoodlands.
Road,
ampton.

Rd. Russells

Green

MERRY CHRISTMAS to
all aboard the Ml -Amigo
1977

and

ItOD 8TL\1':(ItT /
FACES tail and present
magazlnen. articles.
tapes and tape Interviews
anything to do with Rod

-Stewart

-

Faces
wanted. State price
required first. Write
Marlin Weston, 12 Green
Worcester

Lane,

Park,

Surrey
REPORTER

Monthly news u,a !moron..
non about local cemm.rclol,
offshony. SIC UnNoMty.
Ovenua, Noaplul and Cable
Radio

Nn..,nb,
peslO lo,.xa on
Cobb. solar. S.n,

onlMna

owe

Roly Edo 'Inched rUPI
COMMERCIAL
BROADCASTING SERVICES
M ORCHANCERY LANE

Songwriting
BOLLS WOO)) COM
I' INS needs lyrics for
new songs

All types

n01B.

W*VILIN(YI1 N.,

mea.Nñafo,r.iérleÜui.b

Road. Luton,
(ordsh ire

Ir

H

ete for 11

Bed

WAVELLO

n NEW BONO

STREET

LONDON W1

.STARSKY
E

Sell your

-London W4

unwanted
ii -Fi gear
Advertise
f or just

HUTCH

H

-

FASTEST
SALT, with a Hi . FI
It r,'k ly Claeslfled. Bril5111'5 only weekly hl - Il
m.tg brings you buyers
for your unwanted equip.
merit faster than any
Ring 01.439
other rung
4081 to lind out how to
ndvertiee for II with HI
FI Week ly's special offer
LYRIC W 8111. iI Turn
your words Into popular
20
songs Details SAE
Comberftrd Road, Tam.
worth, Staffs
SPARE GE AR? Now H1 FI Weekly gets you the
fastest results in the
business for only U Yes
Inc a limited period t1
buys a 3 -line classified In
Britain's only weekly hi Phone 01.439
ll mug
4061, now
LYRICS INVITED. Con
recording
posing
promotion submit to
Donovan Metier, Excel
House, Whitcomb Street.
London W'C27ER.

Colour Posters

-p

711E

r

'

x=

,I

Ring this number

today for detail.:

439-4061-7

-

Your deepest

emotions

REVEALED!

e
:Aires
)1TAa/RV
"Mk EACH
2Se TOTAL OROf R

Swl:Ofv.Jr
1,r,.nz...

J
r

[,r

.

,

Alas

~watt.

'N`fZ-gs
P-4 ,
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Oda
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I
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.l

e..
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w

.NEW Nee eonT..
TOTAL 0R1761

s,
1 Yy/Mann

n

womb
womb

T

10p

7So

Moo

R'W
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Is it a bird? Is it
an alien? No, it's

IF YOU saw a flying
saucer you'd probably
break out In a cold sweat
and jibber at the nearest
policeman. That's unless
your name happens to be
Steve Hillage.

Steve Hillage the
cosmic guitar rocker

the WflLshire countryside and It
gave him a deep teeing of
Inward peace.
"It's nice to know there's
someone up there caring, taking
enough' Interest in the world to
come and have a look at us. I
believe that aliene may have
been in contact with some of the
world's leading men and told
them how to run things The
Americans have been keeping
very hush hush about it."
While most guitarist» have

about
sickness

He's seen them floating over

trimmed their

.

"I bellve that all performers
are only mediums communicating Ideas from a force
which

me.

"I callled my latest album
because It's such an Interesting
letter. It stands for love and life
the two moist precious things
In the world. II'e also got an
interesting ring to it and It's
Included in my favourite word
electric," He says the word

-
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shovelling cocaine, so they went
the whole hog and stripped us
naked, but they didn't find a
thing. In my perfect world there
would be no need for customs,
no International barriers."
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suspicious about some antique
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sound. They customs 'thought
he
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wearing gear like this in the
yea r 2,000
Before beginning a British
tour Steve flew into Heathrow
with his French lady and they
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of rho Nicer aliens"

I can't

in a kaftan and
preaching peace and love 17µy
seem a Little dated today.
"Dated," his voice approaches something dose to
anger. -The views I have will
be thought about when the earth
finally destroys Itself How can
you call anything dated that
crops up In all ages? My clothes
they'll be
aren't dated either

"A Womb with a View"

oO5

,

is one

It."

Dressed

everybody tiles to paint other
people with their ideas.
''Hendrix was my In.
splraUon. He could make his
guitar sound like a thing in
dlsLreas or he could make it
sound happy. It was a great
emotional and spirlti al elprience Listening to him. Then
when I was In Gang Daevid
Allen became like an elder
brother to me and he taught me
a lot of philosophies. "
Steve began his musical
career In the sixties. He helped
form Oriel some of whose music
was used in a sex education
film. He went to the University
of Kent but studying gave way
to music including Joining a
band with the intriguing name
of Spirogyra. On returning to
London he formed Khan but he
became best known for his work
with Gong which he left In 1976..

eyed asking for my autograph.
we just go

f

appreciate

great or lesser extent

somewhere so that we can
exchange philosophies, I hope
that I'm a mirror and people
can see themselves reflected in

so

violent person

personality. Even when I'm
talking to reporters it happens,
there's something trying to
speak through roe. Living Is a
work of art and your personality
le like a paintbrush and to a

I'd far rather that

.

above human

Is

have this fascination for
he says "I spend hours

catching them, their shape le so
beautiful. The countryside fas
been so Ideal for developing my
philosophies. I believe that
Britain should disarm end
spend the money on providing a
better life and developing space
travel 1 might even set up a
trust to do that someday.
What does Steve the cosmic
rocker think about punk?
"Punk rock exprle see the
frustration of young people and
It also expresses sick new
Singing aboutSicknes:» can mb
lead to a sick society. They're
Just breeding sores matead of
healing them. I've never been a

society'

swapped denims fur white suite,
Steve retains the vintage look of
the late minim. Dressed In
woolly floppy cap and Indian
shirt he blends in with the
quaintness of his favourite
London hotel. Ills latent album
'L' la a chart success and a fair
degree of renewed Inlerret has
surrounded Steve, He's even
been hailed as a guitar guru.
"People do get carried
away," he says. "I hate being
treated as something larger
than life. I'm Just me and all
I'm trying to do Is to
communicate happiness with
my music. I don't like the way
some people Come up starry

q

"I

fish",

can only
lead to a
sick

and

locks

In his spare time he enjoy,
studying Alchemy and QabalIsm. the study of anelent
symbols. He also visita mystical
pieces like Stonehenge and Uves
a sheltered life tramping the
Wiltshire Mlle and valleys.
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